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Abstract:
Economic uncertainty is one c£ the foremost problems in Montana's agricultural areas because
production, price, and technological. uncertainties are recognized both, as elements of cost and as
factors contributing to the instability of farm incomes. These risks and 'uncertainties introduce many
complexities into the decision making process and influence the firm's growth process.

A large number of mathematical models of various types have been utilized to analyze growth
problems in a dynamic framework and have contained features designed to aid decision making. The
growth model developed in this study focuses on the effects of uncertainty, where the uncertain state of
nature is production of winter wheat. The criterion used for decision making under uncertainty is
maximization of expected utility as a function of net worth at the end of the planning horizon, with due
consideration to the risk of bankruptcy which would destroy the firm.

The stochastic firm growth model was formulated within a dynamic programming framework in. which
the stochastic nature of winter wheat yields and selected decision alternatives determine the transition
of the process from period-to-period. The stochastic dynamic programming model was applied to a
typical cash-grain farm in northcentral Montana. The only decision variable is rate of expansion while
two state variables, capacity and ratio of debt to capacity,' are includ.d In the "model. Optimal
expansion policies were derived for specified assumptions concerning various parameters in the
stochastic model. These parameters include the cost for land, bankruptcy threshold, inability to borrow
threshold, rates of interest for borrowed funds, levels of family consumption , the nature of government
farm programs, and the form of the decision maker's utility function for wealth (net worthy.

The optimal policy for the basic model was to buy 320 acres of cropland during any year in which the
constraints of the model did not prohibit the purchase. This policy was insensitive to reasonable
changes in the consumpuion function, borrowing rate of interest, and land valves. However, the
optimal policy was affected by a sufficient increase in the cost of land and when the deterministic
income fron wheat certificates was removed. Also, as the risk-aversion coefficient was increased within
the decision maker's utility function, the optimal policy became less expansionary in nature.

It is concluded that stochastic dynamic programming provides an effective means to study firm growth
processes. The evidence indicates that this type of model adds to the nody of theoretical knowledge of
firm growth and can also yield practical results which ere suitable to guide managers of growing
agricultural firms especially in a stochastic environment. 
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ABSTRACT' ' • •

Economic uncertainty is one, .cf the foremost problems in Montana's 
agricultural areas because production, price, and technological uncer
tainties are recognized both, as elements erf cost and as factors contri
buting to the instability of.farm incomes. These risks and'uncertainties 
introduce magy copiplexities into the decision making process and influ— 
ence tlie firm's growth process. '

A  large number of mathematical models of various types-have been 
utilized to analyze growth problems in a,dynamic framework and have 
.contained features designed to aid decision making. The 1 growth model’ 
developed in this study focuses- on the effects of uncertainty, where the ■ 
uncert-airi state of nature ‘is production of winter wheat. The criterion 
used for (decision, making "under uncertainty is maximization of expected 
utility as a function of net worth at the end of the planning horizon, 
with due consideration to the risk'of bankruptcy which would destroy the 
firm.

The stochastic firm growth model was formulated within a dynamic 
programming framework in. which the stochastic nature of winter wheat 
yields and selected decision .alternatives determine the transition of 
the process from period-to-period. - The stochastic dynamic programming 
model was applied to a typical cash-grain farm in northcentral Montana. 
The only decision variable.is rate of expansion while two state vari
ables, capacity and ratio of. debt to capacity,' are'included, ,in the "model. 
Optimal expansion policies were derived for specified assumptions con
cerning various parameters in the stochastic model. These parameters 
include the cost for land, bankruptcy threshold, inability to borrow . ■ ■ 
threshold, rates- of interest for borrowed funds, levels of family con-r 
sumption, the nature ov government farm programs, and the form of the . 
decision maker's utility,function.for wealth (net worth,.

The optimal policy for the basic model was to buy 320 acres of 
cropland during any year in which the constraints of the model did not 
prohibit the purchase,. This policy was insensitive■to reasonable 
changes in the consumption function, borrowing rate of interest-, and 
land values. However, the optimal policy was affected by a sufficient 
increase in the cost of land and when the deterministic income from wheat 
certificates was removed. Also, as the risk-aversion. coefficient, was • 
increased .within the decision maker's utility function, the optimal . 
policy became less expansionary in nature.

It is concluded that stochastic dynamic programming provides an 
effective means to study firm growth processes. The evidence indicates 
that this type of model adds to the cody of theoretical knowledge of 
firm growth and can1 also .yield practical results which are suitable to 
guide managers of growing agricultural firms especially in a stochastic 
environment. . - ■ • ■



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION ;

■’ •I. The General Problem of Firm Growth

Growth .of farms and other agricultural'firms has been one of the 

significant phenomena in United States agriculture for several decades, •

i .e.,'the upward trend in acres per farm, output per farm,, and capital 

requirements per farm. Enlargement may have stemmed ■ from intensification 

of the farm firm on an existing land base or from operating more land.- 

Among the forces that have encouraged growth, the most significant have . 

been the continued technological advances, specialization, improvement 

in management's ability, and.changes in the overall economic"environment 

[50,pp.17-20; 8>p.l536]. Growth is dynamic.in' nature and,renders the . 

neo-classical, static concept of the firm somewhat unrealistic. With 

the development of high-speed computers and improved analytical tech- 

nigues, an economic evaluation of firm ̂ growth and associated problems 

has taken on an increasing importance in recent years. '• Firm growth has 

attracted the interest of many economists, and.resulted in the formula

tion of at least two regional research committees which’"have held,
• , , . . • "symposiums on firm growth. . ■; ' ' - -

The agricultural firm consists of the means of production, land, ; 

labor, capital, and management; generally, land represents most of the 

total value of capital invested in the firm. Growth is some measure 

of the total sum of all the production means which'are■under the'firm's
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command; these means of- production are measured in units, such'as acres 

of land,, hours of labor, or dollars of assets. The growth .process 

includes a choice of growth directions, .'among other things a choice" that 

involves changes in the various means of production specified by a"

vector P , where P = (P , P , ..., P ) .represents the amounts of each
1 ' 2 - ■ .n . ■' ■ .... / 

means of production. Also, the growth-direction's, of the firm ndf'only •

include elements in P. but also a vector X, where X = (X , X , X )
‘ .-L A n  ■ •

represents the production possibilities that the firm may select.

The problem of growth involves analysis of the decisions which 

affect the growth process.over time. .This process, is influenced by the 

goals of the decision maker, e.g., maximization of the rate of growth, 

capital accumulation, leisure time, or minimization of risk and uncer

tainty to assure the firm's survival in the "future. Growth problems 

involve identification of growth opportunities by the decision maker. 

Also, growth opportunities, arise, in other ways, both internal and exter

nal to the 'firm, that are not directly related to the decision maker. 

Differences in .characteristics of the resources create growth problems 

in that the various means of production cannot be combined into one 

resource and various resources have different contributions to offer ' 

toward fulfillment of the various goals. Also, there is the problem of

accessibility of the resources and means of control. Acquisition of
* ’ - . -* •

financial capital creates•growth problems .not only in terms of the ■ 

choice of how to finance, but by other factors affecting the growth
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processes such as capital withdrawals for consumption, social security, 

and Federal and state income taxes. If capital is borrowed, the amount 

that can be obtained in this manner depends on the type of resource " 

involved.

Besides the above problems, external forces occur over time in con

junction with the growth process. Yields, prices, and other variables 

are subject to random variations, while technological and general 

economic changes produce risks and uncertainties that are important in 

decision making processes for firm growth.

Firm growth in agriculture connotes problems which are broader in 

scope than those usually associated with firm growth, i.e., the social ■ 

costs and benefits of "orderly" growth, if in fact, growth is "orderly". 

There are the problems of income distribution in all farming sectors, 

total financial well-being of farm people compared with other sectors, 

and the impact growth has on the. structure of financial markets serving 

agriculture. The macro-economic problems are important, but this study 

focuses on decision problems confronted by the farm firm.

II. Risk and Uncertainty in the Growth Process

Dryland grain farming in the semi-arid areas of Montana is recog

nized as a high-risk venture because variation in production is a" func

tion of annual precipitation and natural perils such as hail, fire, 

insect infestation, and plant diseases. A short growing season limits 

the choice of crops to those that are better adapted to the short season
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and comparatively dry climate.. The external forces place farmers in a 

position of uncertainty with respect to prices and technology. In

combination, these risks and uncertainties are elements'of cost and are
' .. ' ' '' ' " . \ factors contributing to the instability of farm incomes. f. ■

Random yields in the planning environment of the .agricultural firm

have considerable importance in the growth process. The internally

generated cash flow of the firm over time., together with borrowed cap!-'

tal funds, creates the financial'capital for the growth process. .This

cash flow is subject to considerable variation due to the external ■1
■. ■ : "■ ; x ■- ■ . .

forces affecting yields. Repeated decisions based on unlikely high 

yields are sure to lead to.economic disaster. To base plans on average' 

yields does not account for variations that could occur, in particular, 

the economic impact if several low yield years should occur sequentially 

Consequently,- a farmer would like to effectively evaluate the highly 

variable cash.flow under alternative production and/or investment 

decisions. For example, he might focus on the decision alternative ■' • ■ '

which returns the highest average amount of reinvestable surplus. This
'

reinvestable surplus (or savings) can be of importance to .the firm’s' 

repayment ability if external acquisition of capital funds is necessary 

in. the growth process. In general, management's problem is to estab

lish limits' within which planning can-be more effective for the growth 

of the firm and attainment of goals, in which growth can be a goal ■ 

itself. Therefore, the farm operator needs knowledge about the rela-
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tionship between random climatic variables and crop yields to establish 

limits within which he can manage and to make, effective•decisions within 

these limits. -

The growth problem of the farm firm is dynamic. Traditional neo-' 

classical static theory of the firm is unrealistic mainly because of its 

high level of abstraction and that perfect knowledge or certainty is'' 

assumed. Complexity of the dynamics can be overwhelming, and therefore, 

models of firm growth must be carefully formulated to capture the essen

tial aspects•without inclusion of any relatively unnecessary variables
: v  ■ ■ ......., .

or relationships. ' " - -

■ Moreover, the economic and physical parameters may need to be varied 

temporally for.a given planning horizon, ,since stock and flow charac

teristics are fundamental, to short- and long-run planning periods in • 

economics. Consequently, fundamental to firm growth is a systematic- 

analysis involving stocks and flows in a dynamic production-investment 

framework that involves both physical and financial' accounts, along with, 

parameters for estimating'the risk and uncertainty of returns. The 

temporal variation of economic- and physical parameters is basic to 

production-investment decision making under risk and uncertainty. Thus, 

a production-investment analysis must be dynamic to reflect expected'" 

growth; if not, these decisions will.not be based on correct expecta- . 

tions [55] . In paraphrasing Boulding [7,p.27] and Vickers [58,p.42],- 

the firm has a balance sheet which describes its position as a static
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point in time. However, the balance sheet is a tool of dynamic analysis 

when it is recognized that the structure (financial and physical) it 

describes is subject to change, along with changes in the internal and 

external constraints, as the economic environment c h a n g e s . Therefore, 

the balance sheet can serve as a basis for analyzing the stock and flow 

characteristics of the growth, process, given that certain production- 

investment actions are carried out by the operator.

Another complexity arises in connection with..the balance sheet.

Firm sizes and financial situations are heterogeneous in nature. Size 

and financial status describe but a point in time with respect to the 

growth process; consequently, the model should be able to handle changes 

from known or relevant size-financial situations to others in a syste

matic manner over some given planning horizon. Financial survival and 

rate of growth are important economic considerations to the decision 

making process in the selection of an optimal policy for growth. Also, 

the incorporation of internal or management barriers to growth and 

measurement of their economic consequences are also important to an 

economic analysis.

Fundamental to analyzing the growth process is the selection of an 

appropriate goal. The growth process is considered to be influenced by 

the goals of the decision maker, i.e., the growth process may be differ

ent and involve different problems for various goals. . Once a goal is 

selected, it can generally be formulated within the objective function
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along with a set of constraints. A worthwhile addition to the criterion 

function, in the' growth process under uncertainty, is the inclusion of 

the expected utility hypothesis. I/ Interesting and difficult problems 

arise when estimating the utility of, for example, surplus capital in 

the capital accumulation process and also, estimating the utility of 

capital leakages for family consumption expenditures, social security,' 

state and Federal income taxes. Preference for or aversion to risk is 

implicit in the utility function which further complicates the analysis. 

•In general, a utility function describes the psychological nature of 

the operator, i.e., whether he is a gambler or is conservative, or lies 

somewhere in between these extremes. Measurement of risk aversion is a 

complex problem due to the diversity of behavior among farmers.

III. The Research Problem

The problem of this research effort is to employ the use of a 

dynamic growth model which will focus on the effects of production 

uncertainty in making an economic evaluation of the feasibility of farm 

firm growth in a semi-arid, grain crop-producing area of Montana. Due 

to limited data and time, this research effort is limited to the winter

I/ Maximization of the expected utility of an alternative, where each 
outcome is transformed into a utility value, weighted by a set of 
probabilities, and summed to give an expected value. • ■
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wheat area; solutions to this problem should have some application to 

other dryland agricultural areas .in Montana ,and the Great. Plains. .The 

■ conclusions from this study should be of interest (I) to- farmers,' (2) to 

farm credit lenders,;(3) to farm policy makers, and (4) provide a basis 

for research dealing with macro-economic problems of farm firm growth. ■.

The specific objectives of this study will be:

I. To develop a general methodology or procedure for analyzing firm 

growth where the selection of an optimal decision over the planning 

period is dependent on stochastic variables. '■ .

. 2. Apply the general methodology' to a representative winter wheat- 

cash grain farm in Northcentral.Montana where-the'optimal decision for'

.firm growth is based on the stochastic nature of the winter wheat yields 

Various parameters in the model will be changed.to determine their lnflu 

ence on the optimal decision and growth rates that can be achieved over .

a> defined planning horizon.

3. Associated directly with objective 2 is to determine the nature 

of the probability distribution for a sample of winter wheat yields and 

estimate the parameters which characterize the probability density func

tion. ' v :'

4.. Incorporate into the stochastic firm growth model a nonlinear, 

utility function, which has a risk-aversion parameter that will be' 

varied, to determine the effect on the optimal decision and on the
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economic consequences of the firm's ability to grow as measured by a 

defined growth criterion function.

IV. Stochastic Sequential Decision Process 

The nature of agricultural production is periodic, i.e.,discrete • 

time rather than continuous time best describes the agricultural produc

tion process. Thus the stochastic process specified to represent firm' 

growth is a discrete time process.. Stochastic means that for a decision 

k, there is not one outcome, but a set of possible outcomes given by ■ 

a stochastic vector with a known or given probability distribution func

tion. '

The decision process begins with the data and ends with recommenda

tion of a course of action, which constitutes what Bross calls the 

decision maker [10,p.29], shown in Figure I.

Data RecommendationDecision
criterion

Predicting
system

Value
system

Figure I. The Decision Maker.

The information flows in two ways:' (I) into the predicting system where 

possible outcomes and courses of action are formulated, and (2) into the
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value system where the individual■s utility or desirability- associated 

with each outcome is formulated. ■ Then' b y •applying the decision cri

terion a course of action is selected. ■ - ■.... .. .

For firm growth, the "data" would constitute returns or crop yields 

associated with stochastic variables (climatic variables, for example) 

from which conditional expectations of net returns can. be "derived froxti 

the "predicting system". Estimation of conditional expectations can 

usually be made statistically from a time series by regression analysis. 

These conditional expectations are some measure of value relevant to 

growth of the firm. Involved in the "predicting system" is..a set .of -, 

actions '

(k^ €K) , , A =  I> 2, 3,

open to the decision- maker, which have a direct -influence bn the condi

tional probabilities associated with each k^. ■ -

Substituting the. information from the "predicting system" into the• 

"decision■criterion", then each course of action is evaluated by some 

criterion such as -

Max E [outcome] or.V
Min .E [outcome] 
k„

(1.1)
i .= I, 2, 3, . ,■ M.
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According to Penrose ■ [45,p.88], "Growth is .a process, size is a state." 

Consequently, the decision maker' is faced with a problem.of economic 

dynamics, and the decision process cannot ignore the interrelations in 

the time dimension, where the choice of outcome needs to be viewed in . 

the■context of a policy or strategy to be followed over the firm's 

planning horizon. Thus,' to.equation [1.1), the time dimension must be 

added which means that a decision made in the given year affects the 

optimal decision in future years.
. V ■' . ..

The "value'system" of the.decision maker is complex in that it 

involves the individual's utility.function, which in turn reflects a' 

preference for (aversion to) risk and debt, as well as many other . 

factors. Because of the complex nature of the value system, further 

discussion is postponed until later. ' ' V i • ■ ■ ■

V:. Review of the Literature "

Because of the. voluminous nature of the literature on firm growth 

that has appeared since 1965, it is impossible to do justice to those .' 

studies in the limited space and scope of this study. In .'light of the 

above, this- section will be limited to the discussion of an article 

which itself constitutes a good review of past studies dealing with and 

related to the problems- of firm growth. ,, 1 ^

An article by Renborg [48,pp.51-102].contains.oyer 124 references.
• - • . 

related to the problems, theories, and methodology for firm growth* • Tfhe
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purpose in Renborg's work, was to analyze existing growth, theories of 

the firm in terms of "their possibi.li.ti.es. for controlling and directing 

the growth.'process of an' agricultural firm over time," without discus

sing the various theories' abilities to describe or predict the firm's ■ 

behavior.and indicate structural changes. However, he does measure the 

theories against a set of ideas or problems that are involved in the ' 

growth process; although the set is arbitrary, it is worth restating.. 

Renborg indicates that "good firm growth theories"'should - account for:

-I. the entrepreneur's goals; . i /, . • . .• . ''
2. the available opportunities for growth; ■ I .
3. the differences in- characteristics of various resources; .
4. the differences in .characteristics of various sources of 

financial capital; . . •
5. the fact that larger farms-often require new management '

.abilities by the farmer;
6. the fact that growth is a process over time and that growth

costs are associated with this process; and '
7 .  • the fact that risk and uncertainty influence growth.over time. '

Problems' associated closely with growth have traditionally been .

treated by economists in the past by using the neo-classical theory"of 

the firm which gives some clues to the firm .size." problem but must be 

looked upon as an insufficient planning instrument for management. The ■ 

neo-classical theory covers only profit maximization as a goal and . 

assumes that all outcomes are known with certainty. I ; ■.

In light of the.problems outlined by.Renbbrg, this study would seem 

to be a contribution to the overall theory of firm growth, particularly
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since it focuses on item (.7) of his list of important items to.be includ

ed .in any firm growth study. In fact, that is a'"primary feature of this 

■ research'endeavor on .firm growth— to focus on the stochastic aspects 

of the problem. .

Items (I), (2), and (6) of Renborg1s .list of desirable features in 

growth theories are included in this study.■ The entrepreneur's goal is.

specified by assumption and is reflected in the criterion function of ‘ .■
. , . • ■ X ' • . . / ,

the growth model. The opportunities for growth are specified by a

limited set of decision alternatives. The growth process-is dynamic, and 

the interrelations in. the time dimension- are accounted for because pro- . 

duction and/or investment choices made by the entrepreneur affects the 

future outcomes of the farm firm. The planning horizon is defined as 

opposed to solving for the optimal length of the. planning period. ; The 

growth process has associated costs in terms of. the resource cost and 

the fixed interest expense if the operator has to borrow funds.-

Rate of growth and consequently/ future value of the firm, is highly 

dependent on annual net income of the firm- from which savings can be 

retained and reinvested. -Borrowing of capital funds is -allowed as if 

the funds came from one source, and consequently, the differences in .. 

characteristics of various sources of financial capital are not con

sidered (see item (4) on page 12). Production -costs, both fixed and • 

variable, as well as consumption expenses for the firm': manager and 

family, and personal income taxes are deducted from- the firm's .gross ■
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income to arrive at savings'-.- Capital constraints are imposed in.the

model to reflect the inability;to borrow-and the associated .economic ■
- - ■ ■ ■ . 1 

consequences. • • ., „ -

. The farm management abilities of the operator, in this study are; .

treated as a constant, i.e., the operator.of the -small farm has the

same abilities as.those for the larger farm. There are no costs associ

ated with the obtainment of new abilities as the firm increases ,in size
. : ■ - - Thus, item (5) of .Renborg1s list is not a part of this study. '

The behavior of the decision maker is a complex situation due to .
■ - / ' : , I ■ V V - : -  .the multi-dimensional nature of risk.taking attributed to-many subjec-. 

tive components and susceptibility of a variety of motivational and ' . - 

other influences. Actual behavior is not depicted in this study, but a 

specified nonlinear utility function -is assumed to describe U le 

operator's attitude toward risk and uncertainty through the criterion' 

function.
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A STOCHASTIC FARM FIRM GROWTH MODEL 

The study of firm growth has involved a whole series of analyses 

using mathematical programming methods. These methods have included 

production, investment, and financial alternatives in.conjunction with 

a wide and flexible range of possibilities in formulating the goals of 

the entrepreneur. The goals were generally .formulated■as a, combination 

of- the objective function with a set of constraints. All of these mathe

matical programming models are flexible tools- for handling multi-goal ■ 

and decision making situations. The mathematical.programming models used 

to solve production, investment, finance, and growth problems have been 

multi-period linear programming, integer linear- programming, simulation, 

and recursive programming. The optimizing or programming.approach of 

these methods' have, for some studies, -attempted to incorporate the- ... 

existence of risk and uncertainty in the planning environment. Johnson', 

Tefertiller and Moore [31fpp.908-919], for example, used "a stochastic ' 

linear programming" model with.the "distribution method of solution" to ■ 

bring the effects of important stochastic variables into the analytic 

framework. However, their approach'suffers from a rather serious 

restriction in that the decision maker knows with probability one (with 

certainty) the outcome of stochastic events -a period in advance.

Therefore, in this study another mathematical programming model is 

developed that focuses on the effects of risk and uncertainty.-where the 

outcome of future events is not known in advance and the events are
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random. The choice of alternative.actions is formulated in a.multi

stage decision process in which, a set of decisions is sought.that will 

maximize (or minimize) an appropriate objection function, where the" . 

stochastic-nature of the problem, is taken into account. Dynamic program

ming, not to be- confused with dynamic linear programming, is the mathe

matical model to be used. Boehlje and White [6 ] indicated that .dynamic 

programming has not been.applied specifically to firm growth problems. 

Minden [40] developed a conceptualized firm growth model using dynamic

programming but did not apply the framework to an empirical problem.
. ' ' . . "

Dynamic Programming Background

About 1951, Bellman became interested in the recurrence relation 

in decision theory which was spawned in the 1940's by a group of statis

ticians interested in statistical decision theory. Bellman [3,4,5] has 

been instrumental in the development of the theory of sequential, or . 

multi-stage, decision processes, both of deterministic and stochastic 

types.. From the theory of multi-stage decision processes. Bellman 

coined the term "dynamic programming" to'describe the subject matter. ..

It involves a certain conceptual.framework which provides a mathematical 

tool that can be applied to many kinds of problems. There are many'- 

examples of multi-stage decision processes in the economic life of the, 

real world such as investment programs", insurance policies, card games 

like poker or contract bridge, and the design of many types of experiments'
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Dynamic programming is. not described by.a.set of equations in a 

particular form nor do pre-programmed computational algorithms exist, .as 

is the case in linear programming [20,p.213]. The: use of dynamic 

programming (DP as it will be referred to in the.remainder of this study) 

has not been as readily accepted as linear programming due partly to 

computational problems which arise in its use, and partly to a lack"of : 

full understanding of how it can be used in decision analysis. . There 

seems to be more difficulty with model formulation in applying, DP than . 

is the case with.linear programming. ■ DP is not restricted to linear 

relationships and consequently, meaningful lumpiness of production and 

cost inputs, such as land, machinery, equipment, and buildings can ■" ■ 

readily be incorporated into the DP analysis. Also, DP constitutes a 

formal optimization process rather than the "if this, what then" type - 

of approach characterized by most simulation studies.

• Recent books by Howard [29] and White [59] have supplemented the 

work of Bellman and co-workers by attempting to set forth DP in a -• ,

general, somewhat descriptive framework and yet indicate its compute- : 

tionally feasibility. Some of the initial formulation and.computational 

obstacles of DP have been overcome by Burt and co-workers ■ [11,12,13,14, 

15,16,17] in applying the tool to a number of widely different practical 

farm management and other research problems in e c o n o m i c s In' these . ' / 

studies, the economic consequences of risk and uncertainty, associated 

with certain defined random variables, was an important consideration.
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Therefore, the work of Bellman, Burt and respective co-workers, Howard

-and White provides a launching pad for this study on farm firm growth,- -

particularly the unpublished manuscript by Burt [12] . .

Definitions 'and Concepts of 'DB •• • ■ ' ■

In DP a sequence of. decisions, the multi-stage decision, process, "is 

- sought which will maximize (or minimize) an appropriately defined objec

tive or criterion function'. The optimal policy will depend on (I). the., 

length of the process which can be divided into time periods or intervals, 

called."stages", and (2) on the' current "state" of the system. ' "State" 

■refers to the sum total' of all relevant information about .the process ' '. - 

at. a given stage. In other words,- the "state" of the process in farm 

firm growth describes the firm's debt position as well as the firm's 

resource base, such as total cropland, machinery, equipment, and buildings..

In firm growth, a set of decision alternatives or relevant actions 

exist that will change the state of .the process in the passage.from one • 

stage to the next. This implied, change.is referred to as the "state 

transition". Transition from one state to another can be made' deter

ministically (with certainty) or stochastically (according to a probab-" 

ility distribution); the latter is referred to as a stochastic decision 

process. In farm firm growth, the transition will be stochastic because ' 

of the uncertain nature of climatic variables that influence crop yields.'

In dynamic programming, the objective or criterion function must be - ■ '■ 

one of"Markovian nature" [4,p.54]: '
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After any number of decisions, say k , .we wish the effect 
of the remaining N-k stages of the.decision process upon 
the total return to.depend only upon the state of the 
system at the end of the k-th decision and the subsequent 
decisions.

Given the state of the process at a given stage, the decision process is 

to be independent of previous stages. In other words, the set of state 

variables must be sufficiently complete so that the optimal policy 

derived for a given state'and stage depends only on that state and not 

upon how one got to that state. Thus, for DP to be applicable, the 

state-description variable(s) must include all necessary information to ■ 

accomplish this separation. Consequently, "state" is a. relative term 

depending on the analysis, and it is the job of the researcher to 

achieve adequate realism of state description in a manner consistent with 

the Markovian requirement [20,p.215].

In the context of farm firm growth, given that the firm now occupies 

some state i, which for example, could define the firm's debt or equity, 

the transition to state j in the following stage or year is dependent 

only on i and the decision made and not any prior history. I/ This 

transition is what Howard [29] refers to as a recursive structure.

Under this recursive structure, optimization of the multi-stage 

decision process can be characterized by an optimal policy, or what is

I/ See references [17,p.122;15,p.35] for an excellent description of 
the Markov requirement used in two practical problems.
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more descriptively called', a conditional decision rule.- "Optimization - - "

implies a rule which specifies a particular decision to be made at each '
. . . . . . .

stage1 for any given state that might ".occur in that stage, thus the name 

conditional decision rule. The policy or conditional decision-rule is 

to be chosen such that a criterion function is optimized, .' ,

When dealing with multi-stage decision processes that meet the 

Markovian-property, the basic property of optimal policies is stated•’ 

[4,p.57] : . ' ' ' ‘
-An optimal policy-has the property .that whatever the 
initial state and initial decisions are, the remaining •-r
decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard 
to the state resulting from the first decision. -" _: '■

. ■ ' ' : '

This principle, known as the "principle of optimality",;justifies the

linking of the (N)-stage decision process to the (N-I)-stage process,'

and suggests the inductive property of dynamic programming which leads --

to a recurrence relation. .

Hopefully, the definitions and concepts of DP will become clearer

as a general growth model is formulated and then applied to the.specific

firm growth problem. . V

The General Model , . . ' - -

The general stochastic firm growth model which focuses on the 

effects "of risk and uncertainty- logically requires two stages. The first
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step is that of selecting efficient 2/ combinations ,of' stochastic •

returns. The second part is the .'development of the'‘stochastic firm ■ 

growth model where the stochastic variables determine the ..'transition of 

the process from period-tovperidd in estimation of an optimal decision■ 

rule. •

• For selection of efficient combinations of enterprises', the discus-
■ ' . • ■ y -  v  .. " 'sion. is kept brief because the delineation of.ah efficient set of enter-

prise-alternatives from which-the decision unit can choose was not made .

in this first attempt to. apply DP '-'to a representative farm '-firm. . .The-

major reason will become clearer in the discussion of the general and

. empirical models. . The objective is to call the'reader's attention to . .

a relevant, "when applicable, part of growth analysis by.presenting some

sources which can be used as a basis in the analysis of- efficient alter-'
■ .. " ■ . " ... ■ ■ ■ .- , 

natives. An application should clarify any problems and,details' asspci-
, ■ • ' ' i -- :

ated with -an efficient set of alternatives and the estimation of the 

mean, variance, and covariance. The second part is the general model; 

but before proceeding, the firm's objective function should be discussed.

Measurement of growth is a problem for which one of several c.ri- 

terion functions can be used which incorporate -the farm operator '.s■ goal
' ...v

2/ Efficient is used in the sense of a trade-off between.' mean and vari
ance of returns rather than the economic sense--efficient combine-' 
tions of enterprises are associated with highest expected return for 
a given variance of returns, or conversely the smallest variance for. 
a given expected value. ■ ■
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or goals. Enumeration of specific goals of farmers constitutes a study

in and of itself and is beyond the scope 'of this study. The selection

of an appropriate goal for growth ie not a formidable task based on the

conclusion reached by Martin [39,p.28], stating: .. .

The environment within which farm operations occur tends ■ 
to overwhelm specific operator objectives whether they be 
to maximize returns, sales, farm size, owned capital or 
reinvestment capital, or even consumption. Any of these 
objectives, criteria, or choice indicators tend to■maxi—

. ..mize capital accumulation.

The firm’s balance sheet describes the owner's stock of capital at a ; 

moment in time, i.e. , a static.document of an instant in the time..;dimerr-' 

sion. In the capital accumulation or growth process, however, the -. ■' 

structure of the balance sheet is affected and makes it a tool of ■ ,■ , 

dynamic analysis. Consequently, the owner’s stock of capital can serve 

as a basis for measuring growth of the firm with an implied goal of 

maximizing capital accumulation as measured by the firm’s worth at the 

end of the planning horizon. ' '.

For the general model, it is assumed that the liquidation value of 
• ' ' ' '

the firm is the criterion for measuring the worth and changes in worth 

of the firm over the planning period. The rate of growth, and conse

quently the future expected worth of the firm is highly dependent on the 

.stochastic annual net income from which savings (non-allocated earnings) 

can be retained and reinvested.. Therefore, production costs (both' .• 

direct and indirect), family consumption expenditures, social security 

taxes, and state and Federal income taxes must be deducted from the ..
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firm's expected gross income to arrive at savings since personal and net 

business income of the firm are hot clearly partionable.

Part I :' Delineation of Efficient Alternatives

Essential to derivation of an optimal growth policy is-static maxi

mization of returns from the resources employed by the firm for produc

tion. Maximization of returns involves the delineation of an efficient 

set of alternatives from, which statistically the mean and variance can 

be estimated. "Alternative" is used here in a general way in that a 

decision -is not, for example, restricted to a single crop .3/ but could 

comprise a mix of crops or mix of various enterprises. Let it be clear 

that the only reason for deriving an efficient set of farm enterprises 

is to reduce the number of relevant.alternatives which must be considered 

in the farm growth model. The number of decision variables can be 

reduced to only one when the original number of enterprises is any 

number you please— a substantial simplification indeed.

An alternative crop x will be preferred to crop y , for example, if

2 2 ■E > E and a < a , (2.1)x —  y x —  y

where at least one of the strong inequalities holds. That- is, elimina-. 

tion of an alternative that has a contender with greater or equal

3/ Livestock enterprises were excluded for the convenience of the 
discussion.
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expected return (mean) and smaller or ■ equal variance’. For a combina

tion of several crops, the mean' and variance of income for each crop 

- and covariance of net incomes among each pair of crops are necessary• ' ^ 

data to derive efficient proportions of the crops. Typically, there 'i ■ 

will be constraints on the firm's resources and ability to expand in' any ■ 

one enterprise or group of enterprises. Parametric quadratic program- -• 

ming can be used to trace out efficient enterprise mixes by using the 

variance in the objective function and holding the mean fixed as ■ a ’ • . 

constant.■ In cash crop farming, the most binding constraint will often 

be land, and quadratic programming can be used -fco derive the efficiency. 

frontier by defining activity levels as the proportions, of land devoted 

to the various crops [12] . With the quadratic programming results at 

hand, the efficiency frontier is summarized by a single variable, the 

mean or a Lagrange multiplier, for example.

The pioneering work of Freund [24] is an application to agriculture, 

that of Markowitz [37,38] in optimal investment portfolio selection,.that 

of Dean and Carter [19], Johnson [30], and others have made contribu- 

tions to the problem of optimal decision .making under risk and uncer

tainty by emphasizing analyses of mean's and variances. Due to a lack . 

of "good" data, an attempt to delineate an efficiency .frontier \ 

(efficient set of cropping alternatives) for. the empirical .-'model was '

not undertaken. Consequently, the,details surrounding the mean- ■ I'''< 

variance analyses by.the above writers were omitted from this study..
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However, an injustice to the interested reader would be perpetrated 

unless some reference is made to'articles' that criticize the.mean- 

variance (M-V) approach and also point.out the highlights of these 

criticisms. Feldstein [22], Levy, and'Sanat [35], Samueison [51], and 

others provide important criticisms of the M-V approach in portfolio 

selection which is directly applicable to an analysis of efficient com

binations of crop enterprises. In general, the M-V approach is only 

approximate and applicable only in the restrictive cases where statisti

cal distributions are normal or where the utility function to be maxi

mized is quadratic. Samuelson [51] indicated that as variance approaches 

zero (where risk is limited), the M-V approach becomes'a "better" 

approximation method. The assumption of normality is tenable, particu

larly with regard to crop yields based on evidence reported by various 

researchers [18,34,60] .

Part II: The Stochastic Firm Growth Model

In this model, the decision maker's risk aversion factor is 

reflected in the overall criterion function of the growth model. By 

assumption each decision maker is trying to maximize expected value of 

his utility function for wealth at the end of the planning horizon 

while giving due consideration to the risk of bankruptcy.which would 

destroy the firm. A linear utility function is assumed throughout most 

of the empirical work of this study, although Chapter V deals with the
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nonlinear case.-' Nevertheless, it is likely that much of.the so-called 

risk aversion associated with periodic income is subsumed, in the linear 

utility growth.model by taking'account•;of the consequences 'of bankruptcy'.

Each period of the firm's planning horizon constitutes a stage 

(year) in-the: multi-stage decision process, and a set of-state Variables 

must be defined that "describes" the process at the beginning of a stage 

or time period. Conceptually, any number of state variables can be. 

defined to describe the state of the system at any time. . In the - 1 .

■ general model the following state variables are .defined: ■■ - -

s^ = -relatively -liquid assets, of the firm, .usually -referred to v ' 
as cash reserves for simplicity. Negative values for s^ imply 
that the firm is in debt and positive-values imply that the 

. firm possesses cash reserves and no debt is owed on the real \ 
assets of the firm; ; ' ,,

s ; =. capacity measured in units of. -acres of cropland under the " ' .
control of the operator; ■; ' ...

. = an aggregate index of the firm's complement of- resource goods
'- such as machinery and equipment, grain storage capacity, and

buildings (machine shop and storage for machinery .and equip
ment) .

• In a practical usage, S^ needs to be transformed into a unit of measure. - 

which serves as a.common denominator for this body of resource goods, 

e.g.; assign each resource good a fixed proportion measured in dollars 

or some appropriate unit. The above- state variables are the most impor

tant ones for a farm firm consisting of several crop enterprises.' Due 

to the actual lumpiness of productive inputs in farming, these. state, -■ 

variables are measured in discrete terms rather than on a continuous level.
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A farm operator generally has several courses of action-' open to him 

which affect the state of the firm in subsequent periods as well as.net 

returns received within the period of the action. These.actions con

stitute the decision variables or decision alternatives that are denoted" 

as: , ,

■ = a single variable used to reflect a particular mix of crop
enterpises selected from the'efficient set of cropping alterna
tives, which also specifies how the land resource is to.be- 
allocated among the crops; ■ ' -

Xg = the amount of capacity- purchased, which is measured in units ■" 
of cropland acres; and- . • ,

' X 3 = aggregate index of machinery - and equipment, grain storage f
and buildings purchased measured in the same units a.s s -̂-"

The firm's periodic net return function-is defined as f(s,,s .s„,x-) ... - . , - . . I -2 -3 •. I .
which is a random variable due to the uncertainty associated with crop.

yields. Gross return (GI) is dependent on x_ and can be writtenI ■„■■■•

GI(X1) I (Y
h=l h. + 1' (2 .2)' '

where: refers to the proportion of land devoted to ,the crop enter-.

.prise h in the mix; y^ equals the assumed random yield for crop enter-. 

price h; and p^ equals a price level for crop enterprise h, which is , . 

treated as a constant in the model. Income ..from other farm sources,' - 

defined as I , represents income items -such as off-farm employment, 

government program payments, etc. Thus, the periodic net return func-'

tion is:
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f(S1 ,S2,S3,X1) = GI - PE (2.3)

where: PE represents the firm's production costs, the direct and -

indirect expenses in producing the crops plus any interest owed on 

existing debts. Important in any firm growth model are the other cash . ' 

leakages for Federal'and state income taxes, self-employment tax (social 

"security) and farm family consumption. Computation of- the Self- ' 

employment tax, either by the "regular" or the "optional" methods.- [57]

• should he accomplished with few problems. ■' ; ■ V

In view of contemporary theories oh consumption, particularly-the 

permanent income- hypothesis' [23], the, implicit consumption function for 

a farm family can be written '

Co = +(4 4 ") ' ' ^ : -: - ; /
; ' . .

where: ' L = current income of the individual from labor; . . - - " .
e ' ' ' ' ' : ' ' % ' ' '- L = expected lifetime income from labor; and ' • , • -

' 1  • ' : ' ' ,

- W = wealth of the firm or individual. . ■

Theory indicates that the rational consumer considers- ail of his existing
1 : - ■ ■- . . ;resources when planning consumption expenditures and allocates his- '

•income to maximize utility over the entire planning"horizon. An - 

increase in income will increase consumption only as it adds to the 

individual’s total resources; 'Thus,.consumption is related to both - 

labor income and income from wealth instead of just current income. ■ ■■ "-
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Income from wealth is derived from increases'in'the stock value of 

wealth, and the rate of.return. The implicit relationship’that consump

tion depends on income and wealth is believed to be more representative 

of the patterns, of consumer behavior. • ■, .

■ Evans [21,p.40] .indicates that the' .role of wealth-in - the-consump

tion function is not fully known.. Due to uncertainty anid a short-run ■ 

view of the future, an individual may add to. his wealth only for pre

cautionary reasons rather than for a lifetime plan'-from which consump-'

■tion can be increased. Wealth forms the backbone of risk-bearing 

ability by'helping to increase income, providing funds to-meet unexpected 

changes in the income stream, and contributing to a base for "reserve" 

borrowing capacity. Owing to the nature of uncertainty, an increase in • 

income from an increase in wealth (accumulation of assets) might be held' 

in reserve rather than spent on goods and services.- Also, an individual 

may curtail consumption to increase'his-wealth; owing to the uncertainty 

of.the future or to the.inability to. borrow if -a decrease should occur 

in the income stream.. ' Data on wealth (net worth) are ,difficult to 

obtain which has hampered empirical work and. is expected to continue to 

hamper it in the future [23] . ■

■ An individual's marginal propensity.to consume (mpc)'is small-the 

more variable the income stream is. In a windfall year (high crop 

yields) the entire windfall is not consumed— some proportion is placed 

in savings or reinvested in the firm. Over time an increase in expected
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disposable income after taxes will add.to an increase in consumption ■

assuming that uncertainty has not.increased. Consumption expenditures

are likely to lag in adjustment to change in disposable income.

The firm's savings, that amount.which can be retained or reinvested,.

is dependent , on gross returns from which all cash withdrawals ' are made. ■

Savings is defined as g(s ,s ,s ,x ,x ,x ) which'is a random variable,I z 3 I x, 3
that implicitly includes f as an argument. '

The decision to buy (sell) a unit of resource will also affect the ■
■firm's growth criterion function. Let the cost of buying (selling)-'-a-

unit of resource be c (x ) and c (x ) for resources s and s , respec- ,
2. I j 3 . 2 v 3 . -

Lively. Specification of (x̂ ) and .C3 (X3 ) may likely be linear func- .

tions with zero intercepts, but with a discontinuous change of slope as - 

x goes from positive to negative values, thus reflecting salvage values . 

and selling costs.

Let negative levels of x and x represent the sale of resources- •
- ' in the same, units as the state variables s and s while positive levels

: "  ■ ' ' ■ •.-Viimply purchases. The resource, cost (sell) function for land can be 

written as ■

cZ tx21
PbX2 -'6I- if ; x_ > 0 buy

■ (2.4). . .. / ,
P X- + Bri ■if x„ <- 0 '..,sells 2 2 2 ' . ' 1 i ‘ ■

where: = the fixed transaction cost associated .with the purchase of ■
the resource.? 1 . '

. '■
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3-2 = the fixed transaction, cost associated with selling the 
resource; •, ••

P = the purchase price of the resource; and ,h . . .
= the selling price,of the resource. ■

Likewise, the resource cost (sell) function for the resource goods can ' 

be written :

,C3 ( X 3 )
6S . if

%  + h
if

X g  > 0

< 0
(2.5)

where: 3g = the.fixed transaction.cost for"the purchase of the body of
■ resources;'. ' " ,

3. = the fixed transaction cost for. selling the body of resource 
goods; . ' . .;"' ' . ' .'

' P ' — appropriate purchase price of the resource package; and ■' 
b . • ■ . '

P 1 = appropriate selling price of the resource package. '

When land or other resources are purchased, (.Xg.) and. Cg (Xg).. are nega

tive which adds to .the firm's debt or reduces it cash reserves as 

defined by s . If land or other resources are sold then (x̂ ) and ,

c (x ) are positive whereby debt'is decreased or cash reserves- are 3 3 • . ,.
increased. -

The stage of the multi-stage decision process is, defined for .a 

time unit of one year,"the beginning is when the crop is planted and ' 

ends with harvest at which time the entire crop, is assumed to be'sold. 

The n^ stage refers to'the n^ 1 year from the end of thd' farmer's .
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planning-horizon and in the multi-stage decision process n may.be con-
.sidered as a discrete-time process. The' firm's objective function in • 

stage (n-1) could be thought, of as a continuous set of values, but for 

computational ease it is made’discrete' within a defined set .of intervals 

based on the lumpiness of the resource • inputs. . .' '-

In the passage of one year's time each'state variable is trans- .. 

formed where the transformation is dependent on some or all decision. ..- 

■variables. In general, the transformation functions can be written'as

sI.- C2 (X2> " V b '  +- gtsV s2 -sS-xL - - V V

T2 --=2 + X 2

T3 - S3 + X3

(2.6)

The transformation on s " is stochastic because g is an implicit func- -1 . " ■ . J '
tion of the firm's, periodic net returns. The first transformation T^ .

implies that with the passage of one time period, cash reserves are . ■

decreased if both resources x ' and are purchased in the amounts of ■

x„ and X-, and reserves are either .increased or decreased depending on-.2 3 - •
whether savings, g, are positive or negative; recall that savings are 

the net amount available after all'cash leakages are deducted from gross 

receipts. . Of course, X^ and X^ can be negative through sales which 

implies that cash reserves (debt) are increased (is reduced) by the net

value of sales. The transforms, T and T , are mere additions or .sub- .
' 2 ' • . . .  .

tractions to the firm's resources. ■ ' . . - .
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. State and decision variables can.be treated as continuous variables 

which, implies a Markov chain containing an infinite number of states and 

decision values. Because of limitations on the form of variable measure

ment, the computational burden, and that state and decision variables 

must balance against realism, discrete values are assigned to the state 

and decision variables to approximate the continuous version. Mid

values of the intervals assigned to the j*"*1 state defines the i**1 state 

a firm might occupy. This framework provides the information needed to 

examine the state transitions, i.e . the process from a given initial.• 

state i and k*^ decision, to the state one period later. The use

of discrete values, however, can introduce some bias into the analysis 

which might not exist if the state and decision variables could be 

treated as being continuous.

To study the state transitions of dynamic programming for a system

of discrete time periods, it is necessary that the probabilistic nature

of the state transition be specified. For the general model, the

probability of a transition to state j , given that it now occupies

state i, is a function only of the state and decision .variables {!^,x^,

X^} and does not depend on any history its arrival in the I state.

In other words, a set of conditional probabilities (transition prob- 
kabilities)' p̂ _. needs to be specified with regard to the occupation of ■

kstate j after the next transition of the process. The p . ■, are thei]
transition probabilities for going to the state, given the i ^  state



and. kth' decision alternative' for the' nth-stage of the process. 4/ . The .

condition imposed on the p^.'s is: , ■■ID ' • . ■ . •

Z pf. = I -
j=l. ij ■

. (2.7)

A simple, illustration of the transition.of- '.states is shown in Figure'2,- 
thwhere the j states are defined as intervals rather than specific 

points. • . ■ 1 -

A Dynamic Programming Model ' . ... ' ■ ■ ■

The foundation has been laid to apply the inductive method o f .

dynamic programming to the growth of the farm firm. As is traditional

' in dynamic programming, the end of the planning horizon is used as the /

point of reference instead of the beginning. That is, time or the stage

of the decision process is measured as so many units from the end of the
th - .planning horizon. The n ' state of the decision process' is defined as 

the situation where n time periods remain in' the. firm’s planning horizon, 

and define V (s^,S3 fS3) to be the expected value of a criterion function ■ 

(some measure of growth) at the end of an n-period planning horizon if 

its initial endowment of resources and debt.is that implied by.the levels

4/ Another notational' form for these.probabilities is p. which is
necessary when the set of probabilities is.dependent on the stage of 
the process. ; -' . ’.
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Given
The It*1 state of 
the system, 2 
alternatives, 
k = I or 2

^^risition, Probabilistic Outcome
The j ̂  state of 

the system

Midpoint

i = 3

Interval

j = I 

j = 2 

j = 3

I

I

i = M O O  j = N

Figure 2 Simple Illustration of the Transition of States with Two 
Alternatives.
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of the three state variables ŝ1 '1P2 'S3̂  anĉ  an optimal policy is 
followed throughout the n-stage planning period [12].

Using Bellman's principle of optimality [4,p.57], the' dynamic 

programming functional equation for optimal firm growth is. written as

vn+1(sl'S2 ,S3 ) = Max EVnC1T1 Cs1 ,S2 ,S3 7 X1 ,X3 ^x3) , T2 (s2 ' T3 (s3 ,X3 ^
=1'*2'=3

(2.8)
kwhere E denotes the expectation operator (the p . .'s) on the random-lJ

variable T , and the three transforms T., T„, and T_ are the functions J- J_ 2 ■ 0

defined in equation (2.6). The maximization of (2.8) is subject to a

constraint set for the decision variables x , x , and x . In vector1 2  3
notation, the optimization problem is summarized by the recurrence 

equation:

Vn+1(s) = MaX ECvn (T(x,s))} , x G R(s), (2.9)

where x and s are the decision and state vectors, respectively, and R(s)

is the constraint set to which x must belong and T(x,s) is a vector

function implying the transformations of (2.6) [12].

The constraint set R(s) is composed of all of the restrictions

that are placed on the firm, e.g., x , which is the enterprise mix, isI
restricted directly to the production possibilities implied by the firm's 

resources (S3 and S 3) and is restricted by a credit constraint, that 

involves all the state variables. Thus, X1 reflects the number of acres
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of land devoted' to each enterprise as .in'cash crop farming. ' In addition, 

restrictions are placed on the.resources'to prevent the firm from - '

selling more than the firm owns, and other definitional constraints. - ■1 • 

The one restriction not yet discussed is that imposed by bankruptcy. 

Bankruptcy is defined in general by a.subspace of the state variable', 

domain, which is described mathematically by s 6 B , implying the state ■ 

vector belongs to some restricted set B. The constraint on the decision 

vector x when s 6.B should reflect the sale of the' firm's assets, pay

ment of debt if possible, and termination of the firm except insofar as 

cash resources remaining after the firm is dissolved can -be compounded 

at the lending rate of interest. Define x = x as a no production action 

that would correspond to the firm after bankruptcy. Salvage value' of

the firm at bankruptcy is given by s^ = S^, s^ • s ’= 0, which we call

s in vector form. The net return function is then

Qi
, 0 . 0, ,g(x ,s ) = <

if s^ > 0

s < 0 I —

(2.10)

0 O1and the savings function is equal to g(x ,s ) which assumes that the' 

farm operator provides his living from other employment and compounds 

whatever assets remain after insolvency at the rate i, the firm's lending 

rate [12] . : . ’

The constraint imposed on .the decision vector for the first stage' - 

in which s 6 B, is: ' ' . \ • -
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Cno farming activity at all)

*2 = ^ 2

=3 = -S3
V (resources are sold)

I f s  goes into B for the first time in stage n,
I . V

Vn(Sl,S2 ,S3) 1(si ~ C2 <‘X2i “ C3 (X3̂ ' + -^Cs1 Zs2 Zs3 ,X^ix3) ,0,°)

(2.11)

where g Cs1,S2',S3 ,XirX2 ,X3) would enter equation (2.. 11) only If the firm 

is' sold out at the end of the. year. If. the firm is sold put at the 

beginning, then 'g is excluded from equation .(2.11) . The terminal value 

of the firm after bankruptcy is.

V = [S1 - c2 (x2) - C3 (X3)] ■ \ • .. . . • ■ ' (2.12)

' if the firm is sold out at the beginning of the year. The end of the _■ 

planning horizon requires evaluation of the firm's' assets after bank

ruptcy as part of the growth model... The' bankruptcy state is an 

"absorbing" state in that once entered, the firm is . dissolved and ■'

cannot ever become'a productive unit.again.

In closing this chapter, .the Markovian property conceptually poses' 

little problem since state variables can be defined which"meet the



independence requirement...- From a practical viewpoint, the number of 

state variables- is generally limited' to not more than two or three due 

to the limited storage capacity of most■electronic computers. The use 

of several state variables can usually meet the .Markovian property bu4- 

at the expense of increasing computational time and core storage
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capacity.



.CHAPTER III

FORMULATION OF THE EMPIRICAL GROWTH MODEL ' ‘

'The purpose of this chapter' will be to formulate in more specific 

terms, but of reduced dimension, a stochastic firm growth model from the 

general model presented in' Chapter" TI. The purpose will be accomplished 

in three different but related parts. First, a description of the repre

sentative wheat farm is given, and then the assumptions are stated. 

Second, the wheat yield probability distribution vital to deriving the ■ 

transitional probabilities will be discussed. Third, the-appropriate' 

dynamic programming model will be presented, notations defined, and data 

needed for the model will be discussed. ■ .  ' ' ' ' .

I. Application to a Representative Wheat Farm V --

In some ways, a dryland.wheat farm is one of the simplest applica

tions of a sequential.decision model for firm growth, since, only one 

crop is produced. However, land utilization under dryland conditions 

in a.given year'(wheat and fallow) creates some interesting economic • 

decision alternatives and unusual difficulties because of the time -' 

interdependence of returns .[17]. Alternative land, uses are beyond the ., 

main scope of this study, but in the- final chapter their implications ' 

to firm growth will briefly be discussed. . . . • ■

The goal of the model's decision maker is assumed to be synonymous
' , ' • .

with the criterion function used to measure'growth. . Several'icriterion ' 

functions can be used, but in this. study the expected net worth 'df the'-, 

firm is used to measure, growth and changes in growth of the firm. ' ',
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Future value and rate of growth of the firm is highly dependent on the'. 

stochastic net returns from which saving’s can be retained and reinvested 

and on the extent that net worth provides a basis 'for borrowing capital 

to increase the flow of net revenue.

Farming under dryland conditions is a risky venture because of the 

,variable nature of the income flow over time, which creates some • . ’ 

interesting investment decision, alternatives. As a farm business' " : 

expands by accumulation of.more resources, both gross income and net 

income are expected to increase and Contribute to capital 'accumulation'.
. ' . . . .  • '-.I'

Growth in net worth-is expected to add.to the firm's debt-carrying 

ability and strengthen its risk-bearing ability.''The'firm's equity is 

one of several factors, possibly the most important, that functions, as - 

the backbone of risk-bearing ability. Risk-bearing ability is reflected 

directly ,within the firm’s balance sheet; therefore, decisions' which
7  ■ ■ V  ;■ : - ::

affect the balance sheet (net worth) are .'of economic importance for this ■ 

study, particularly if the firm must draw on its equity for, survival in 

low yield years or attempt to finance the purchase' of resources in a' 

low equity position’. : 1 . ’

' ..

The Firm in General_ • , • ' -

The firm is a representative winter wheat farm for a three-county 

area; Chouteau, Fergus, and Judith Basin' (Figure 3)'. Participation is 

assumed in the 1970 wheat and feed grain programs, and the firm's .

. ' ' ■ .
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cropping pattern typical for the area was derived from data sampled by 

the State Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS)

[56]. The cropping pattern is:

1. Wheat allotment = 29.2 percent of the total cropland in a farm;

2. Wheat seeded = wheat allotment plus 29 percent of the barley
base substituted to wheat;

3. Barley seeded = 11.4 percent of the cropland; and

4. Summer fallow = 51.0 percent of the cropland. I/

This cropping sequence is fixed and is assumed to be optimal under the 

conditions specified, where barley is expressed in wheat' equivalents to 

simplify the computation.

The model farmer is a full owner of all productive resources, i.e., 

the leasing of land and machinery is not an allowable alternative and 

any income from off-farm employment (by the operator or his family) is 

excluded. Hired labor, if needed, is assumed to be readily available . 

regardless of the number of man-hours needed. No credit constraint is 

imposed within the stochastic model used to generate the transitional 

probabilities. 2/ In other words, financing is available in any amount 

regardless of the defined debt situation within the stochastic model, 

but in the applications of the model upper'bounds on debt to wealth 

are imposed. Also, refinancing is allowed when appropriate. :

I/ Waste land and land.occupied by buildings is not included in the 
total land area of the firm.

2/ The most practical approach was to impose various credit restric
tions within the actual dynamic recursive relation which is pre
sented in Chapter IV.
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Repayment of debt is assumed to be flexible, i.e., flexible in 

the sense that whatever residual income left, after production expenses 

income taxes, social security tax, and family consumption expenditure 

are deducted from gross returns, is applied toward payment of the 

principal on the debt obligation. The interest due on debt is treated 

as a production expense. 3/ This flexible approach eliminated the 

computational problem of a fixed repayment schedule as might be found 

under a formal mortgage or contract for deed. In general, the 

principal payment is subservient to living expenses and taxes and 

repayment of the debt comes after these prior claims have been met.

The flexible repayment plan used in this study is not totally 

unrealistic because the Federal Land Bank -Associations (FLBA's) have 

a flexible repayment provision within their loan policy.- Debt as 

defined in this study is not separated into short- and long-term debt■ 

since a considerable part of the debt is for land and only one interest 

rate is used. Although different markets exist for both short-term 

and long-term financing, it is assumed that credit is obtainable'from 

one source without specifically defining the source. . •

3/ The rate of interest- on borrowed funds is held as a constant
regardless'of the risk implied by the various debt levels defined 
in the model. Lack of "good" empirical data is why the rate of 
interest is the same for all the -defined debt situations.
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The firm's costs include the direct.and indirect expenditures'

■ associated with all operations required to produce and harvest the 

crops, 4/ A charge for depreciation .is included and based on the

■ current price for machinery, equipment, and buildings and derived by the

straight' line approach. It is assumed that depreciation is spent to 

maintain the value in the machinery, equipment, and buildings invest

ment. The cash flows in the model are designed for computing state and 

Federal income taxes; therefore, the opportunity cost on the operator's 

labor, management, and entrepreneurship and resources used in the pro

duction process is excluded. Data on how individual farmers view their 

opportunity costs are not readily available. 5/ Besides there is a 

problem with separating farm firm personal income from net business 

income. However, in the model a charge is made for family consumption 

which is deducted from after-tax net farm income, and it is assumed that 

the value for consumption represents the residual claimant by the model 

farmer for his labor, management, entrepreneurship, etc., used in the 

production process. It is assumed that the model farmer's objective is 

growth and he is willing to accept whatever, the returns' might be for his 

personal services to achieve this goal. •

4/ The production expenditures are based on the land area being one ■ 
contiguous unit.

5/ The' opportunity cost is an'accounting cost generally based on a 
market rate of return or market rate of interest a resource can 
earn in an alternative employment. ■



Other'Data Sources

The" input-output data.were obtained from secondary sources [26,46, 

47], where functional relationships by:size of farm were estimated, when 

appropriate, by regression analysis using observation means rather than 

individual observations. •• The farm expenditure data are based on minimum 

.cost budgets where adjustments were made to achieve uniformity and pro-. ' 

duction efficiency. '

Values for product and input prices, machinery and equipment prices, 

buildings, and the initial interest rate are consistent'with a static ■ ■" 

equilibrium in order to focus upon the risk aspect of wheat production . 

in a semi-arid area. The initial land value was selected from a set of 

data on recent land sales in the study area. This land value is held 

constant, except where the.impact on the decision rule by increasing the 

cost of the land resource is examined, as'if the grade of land in the 

firm is consistent over all acres operated. It is recognized'that if the 

operator is tp buy land, the grade and price .for the'land would enter 

into his decision making process, but this decision alternative is not. 

considered. All values and functional relationships used in this study 

are on a. per acre of cropland basis. . .  '

Price as a variable is external to the firm in that the'farm 

operator has no control over price changes. However, price'in this 

study is taken as constant because of the present farm support program 

for food and feed grains which is expected to continue in the future.'
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Support prices are subject to change but it is assumed that the overall 

price uncertainty is confined to relatively narrow limits that are not. 

of significance to this study. Also, this study does not deal directly 

with technological uncertainty. Therefore, the variability of output, 

as influenced by climatic and other natural forces, is the'basic source 

.of variation in this study where yields are treated as a random variable.

II. Distribution of Winter Wheat Yields 

Yield data reflecting the effects of all climatological variables - 

is vital to an economic evaluation of the expected growth of the farm 

firm, where growth refers to the firm's ability to accumulate capital.

In a low yield year, the firm may be forced into borrowing to meet 

expenditure commitments which may have a negative effect on growth. On ■ 

the other hand, in a high yield year existing debt may be reduced or.an 

expansion decision made that results in positive growth. Aggregate 

county wheat yield data are in abundance, but due to the effects of 

averaging, county data under-estimate yield variability at the farm (or 

field) level. Variability is of vital importance in management decisions 

since the decision process must account for future expectations as a 

means of minimizing the adverse economic consequences of proposed actions 

or choice of alternatives 149]. .
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Source of Data

Data suitable for the variability problem must first "approximate 

the range of yields a farm can experience over time due to the' effect 

of a wide range of climatic variables. Secondly, the data must cover 

a wide range of major soil types; and thirdly, the data should be statis

tically independent with respect to time and among samples for relia

bility of the estimated parameters, particularly the variance parameter 

The only source of data available that closely approximates these 

requirements is that of.the winter wheat yield series for agricultural 

tracts owned by the State of Montana. ' A brief description of the data

The State of Montana holds title to tracts of land 
located throughout the state. These lands are leased to, 
and operated by, local farm people. Currently, cropland 
is leased on a crop-share basis. The leases are for ten- 
year time periods, and at the expiration date competitive 
crop-share bids are received. The highest bidder is 
entitled to the land for the next ten-year period; 
however, the current lessee has the right to meet the 
highest bid, and if he does so, continues to lease the 
land.

The state maintains records that identify these tracts 
of land" by operator, leasd .number, and legal description. 
These records list the number of crop acres represented by 
the lease and the crop-share agreement for the period of 
time the lease is held. Each year, the number of seeded 
crop acres, by crops, are reported and recorded, as is the 
bushel share of these crops that the state receives. With 
this information, the bushel yield per seeded acre can- be 
calculated. Example: Assume • •

(1) state share of wheat received is 210 bushels;
(2) the crop-share agreement is 1/4 and 3/4; -,
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(3) 120 acres are seeded to wheat. The yield per
seeded acre for this year and tract of land is 
7.0 bushels C4-^ 0) .

Prior to 1927 it was mandatory that a cash payment be 
made for the use of these state lands. From 1927 until 
the late 1930’s the crop-share rental system was permissable. • 
In the 1938 session, the state legislature passed a law 
that made the crop-share system mandatory. As the leases 
expired after this year, the renewals were on a crop-share . 
basis. Lands that were rented under the cash payment 
agreement did not require recording of any crop data; 
therefore, it is impossible to determine.the yield per 
acre on lands so operated prior to 1939 • [27].

For the three counties, Chouteau, Fergus, and Judith Basin, a

total of 192 state-owned tracts were available covering the period 

1940-69. From this total, 20 tracts were selected randomly based on ■ 

the proportion of tracts in each county, and the sample was further 

reduced to 15 tracts in order to eliminate the effect on yield vari- ■ 

ability due to changes in tract management (lessees) . 6y Because of

suspected downward bias, yield data for the years 1940-44 were removed

making for a 25-year time series, 1945-69; It is judged that the 25- 

year period is sufficient in length to include the effects of a wide

range of climatic variables. The tracts are widely scattered and

are representative of the Great Soil Group classifications found in the

' 6/ it is recognized that the randomness of the sample is questionable 
but this was the' manner in which the sample was adjusted.
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three-county area: 7/ The problem' of.statistical independence will be 

discussed below regarding the.regression analysis for estimating the 

mean and variance of the' sample data.

Probability Density'Function

In economic research, an assumption about the probability density : 

function for a random sample is often made. The assumption usually 

made is that the distribution is independently and normally distributed 

with, zero mean and constant variance. This assumption has significance ■ 

with regard to the method, to be used to estimate the unknown parameters 

of the sample, and it determines what procedures are applicable in ■ 

testing hypotheses. Normality is merely a convenience to statistical 

analysis but not a necessity.

There are a number of tests available for testing the normality- 

assumption. For this analysis, the Kuiper test is used because econo-. 

metricians have found this test to be more sensitive in testing the null 

hypothesis [36]. 8/ Also, this test is reasonably easy to apply even if 

the data are transformed.

7/ An attempt was made to separate the tracts into the major soil types 
in the three—county area, but the attempt was unsuccessful, mainly 
due to the lack of up-to-date soil maps for Chouteau and Fergus 
counties.

8/ A brief write-up of the procedure is presented in Appendix C.
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Because of the skewness to the'right in the winter wheat yields, 

it was assumed that the data characterizes a logarithmic normal distri

bution, i.e., ■

Ln y ^ N(TJzCT) ' ' ■ (3.1)

where: Ln y = natural logarithm of each yield observation in a tract
series;

N = the normal distribution function; and 

o' = the parameters to be. estimated 12, 9].

Each of the 15 tracts were found to be log normal within the significance 

level of 10 percent, i.e., the hypothesis of log normality is acceptable 

at least 90 percent of the time. Due to climatic dependence among loca

tion in a given year and the practice of summer fallow in the study area, 

correlation was strongly suspected to exist among yields at different 

locations during a given year. Based on the Durbin-Watson test 9/, the 

yield series at given locations were found to be statistically inde

pendent (random) with respect to time. However, positive correlations 

do exist between tracts, where the median of the correlation coeffi

cients is approximately equal to 0.35 which suggests complete, indepen

dence does not exist. Scheffe' [52] makes a statement to the effect 

that violation of the normality assumptions is slight on inferences 

about means but dangerous on inferences' about variances.

9/ The Durbin-Watson test can be found in most books on econometric 
methods.
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The ji-a parameters .were estimated- for each of the 15 tracts, where 

the Q parameter was derived from the variance measured about. the linear 

trend in yields over the 25-year period. Each, tract had a significant 

upward trend in yields that can be attributed to many reasons. The 

focus here, however, is on measuring yield variation as influenced by 

random climatic and other natural variables. Consequently, it is 

desirable to measure yield variability as independently as possible from 

the long-time trend in yields.. Thus, for this study, cr about the trend 

was assumed to reflect variability from the random climatic and other 

natural forces.

From this set of y-a parameters, the median value of the set for 

each parameter.was selected to characterize the distribution of winter 

wheat yields. This approach is heuristic but does not violate the ' - 

independence assumption which would result if all 375 yield observations 

were aggregated to derive the y-a parameters. ■

III. Empirical Dynamic Growth Model 

In this study, net worth of the firm is used to measure progress' 

of the firm growth process. . Net worth of the firm is.highly dependent . 

on annual net income of the firm from which savings can be retained and 

reinvested. Also net worth depends on whether funds. can be borrowed to 

increase the flow of net revenue and on the decisions, investment or 

disinvestment, made by the farm operator. The decision maker gives due 

consideration to the risk of insolvency and bankruptcy which would
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destroy the firm, and a utility function with respect to net worth at 

the end of the planning horizon is specified. The linear utility func

tion specified in much of the analysis gives no consideration to vari

ability of net worth at the end of the planning period. It does, 

however, recognize variability of cash flows from year-to-year through 

the hazard of bankruptcy.

Recurrence Relation * I

As is traditional in dynamic programming, the end of the planning 

horizon becomes the point of reference instead of the beginning. The 

stage of the decision process is measured as so many periods from the- 

end of the planning horizon. Figure 4.

Time ____  , _______________ !____ ______
I 2 -M-I' M . M+l

Stage---- -—  -------- — ---- -— ,—  ------- ----------M M-I . . .  2 1  0

Figure 4. Chronological Time Contrasted with the Stage of the 
Decision Process [54,p.37].

fctlThe n stage, where n = 0, I, 2,, ... , M, is defined'as the situation 

where n periods remain in the firm's planning horizon. Conceptually, an 

infinite number of stages is possible, but in practice a finite planning 

horizon is more practical. For this study, the maximum,length of the 

planning horizon is set at 25 stages or years. The following notation 

and definitions'are defined for the dynamic model.



nW (i) = the expected',.ne.t worth, of the firm at the end of an n-stage 
planning horizon under'an optimal policy, given the ith.

■ ' state at the beginning of the Utlx stage; " - '

k = the set of decision alternatives open to the firm's
operator. The set of decisions relevant to, this study will 
be discussed later in the.section on the mathematical model;

P . . .= the conditional probabilities for going .to the jth state, '
 ̂ given the'ItJ1 state and kt h -decision alternative;

0 'W (i) = the utility associated with occurrence of the i . state at
the end of the firm's planning horizon. These are initial 

. values in the solution algorithm, but are associated with 
the terminal stage of the decision process.. This seemingly 
awkward situation stems from the backward, inductive nature 

.. ' pf the numerical solution methods in dynamic programming. -
■ ■ o -If a linear utility function is used, the W (i) can be set equal to net'.

worth of the firm associated with state I; recall that state i impilies

a specific set of values for the state variables which in turn, imply, a,.- ■
0value for net worth. The reason we can use net worth directly for W (i) 

under a linear utility function is that the optimal policy is invariant 

with respect to a linear transformation of the criterion function [29]. 

The dynamic programming recursion formula for this study is; ■ ,

, i = 1 , 2, '... , M - (3.2) .

where: n =■I , 2, . 2 5 ;  and . . ; ■
0 ' - ■ - ' ’ - . * . .W (j) = a., j = I, 2, . ..', M, the set of initial utility values

for the solution algorithm.

Equation (3.2) can be.clarified by starting at the end of the planning 

horizon and working backwards toward the present using. Bellman's - -

Wn (i) = Max '[■ I P^-Wn 1 Cj)] 
k j=l' 3
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' ' ■principle of optimality at each stage. Thus, the optimal policy''.for a 

one-year planning period is :■ -

■ IW-lU)' = Max [ I P ^ W 0 Cj) ] , 'i = .1, 2,'. ... , M
j=l ’ :

For n = 2, .3, 25, the recurrence relations are:

(i) = Max [ ^ p ^ . Cj-) ]
k ..j=l'13

W3U) = Max E I  P^-W2 Cj)] 
1 . k j=l 13

(3.3)

(3.4)

W25 CD = MaX [ ' £ P^ .W24.(j) ] , - i = I, 2-,' . i . , M
-' . %  i=i ' . ' ; . - :  ; -

The iterations above are those used as a computational algorithm-to solve 

the empirical firm growth problem over the 25-year planning period.'.in 

general, the optimal policy will converge with respect to stages to a ... ' 

constant decision rule for large n. . Convergence can be detected by 

carrying out the iterations until the same policy is repeated several 

times, which indicates an optimal policy has been achieved. Once con

vergence has taken place, this provides the optimal policy for. all values
. -V . ' ’ ■ ■ ' :of n greater.than that at;which, the policy started repeating. The-,-. 

computational algorithm provides a great deal of information for an. 

economic analysis of the growth process.- However, the expected value
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criterion function does not contain all the information about the

growth process, but this shortcoming will be discussed in Chapter IV.

The recurrence equation (3/2) represents the general computational

method used to derive the optimal policy and expected values of net

worth over the defined planning period. However, the growth process is
%governed by the transitional probabilities, i.e., the p 's. are the 

weights in the growth process. Therefore, the next step is to formulate 

a more explicit model from which the transitional probabilities can be 

derived, as well as provide a better understanding of the firm growth 

process. - ■ ..

Mathematical Optimization'Model 10/

The periodic net return function for the computational model is ■

f(s ,s2 ,x) = GI - PE, (3.5)

which is a simplification from the general model (equation 2.3) of.. 

Chapter II. Only two state variables are used:

s^ = a proportional measure of the firm’s cash reserves per value 
of capacity, where the,value Is based on land, machinery and 
equipment, grain storage facilities, and buildings. Cash 
reserves can be negative, implying that debt exists and S^ is 
negative. For positive, s^, the firm possesses cash reserves 
and no debt is owed;

s2 =S capacity of the firm measured in acres of cropland.

10/ The state variables defined for this study and the approach in
general stems from the earlier work, of Thompson and George [55,pp. 
49-56]. Their model, however, was deterministic in nature while in 
this study the model is stochastic.
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The state variable S3 is eliminated by forcing a fixed dollar investment

in machinery and equipment, .buildings, and grain storage facilities for

each unit of capacity. There are only two sources of value for the :

model which contribute to net worth— unit value of capacity and cash

reserves. Thus, net worth can be derived from the definitions of both

S- and's-: .I • Z

V(S3) = the net value of capacity (net of selling costs) ;

= cash reserves per value of capacity, V(S3) , which•implies that 
S^v(S3) =. value for cash reserves.

Thus, cash reserves plus value of capacity equals net worth, which in 

notational form is '

3 Iv (S3) + V(S2) - net worth, or • • •

v(s ) (I + s ) = net worth.

The net value of capacity is expressed in functional form because it ■ 

might cost more per unit to sell small quantities of the firml̂s resources 

compared to large quantities.

Decision Alternatives.— So far nothing has been said about the 

courses of action open to the firm's operator. The state of the firm in 

subsequent periods is dependent on the action taken with regard to . - ■ 

resource investment or disinvestment and on the stochastic nature of 

returns. In this model,, there is only one decision variable— change in 

capacity— since there is only one cropping system with no allowance for
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changes from year-to-year. The decision variable is denoted by x which.

replaces x and x in the general model of Chapter'll.- The decision 
. - - 

alternatives are limited to the following three choices:

k = .1: sell 320 acres of cropland plus associated machinery and
equipment;

k = 2: a do nothing policy; and

k = 3: buy 320 acres of cropland plus associated machinery and
equipment;

where hereafter the alternatives will be referred to as k' equals I, 2, 

or 3 and the decision variable is

-320 if k = I
0 if k = 2

+320 if k = 3
(3.6)

The 320 acres of cropland is an arbitrary selection for convenience in 

specification of the growth model. When land is purchased, it must be 

bought in "lumps" as contrasted to a continuous variable. Little bias 

enters the analysis by the restriction, to +320 instead of permitting 

more alternatives for larger purchases. Two years of buying .or selling 

can accomplish the same result as if +640 alternative were permitted.

It is expected that forcing the purchase or sale of 640 acres over two 

years would not create much bias in comparison with letting it all 

transpire in one year. Action x^ is a disinvestment alternative, which
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is relevant under the assumption that disinvestment might be an optimal 

policy for a firm deep in debt.

'Investment-Disinvestment 'Function.--For k = I, the firm is restric

ted so that it cannot sell more of the' resources than it possesses. 

Associated with k = I is an implicit 5 percent penalty for an assumed 

quick sale, which is defined by

v (Sg) = 0.95aSg (3.7)

where a is the price of land and thus 0.95a is the.net value of a unit 

of capacity after the sale is transacted. The value 0.95 was arbitrarily 

selected for this study. Then the resource cost function is: .

0.95ax 
c (x) = < 0

ax

k = I 
k = 2 
k = 3

(3.8)

For this study, the decision to sell or acquire Sg is made at the 

beginning of period n. When additional land and associated investments 

are purchased, c (x) is positive and cash reserves are reduced by the 

cost of the investment.

Interest Component of 'Income.— As an approximation to the timing of 

receipts and expenditures within the production year, interest is 

charged on the cost of capacity purchases which are specified to occur 

at the beginning of the year, while all other components of receipts 

and expenditures within the year are ignored in the interest calculation. 

Of course, interest is charged on the value of cash reserves (debt)
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existing at the beginning of the year. The only .error in this approach 

is with respect to interest on receipts' or expenditures for a fraction 

of the year, there being no cumulative effect since the state variables 

account for year-to-year effects.

Annual interest■is calculated on a principal given by

P = s v(s ) - c (x) ,1 2 .

where s^vCs^ is cash reserves (negative of debt) and c(x) is cost of 

capacity added at the beginning of the year. The functional relation

ship for interest is

r * P if P < 0, interest expense
< 0 . if P = 0 (3.9)
i - P if P > 0, interest income .

where: r = borrowing rate,

i = lending rate; and -

r > i.

Transformation Functions.— For now, let q(s, ,s„,x) denote the net —  . 1 2
savings function which is a random variable since it is an implicit 

function of periodic net returns. This saving: function will be 

explicitly defined later. The transformation for T^ is . ■

T2 Cs2Zx  ̂ = s2 + x ' (3.10)
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since the change in capacity with the passage of a stage is x. ■ For T ,I
the task is not quite so easy. Cash reserves are defined by S^v(Sg)

and thus, cash reserves in stage h-1 are equal to cash reserves in

stage n, minus the resource cost function c(x), plus g(s ,s ,x). TheI 2
value of capacity in stage n-1 is equal to vCs^ '+' x) , and the trans

formation on T^(s^,S2 ,x) is the ratio of cash reserves to value of 

capacity in' stage n-1, and is written as

S^,x)
.SiY(S2) .c (x). +.g(s ,s2 ,x) 

v(s2 + x) (3.11)

In this transformation, T , the difference between the relations for 

equation (3.7) and the purchase value of capacity, v Cs2) ,

V ( S 2) C(S2) ,

is the difference between the purchase cost and selling value; this 

difference is a transaction cost.

Saving Function.— The firm's periodic saving or reinvestable 

income function is

g(s ,s ,x) = W  (s + x) + P Y (s + x) - lPE(s + x) + T (s ,s ,x)
JL Z V 7 W Z  Z r L Z

+ T5 (SlfS3 zX) + T 5s (SlfS3 fX)] + P(P) -.C0 (SlfS3 fX) (3.12)

W = per capacity value of wheat certificates; 
c ■ . '

P = price of wheat, assumed a constant; w
Y = the random yield for winter wheat;.w

where:
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PE = production expenses per acre of capacity;

T = Federal income tax; f
Tg = state income tax;

= social security tax;

= family consumption expenditure (the assumed.residual for 
the operator's labor, management, etc.); and

p (P) = interest income or interest expense as defined by 
equation (3.8).

The variables T ,  T , T , and C. are implicitly functions of gross f s ss 0 3
receipts and thus functions of s , S^, and x; and p(P) is implicitly a 

function of S^, s^, and x. Keep in mind that capacity is purchased at 

the beginning of the production year or stage, i .e., T^(S2 Zx) equals-', 

s + x occurs at the beginning of stage n. .

The recurrence equation for DP can be written

V31+1 (S1 ,S3) = Max E{vn (T1 (S1VS3 fX) ,T2 (s2,x) )}. . (3.13)
x

where T ^ s 1 ,S3 ,x) and T2'(S2 ,X̂  are. ^ ven by (3.11) and (3.10, respec
tively. The constraint imposed on x is

x > —s or
—  2

-= I  S2

since negative x implies a sale of capacity and

s £ B
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the final bankruptcy state. The firm cannot sell more land (x) than it

owns and s £ B means that the state vector s does not belong to the

bankruptcy state. When s G B 7 the recurrence equation'is

Vn"*"1 Cs1, Sg) = 0 ,  (3.14)

which is in contrast to the general model of Chapter II7 i.e. , there is

no . salvage value in bankruptcy— s equals 0 after bankruptcy.

The preceding equations are the basis for deriving the transitional 

probabilities used by the general recurrence relation, equation (3.13). ■ 

How the transitional probabilities are derived is the next topic for 

discussion.

Transitional Probabilities

To study the firm growth process and obtain expected utility of ■

net worth, the probabilistic nature of the state transition must be

specified. In.other words, a set of conditional probabilities must be

derived which assign the weights of going to a state, given the i ^
"tti "th.state, k decision, and n stage of the system.

thThe production period (n stage) for the winter wheat farm is 

depicted in Figure 5. The decision to invest or disinvast is made at 

the beginning of stage n and income received at the end of stage n. ' 

Cash reserves for stage n-1 can be written as:

IIn 1 = Hn - c(xn) + g(s^,S ^ x n) (3.15)



September I .....August 31 ’

■Stage n Stage.n - I

Figure 5. An Illustration of the Empirical Model's Production Period 
from Planting of the Crop to Harvest when the Entire Crop 
is Sold. .
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where TI is used to denote.cash .reserves.; The cash reserve function for 

period n—I can also be written as

Hn 1 = s"y Cs2)n - c Cx11) + 9 ,S^fXn) (.3.16)

since s^ = II/vCs^) . Cash reserves in period n-1 are a function of the

random yields for winter wheat. Both yields and cash reserves could be ■

treated as continuous variables, but the computational burden would be
n-1unwieldy. Therefore, discrete values for TI must be specified and

discrete intervals are used to represent each of the state variables.

The second state variable transformation (T) is deterministic

which makes the first state variable transformation (T^) the only

source of random variation in the transition of states.■ An explanation

is given for x and s^ at given levels since these variables are not
thsubject to random variation. For simplicity, the j state will be

treated as though it involved only the level of S^, although a state '

must be associated with a pair of values for ŝ ' and s?. ■ But for a given

value of Sg and x, a new value for s^ in the next stage is given with

certainty, and we take that given value as fixed while attention is

focused on the interval in which s falls which is referred to as the

interval or simply the state. Remember that the., j state or .

interval is associated with S1 while x and si .are some given pair of .I 3 .
numbers.
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Define L and U. as the lower and upper bounds of the jth interval

for s defined over a set of discrete intervals. Then' for x = x11 and I
n-1 h n

S2 + =k'

Pij = Pr fLj I  si 1 < U J  ,

where the i state implies a pair of values for the state variables, 

s^ and sj.' The random variable s^ 1 is given by the equation for

T1 (S1 ,S2,X)'
•n . -H-- . -IIl...  .• -Ii1 • rv ■ • n vn-l ' ?lv(s2 " I .+ .g(s1#s2 ,x )3---------------------------------- --I , n , n,v (s + X  )

(3.17)

Since is the only random variable and it enters in the savings
n  n  .n  n-ifunction g(s1 ,s2 ,x ), setting s^ equal to and solving (3.17) for 

Y 'will provide a lower point on an equivalent interval with respect to
n-lthe random variable Y instead of .s , likewise for U. to get an upperw I j

point on the interval for Y . Thus ,• the probability statement can be .W

written as

p . . = Pr [L! < Y < U'J I —  w ]

where primes are used to denote the counterparts of the interval limits 
n—Ion sn

With these intervals computed for yield, the'probability distribu

tion for wheat yields can be used directly to calculate the {p.,}.■2O
Since wheat yields were fitted to a log—normal density function, the
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interval boundaries are converted' to logarithms and the following

standardized normal variate, used' for computation: -
. ................ *. Ln(Y ) -.y . . ._ W (3.18)

where: Z = standard normal deviate; "; .
*TJ = estimated mean in natural logs (median of the '15 tract 

means); and
*a = estimated standard error in natural logs (median of the 15 

tract standard errors about regression).

A probability Pr is computed for U ! and L 11- (upper and lower bounds of
th ' 3 ^the j interval, respectively) for the logarithm of yields, using a

normal probability density function sub-routine on an electronic computer. 

Therefore, the p̂ _. (transition probability) associated with a j inter

val is the difference between the cumulative normal function evaluated

at Ul and L ! where the difference is always a positive value. Figure
tin6 illustrates the transformation process to a j .. state interval, given

th .the i state defined by a pair of values for s^ and s^, and a decision
. thalternative given by k. Keep in mind that the values for s^ in the i

■ thstate are the midpoints for the intervals in the j state. After the

first p .. is derived, the upper boundary on the first interval becomes 
13 ■ '

the lower boundary for the second interval, the upper boundary on the 

second interval becomes the lower boundary for the third-interval, etc.
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i state, stage (n)
51 = -0.9750

52 = 
k = 3

Debt ratios, ŝ "*" 

jth interval, stage (n - I)

Insolvency

I''Actual Example of Transitional Probabilities, p. .'s,
thComputed for a Particular i State Defined by (s ,s ), 

k = 3, Buy Cropland.

Figure 6 .
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Data for the Model

The numerical values assigned to s^ and s^ are.shown in Table I.
thIn combination Cs^,s^) defines the i .state of the firm at stage n. 

While the values for S^ are expressed.as a percentage in Table I, the 

computational values are these percentage values divided by 100, i.e., 

corresponding proportions. The first state variable, S^, falls between 

the values

—1.00 < s < +0.60 —  I —

in increments of 0.025 units. The capacity (ŝ ) values were arbitrarily 

picked but defined to coincide with the incremental capacity as speci

fied by the decision alternatives which are in units of 320 acres. The 

model has 19 capacity levels and 65 cash reserve levels for each 

capacity, making a total of 1,235 states, where state 1,236 is the final 

bankruptcy state. The first state at each capacity level is defined as - 

the insolvency state, i.e. , when Iln = -1.0 where vCs^)n is equal to 

zero. ■

The programming model to generate the P ^ 1tS must have a beginningXJ

and an end; consequently, only two decision alternatives are allowed 

at the boundaries:

s2 = 640 acres , k = 2 or 3

6,400 acres k = I or 2
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TABLE I. COMPUTATIONAL VALUES ASSIGNED TO STATE VARIABLES S1 AND Sg 
WHICH. REPRESENT THE MIDPOINTS FOR THE STATE INTERVALS.

S1 3 2
Debt-Cash Reserve Ratio I/ Capacity (cropland) I/

Percent ' Acres
-100.0 640
- 97,5 960
- 95.0 1,280
- 92.5 1,600
- 90.0 1,920

2,240
2,560
2,880

- 60.0 3,200
- 57.5 3,520
- 55.0 3,840
- 52.5 4,160
- 50.0 4,480

4,800
5,120

' 5,440
0.0 5,760 ■

+ 2.5 6,080 "
+ 5.0 6,400
+ 7.5
+ 10.0

+ 55.0
+ 57.5
+ 60.0

I/ Values are in increments of 2.5 percent and 320 acres, 
respectively, for s^ and s^.
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The lower limit of 640 acres is the' smallest size farm that could hope 

to support a family, and the' upper limit was largely determined by 

computer capacity. A description and listing of the computer program 

along with a general flow chart are given in Appendices D through F for 

the interested reader. The program language is Fortran IV-H for a XDS 

Sigma 7 computer. Thus, before this program is used on any other 

computer, careful attention to language differences is needed.

The price of wheat used and the functional relationship for value 

of the non-cash assets and production expenses are shown in Appendices 

A and B. . The value of the wheat certificate payment is

W 1 = wheat allotment acres times the farmrs ASCS projected yield 
C times 48% (portion of wheat allotment eligible for certifi

cates in 1970) times $1.57 per bushel (1970 bushel value for 
wheat certificates), where W = W 1 reduced to a per acre of 
cropland value.

The ASCS average projected winter wheat yields for the three-county study 

area is 26.7.bushels per acre.

The cropping pattern shows that barley is seeded by the firm. To 

simplify matters barley sales were transformed into wheat equivalents 

employing a method used by Hjort■[27], where represents a weighted 

price which reflects barley price and' yield and proportions of the 

land in wheat, barley and fallow. The end result of the calculation 

was P = $0.5831 when a yield is calculated for each acre of cropland. 21/

'11/ See Appendix B for a detailed breakdown of the method used in
expressing barley in wheat equivalents.
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In using Hjort1s method, the assumption made is that the variance of 

winter wheat and that.for barley'are affected equally by the same 

climatic factors. This assumption can be stated as a testable hypothesis

• 2 2
liO itrY - Vw b

V0? rtVw b

where Y • equals winter wheat yields, Y equals barley yields, and aW  JD

denotes variance. However, because a comparable sample of barley yield 

data was not available, the test was not made. Aggregate winter wheat 

and barley yield data were tested and the variances were not significantly 

different, but the test with aggregate data is.judged to be nonconclusive.

Models used for analyzing firm growth are more useful and realistic 

when cash withdrawals for self-employment tax (social security), state 

and Federal income taxes, and family consumption are incorporated. The 

self-employment tax is based on the 1970 tax schedule for farmers and 

is assumed to be computed by the regular method [57]:

Aif g Cs ,s ,x) >.$7,800, T = $538.00
* ss •  ̂ (3.19)

if g (s ,s ,x) < $7,800, T ■= (0.069)g (s ,s ,x)
Jl ^ SS ‘ X. ^  •

*where g (s^,s^,x) is net farm profit after deducting production expenses.

Federal and state income tax liabilities are based on an assumed 

family of four where the exemption allowance equals $2,500, ($625 x 4), 

and the $1,000 standard deduction is used in place of itemizing family
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deductions, making a total of $3,500 in exemptions. The taxable income 

function is

hCSf,^ /X) = g ŝ1 ̂ s2 ' - SD '■ (3.20);

and if ^ (s^,s^,x) <_ 0, income taxes are equal to zero.

A computer routine was developed whereby the Montana (T ) and3
Federal (T) income tax liabilities can be derived in a simultaneous 

manner. This routine derived the limits for appropriate taxable income 

intervals 12/ that have appropriate constants and rates which reflect 

the constants and rates as shown on the 1970 tax schedules. With 

*1 Ŝ1 ,S2 ,X  ̂ known, the appropriate interval can be selected and the tax 

liability determined by the following general functions:

Tf = Ui + y Ji (s^s^x)
(3.21)

T = a. + S .M s 1 ,s ,x)S X I X 2

where Uf and are the appropriate constants and Yf and Sf are the
th.appropriate rates for the i. interval. The "i", as used here, should 

not be confused with the Itil state. The derived income tax liability is 

only a close approximation since the 10 percent surtax was not included

'12/ There are 34 taxable income intervals in the simultaneous rela
tion ship for Montana and Federal income taxes.
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in the relationship under the assumption that possibly the surtax would

be eliminated in the near future: 13/ The net cash return function
• . •,

after taxes is:

*Q(SffS2ZX) = g (S1 ZS2 ZX) - Tgg(S1 ZS2ZX) - Tf (S1 ZS2ZX) -Tg(S1Vs2ZX)

(3.22)

Consumption expenditures are an important capital leakage in the 

firm growth process because if the family cannot survive, neither will 

the firm [27], and the firm's ability to accumulate capital is dependent 

on the family's consumption policy and any changes, made over the ' 

planning period. A search of the literature produced nothing about the 

consumptive habits and expenditures of Montana farm families. However, 

an empirical study was located which was based on a cross-section of 

farm families for selected agricultural areas of the United States [9, 

pp.769-772]. This consumption function is: • '.

C = 22.96P°'410;0.590g0.163
0

0.947)
(3.23)

where: = current consumption'; .

P = ratio of current (1970) to 1961 indexes of prices paid, P ' 
= 1.26804;

13/ The Voters of Montana, however, in November 1971, voted down a 2 
percent sales tax plus retention of.the 10 percent surtax for an 
overall 40 percent surtax on all taxable income.
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I p net income after taxes, Q(s .s .x); andI 2
S = family size of four individuals.

Equation (3.23).is based on mean values and the coefficients for'P, I, " 

and S are elasticities rather than marginal propensity values. Family " 

consumption is not allowed to fall below $4,000, a level assumed to be 

the absolute minimum subsistence level for a family of four. The con

sumption function is illustrated in Figure 7, where the amount withdrawn 

for consumption increases•at a decreasing rate as I increases. For 

large values of I, the consumption function approximates a linear but. 

positively sloped relationship.. The consumption expenditure is an - 

explicit function of disposable income in the period in which the income 

is derived from gross sales. Generally, consumption expenditures are . 

considered to lag in adjustment to changes in farm incomes. However, in. 

order to meet the Markovian property of independence between stages, a 

lag is not allowed. The residual income, defined as

g (S1 ,S2/x) = Q(S1 7 S3 fX) - Cq (3.24)

represents the firm's savings or reinvestable funds, provided of course 

that g(s1 ,s3,x) is a positive value. If gCs^s^x) is negative, the - 

firm is allowed to borrow this amount if needed which adds to debt if S1 

is negative or reduces cash reserves if s is positive.. I
The basic interest rates for the empirical model are: 

r = 7 percent for the borrowing rate; and 
i = 4.5 percent for the lending rate.



CThot sand Dollars)

20 -r

0.410 0,590 0.16322.96P

Dispcsabl*- Income (Thousand Dollars)
Figure 7. I .lustrati->n of Consi^ption Function for a Family of Fcair (see Appendix G for actual values).
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Interest income or expense is calculated as simple interest, i.e., 

the interest is calculated on the principal as defined by P for 

equation (3.9).
k qOnce the p̂ _. 1 s are derived, an initial set of values (W (j) } must

be specified for the.recurrence relationship. These values measure'

the utility of net worth associated with, the state when the firm

reaches the end of its planning horizon. A value of net worth must be

calculated for each of the 1,236 states, and if

s € B ,

0 "then W (j) ■ is equal to zero. Net worth for each of the other states 

is given by

s^v(ŝ ) + v (s^) equals'(cash reserves) plus (value of capacity).

This net worth value is substituted into the utility function to calcu- 
0late W (j), where j corresponds to the pair of values for s^ and s^ 

denoted as state j . Much of the analysis assumes a linear utility 

function which permits using net worth for the values of W ° (j). ,



CHAPTER IV

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The expected net worth in total dollars, and the optimal policy 

are derived for all relevant stages C25) and states (1236) and a range 

of values for selected parameters in the model.- Because of the 

voluminous nature of the numerical output, the presentation of results 

will be limited to a minimum selection of the numerical data but 

generalizations over all states and stages will be included.

An abbreviated listing of the output from the value-iterative pro

cedure I/ is shown in Table II. The optimal policy and expected net
thworth are indicated for each state. The state number .refers to the i 

state as defined by (s ,s ), and note that states I and 846 in Table II 

are insolvency states, since each has but one alternative and a zero 

expected value.

For' the moment, the presentation and evaluation of the overall 

results will be deferred because the value-iterative method lacks 

certain vital information needed for a complete economic evaluation of 

growth. The expected value criterion method does not fully describe 

the process of growth, i.e., the probability of a particular state being 

occupied after n steps (n .years in tiie planning horizon) , given that 

the starting position is known. In,other.words, the relevant

I/ The value-iterative procedure is also called the dynamic program
ming computational algorithm.



TABLE II EXAMPLE OF THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING OUTPUT BY STATE, OPTIMAL POLICY AND EXPECTED NET WORTH.

STATE POLICY RETURN STATE POLICY RETURN STAT5 POLICY RETURN
I ■ I .CCCOOCOCOOfc CO 413 3 .2167490191E 06 825 2 .73o0433481E 06
2 2 .1870621672E 04 414 3 .22645142176 06 826 2 .75228579=26 06
3 2 ■ . 31/-7161186E 04 415 3 .23549312506 06 8 27 2 .76352674786 06
4 2 ' -4790176934E 04 416 3 .24503818756 06 828 2 .78477665296 06
5 2 .70929237146 04 417 3 ' .25464149256 06 829 2 .80100980846 06
6 2 .96928876466 04 418 3 .26428432066 06 8 30 2 .81723644196 06
7 2 .12167327035 OS 419 3 .27393435556 06 831 2 .83348045086 06
8 2 .14848809706 05 420 3 .25369895016 06 832 2 .84970544006 06
9 2 .17511173096 05 421 3 .29344575166 06 833 2 .86594616406 06
IO 2 .1997767048E OS 422 3 .3032206555 E 06 834 2 .88217576136 06
LI 2 .22652296786 05 423 3 .31297477756 06 835 2 .89839758956 06
12 2 .25328731946 os ■ 424 3 .32198735466 06 836 2 .91462563506 06
13 2 .27781533946 CS . 425 3 .33136810736 06 837 2 .93083788006 06
14 2 .30452201706 05 426 3 .34091317996 06 838 ’ 2 .94706253715 06

■ 15 2 -3314342833E 05 427 ' 3 .35047798436 06 839 2 .96342469636 06
16 2 .35610292456 OS 428 3 .35010726416 06 840 2 .97961460536 06
17 2 .38245239936 05 429 3 .36975008226 06 841 2 .99572134606 06
18 . 2 .40938263606 OS 430 o 3 .37943762166 06 842 2 .10109278926 07
19 2 .43406204606 CS 431 3 .33915324476 06 '■ 843 3 ' ,10269005686 07
20 2 .46033577416 05 432 3 .3968 7 406626 06 844 3 .10430732736 07
21 ■ 2 .48734175966' 05 433 3 .40801144236 06 845 3 .10592576166 07
22 ' 2 ,51196352726 05 434 3 .41746911206 06 846 I .CCCCCCOOOOE CO
23 ■ 2 .53809304536 OS 435 3 .42694441736 06 847 3 .28642035866 05
24 ' 2 .56514950326 OS 436 3 .43635833336 06 848 3 .45937340146 05
25 2 .58988303546 CS 437 3 .44581090396 06 849 3 .63895607456 0526 2 .61602330546 OS 438 3 .45529044026 06 850 3 .81875666826 CS
27 2 .64287416666 CS 439 ' 3 .46480212946 06 851 3 .99819392536 CS28 2 .66778084436 OS 440 3 .47437318966 06 852 3 ,11775767306 u6
29 2 .69368671426 CS 441 3 =48395053596 06 ’ • 853 3 .13570504906 06
30 2 . 720t 79'' 181E OS 442 3 .49310197456 06 854 3 ,15364515366 06
31 2 .74V4425569E OS 443 3 .50254885956 06 855 3 .37092228566 06
32 2 .771162 43376 05 444 3 .51194710956 06 856 . 3 ■ .1.8855V808C 06
33 2 .793It 8223OE CS 445 3 .52130139926 06 857 3 .20=23931676 06
34 2 - 82 501 80 7 936 CS 446 L .53062239085 06 855 ’ 3 .21391793825 06
35 2 -8486775096E CS ■ 447 3 • 1-4 00572267 6 06 859 3 .24164553146 Ct
36 2 3755 572184E 05 448 3 .54953263186 06 660 3 .25938038255 0637 2 .90248389186 OS 449 3 .55903506056 06 861 3 .277133842.85 06
38 2 .926027161IE OS 450 3 .56657274026 06 862 3 .294832784 OE 06
39 2 •9528167478E CS 451 3 .57794830195 06 863 3 .31265577865 06■40' 2 -9798442826E OS 452 3 .58736551866 06 864 . 3 .33042694936 06
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question is: "What can be said about the growth position of the .farm .

firm after n years have passed, given that the initial position is 

known?" For example, increasing the firm's net worth adds to debt - 

repayment capacity in that, as the farm business expands by accumu

lating more physical and financial resources, net cash income generally ' 

increases. An expansionary policy, however, could place a-heavy strain 

on a firm with limited financial resources which when coupled with

stochastic returns could result in bankruptcy. Pertinent to such a
th ' ■situation is the probability of bankruptcy associated with some n • 

year in the planning period, and in general, the probabilities' of 

occupying various states in the Markov Chain. Therefore, let.us turn 

our attention to the "Stochastic Transition Matrix" which provides addi

tional information about the Markov process.

Transition Matrix P̂"

Once a policy has been derived (say an optimal policy within the 

limits of the model), the firm growth process is completely described 

by a Markov chain. A policy specifies a choice of alternative k, given 

any state i and stage n. For the moment let us assume the policy is 

constant over stages, then the policy is given by a function k(i) which 

says that k is specified for each and every integer i, i = I, 2, ..., 

1236. Since k is a function of i, the transition probabilities'can be 

written as j"^ , or simply P^j-
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The transition matrix is a ■square array in which the array elements 

are the transitional probabilities, p .' For the firm.growth model, 

the matrix is a Markov chain with 1,236.states and is therefore a 1,236' 

x 1,236 array of transitional probabilities. The density of the matrix, 

proportion of non-zero probabilities,.is approximately 0.6 percent. The 

actual matrix is too large to'be reproduced.in its entirety; conse

quently, an abbreviated version will suffice. Figure 8. To simplify, 

the notation, the letter "p" replaces the general notation p , but keep 

in mind that the array elements p and those implied by ... are not all. 

positive probabilities. In the total matrix, there are 19 insolvency 

states and one bankruptcy state. Five of the insolvency states are 

shown in Figure 8, states I*, 66*, 586*, 976*, and 1171* and the state 

1236** is bankruptcy. Note each of these states have a probability 

equal to I, which in a Markov chain is called an "absorbing state". ■

A Markov chain is "absorbing" if: (I) it has at least on absorbing

state; and (2) from every state it is possible to go to an absorbing 

state (not necessarily in one step) [32,p.282]. In other words, once

the absorbing state is entered there is no way to leave it. In this
thstudy, once any insolvency state is entered in the n stage; it goes 

with probability I to bankruptcy in stage (n-1). 2/ Consequently, the 

survival ability of a firm, particularly one with small net worth, is 

an important-.economic question. Raising the transition matrix to powers

2/ This method made the computational procedure easier for incorporation 
into the computer program.
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corresponding to the firm's planning horizon will provide information 

about the relevant economic.questions. ■

Let us begin by defining an initial probability vector t (0) which 

is the probability that the' system occupies state i as an initial ' 

condition— (0) equals I in the i^*1 component and 0 otherwise if the 

firm starts out in the i ^  state with.certainty. The vector t (0) is 

defined as a row vector. The transition matrix P consists of the p .. 

array elements that must meet the condition

ij (4.1)

where- 0 < p̂ _. < I [29-,pp.405] . Powers of a matrix are defined in an 

ordinary way using the law of exponents [53,p.47]:

P = P - P

3 2P = P - P

4 3P = P - P (4.2)

tP =P- t-1

Post-multiplying the initial state probability vector t (0) by the matrix
t ' . " ’P yields a probability vector( the elements of which, are the probab- .

ilities of being in each, of the resulting states after the growth, 

process has operated for t years. If.the process starts’ out in state i
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with certainty, then the'above probability vector, denoted t (t) , is . 

simply the ith row of the matrix-Pt. This result is easily verified by 

the rules of vector-matrix multiplication. The reader is‘cautioned not 

t o •confuse .time t as used here with the stage n in the dynamic program

ming model; t is time measured from the beginning,of the process while - 

n. is number of ■ years remaining in the process. • , V -

Because of the matrix's size (1,236 x 1,236) and limited computer'

storage capacity, the entire .matrix could not be directly raised to 

various.powers of • Consequently, a computer routine 3/ was developed 

whereby the entire initial matrix would be read but only the•probab- 

.ilities for preselected row vectors would be derived for powers of P . 

fixed at. discrete points in the 25-year planning period, .was set equal 

to 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25. These discrete periods are considered suffi

cient for the analysis.

For a transition probability matrix, P , the p^  ̂ elements' are those 

associated specifically with either decision alternative k = I, k >  2;

or k = 3. Thus, each"set of p... elements represents a policy convergence• : 1D . . - V  " . -
in that the policy is invariant over states and time in the -usual sense. ,

3/ Deep appreciation is- extended to Mr. Harlen Hames,. Manager— Applied 
Programming, Montana State University Computer Center, for develop- 
. ing the matrix-power routine. .Without: this routine parts of this 
study would have.been foregone, and much useful information lost. -
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Why powers of a constant matrix will provide the desired results is the 

next topic to be discussed. .

Let T^Ct) define the probability.that the growth process will occupy 

state i after t number of years with its' state at t = 0 known with

certainty. Then the sum of these probabilities must be equal to I, i.e.
1236 I
£ T (t) = I (4.3)

i=l ■

where 1236 equals the number of states in the matrix. Then for period 

■t + I it follows that

1236 ■ '
T . (t + I) = y T - (t)p. . , t = 0, I, 2,- .. ., 25 (4.4)
3 i=l 1 13 ■ '

or in more specific terms 

1236 '
T1 t̂ + D  =■ I Ti(L)P 

i=l
1236

T^Ct + I) = % T i ^ P iZ
1=1 -

(4.5)

1236
1236 (t + I) I. Ti/tiPi=l 11236

Thus, the general notation t  ̂Ct + I) Is the probability of being in a 

state j one time period later. Let T (t) define a row vector of state

probabilities with components Ti (t), then equation (4.4) is reduced to

the general vector form
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T (t + I) = T (t)P , t = 0 , 1 , 2,■ , .. , 25 (4.6)

Then by recursion it follows that ■

T(I) = T CO) P
2T (2) = T(I)P = T(O)P

T (.3) = T (.2) P = T(O)P3 -

which, in general, is: ,

T (t) = T(O)Pt , t = 0, I, 2, 25 ' (4.7)

The transition matrix P is a constant; thus, T(O)Pt gives the probab

ilities of being in each of the various states where the matrix P is 

a constant (see Howard [29,p.57]).

For each preselected row vector for a given power of the transition 

matrix, the mean, standard error, and coefficient of variation of the 

firm's net worth was derived. The mean value turned out to be approxi

mately equal to the expected net worth derived by the value-iterative 

procedure, and the small difference which existed between these two 

values is attributed to rounding errors. The computation equations are:

t oW - =  Z P- * W (j) (4.8)
j=l J ' '
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V O 2 ' t  2 '  .
I' [p- * W Cj)- - (W )■ ] 
j=l ? 1

• 100

(.4.9)

(4.10)

where: ' t = the discrete points in the planning horizon, '5, 10, 15,.
20, and 25, i.e., the respective powers of the matrix;

= mean value of the firm's net worth for the i row 
(state) vector;

p .- = the probabilities associated with the i^*1 row vector of '..
. ' 1 : Pt;- . •• •; - ■ . ■ I r--V

0 - • ■ ■ - " -W Cj) = terminal value of the 'firm^s net worth as defined earlier;..
t ’ ' '-•••-cr = standard error of net worth; and ' ■■ ■ • ' ' -

■- t1 - . . ■ . .:-v,;-. -■ -CV = coefficient of variation of net-worth. " ■ ■

The values for' equations (4.9) and (4.10) provided additional information 

needed in the valuation of the growth process or .the. lack-of growth.

With the additional information obtained from selected powers of the . 

transition, matrices, presentation of, the numerical results can proceed.' ■

Firm Growth with No Constraints^—Numerical Results' •
• .. .

The unconstrained dynamic growth model is that presented in the• •' - •' . . 1 - ‘ 1
first part of Chapter-ITT, where, unconstrained is used to imply that 

no credit restrictions are imposed on "the firm and the only restrie—
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tions imposed are the insolvency and final bankruptcy states. This 

model contains the assumptions and stated parameter values of the 

stochastic model presented in Chapter III. Various parameters in the 

model were examined to determine their influence on the optimal decision 

rule to apply sequentially over the planning' horizon' of the firm to 

maximize expected value of net worth at the end of the planning horizon. 

These parameters include various values for the elasticity of consump

tion, three different interest rates for existing debt plus new debt, 

the bankruptcy threshold, inability to borrow threshold, changes in the 

value of cropland per acre, and removal of the deterministic returns 

from wheat certificates.

Each parameter change constituted the generation of a different
k ■set of transitional probabilities, p̂ _. 's; therefore, because of limited 

funds for computer runs, a limited number of parameter changes were

made. However, these changes did reflect some implications which will 

be discussed in general terms. The procedure to be followed here is to 

first present the results for the unconstrained model and selected 

changes in parameters and then discuss the implications of the more 

subtle relationships contained within the model. All numerical results, 

unless otherwise specified, are based on the assumption of a linear 

utility function with respect to:the expected value of net worth.
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Optimal Policy for Unconstrained Model

Given no credit constraints and:flexible repayment of debt, the

optimal policy for the 25-year planning horizon is to buy 320 acres' of

land and associated equipment valued at $46,067. The buy policy is

unanimous for all relevant states 4/ regardless of the firm tS debt or

cash reserve position. This decision rule indicates that the operator

should be a "plunger", "go for broke", and hope the expected outcome- -

will improve over the planning period without the firm going bankrupt.

The optimal decision rule to expand was not anticipated for all

states, particularly those states where capacity is less than 2,000

acres and debt constitutes 80 percent or more of the'firm1s total assets

in land, machinery, and equipment, and buildings. A detailed examina-
ktion of the stochastic model used to generate the p . .'s revealed the 

major factor contributing to the selection of the buy policy as an 

optimal policy. 5/ For the buy policy, the expected value of savings 

was either the smallest negative value or the largest positive value 

depending on capacity and equity position (see Table III) of the firm.

4/ Results for the capacity boundary states of the stochastic model are 
not included in the analysis because of possible bias associated 
with them. Relevant states also exclude the insolvency and bank
ruptcy states.

5/ The computer program was changed to output the value of expected 
reinvestable earnings (savings) for each decision alternative and 
output yields, family consumption, and taxes paid for each state
having more than one positive p ij*



TABLE III . EXPECTED 
AND CASH

KEINVESTABLE 
RESERVE RATIO

EARNINGS (SAVINGS) BY DECISION ALTERNATIVE, FIRMuS CAPACITY

Capacity :Cash reserve: Decision : Capacity :Cash reserve: Decision :
(cropland : ratio :alternative:Savings (cropland): ratio !alternative : .Savings

Ac. No. Dols. Ac. ' No. Dols.
1,280 ' -.975 I -3,653 1,920 -.975 I ■ -3,030

2 -2,934 ' • 2 -2,294
3 -2,255 3 -1,576

1,280 0.0 I 357 1,920 0.0 I 7,699
2 •4,518 2 8,745
3 5,024 3 9,457

. 1,600 ■ -.975 I -3,405 2,240 -.975 'I -2,600 ■
2 -2,662 2 -1,879
3 ■ -1,951 3 -1,153

1,600 0.0 I ' 5,431 2,240 0.0 I 9,687
2 6,637 2 10,827
3 7,767 3 11,485
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The major factor contributing to the buy alternative as ah optimal 

policy'is the increase obtained in the firm's earning ability from the 

additional 320 acres of cropland purchased. The increase in earning . 

ability stems mainly from the deterministic value of the wheat certi

ficate payment, which in effect is a "guaranteed income" that has the 

characteristic of an annuity, i.e., the additional 320 acres provides . 

a series of equal annual payments in the amount of $1,878. 6/ Conse

quently, given the total guaranteed value of the wheat certificate 

payment (Table IV) and an increase in the mean stochastic'gross 'returns■ 

resulted in the firm's ability to save or obtain reinvestable funds. ■ 

Negative savings, however, raises a question about the firm's ability 

to grow, but this question will be taken up.later.

Another factor contributing to the buy decision as an optimal 

policy is the sacrifice made in family consumption. For example, for 

the 960 acre farm having a cash reserve ratio equal to or greater than• 

-.900 percent, estimated consumption ranged between the minimum $4,000 

and $5,500. Higher levels of consumption might cause the firm to sell 

out or force the sale through bankruptcy, i.e., the probability of 

going into bankruptcy may increase substantially.

6/ This assumes no change in the valuation process for determining 
the dollar amount of payment as was stipulated in Chapter III.



TABLE IV. VALUE OF WHEAT CERTIFICATES BY FIRM CAPACITY.

: Value of ::
Capacity I/:wheat certificates::Capacity I/ :

Value of
wheat certificates

Ac. Dois. ' :: ’'Ac. ■ ' Dols. ■" . ..

960 5,634 i: 3,840 . . . . . 22,536 ' '. ;
■1,280 7,512 "■ : : 4,160 .... .24;414..
1,600 ' 9,390 . 4,480 26,292 - .'
1,920 ". 11,268 4,800 .. , 28,170'. ... ' ...
2,240' ... 13,146 ' ' :: 5,120 ' ■ 30.048 - "  ,
2,560 15,024 .■ 5,440 ■ ■ 31,926 '• ~
2,880 ' 16,902 :: 5,760 . 33,804 '
3,200 18,780 :: 6,080 • . '• ., 35,682 . .

' 3,520 20,658 ■ .

I/ Capacities 640 acres and 6,400'acres were excluded since they 
. . represent the beginning and ending sequences..-}';".. ‘ ' . ■'- >y'- "

'• 'L.V'-'.

.

.
■ •?:

,



Bankruptcy

For the ,unconstrained model,' the probability of bankruptcy decreased 

■for a given combination o f s  s and k = 3, the buy policy, see Table V. . 

7/ Also, the probability of bankruptcy decreased over/various capacity

levels- where s is held constant, see Table V. Given the fixed invest- '■
■ ■ . . . . , ,■ . ; V . ■'■'; , : /ment cost of $46,067 for the 320 acres of, cropland, machinery and equip- '

ment, these results are not surprising, particularly those shown in ■> - 

Table V- For a given cash reserve situation and an increase in capacity,- 

the expected cash income and deterministic wheat certificate payment',■ >s ' 

increased which, after deduction of farm operating and family living 

expenses, provided larger'amounts of reihvestable (savings) funds. An 

increase in investable funds reduces the need/for borrowed funds, lessens 

the probability of bankruptcy, and enhances the firm's ability to accum

ulate capital in the form of net worth. Also, a firm having a high net ■ 

worth level has a smaller probability of going bankrupt.,

■The optimal decision rule did not converge until stage 3, i.e., ' 

the decision rules in,stages I and 2 were a mixture of the do nothing " '. 

and buy policies. Stage'3 implies a,planning horizon of 3 years.before ■. 

the firm is liquidated. Because of the large number of.states and 

stages and the associated capital withdrawals for income, taxes and '

2/ Remember that net worth is a composite'variable 6f ',ŝ  and s , where 
net worth equals y(s^)(I + s^). Hereafter, when "net worth" is used 
in the text or'tables, it is this composite.variable that is being 
referred, to." ' • " '
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TABLE V. PROBABILITY OF BANKRUPTCY FOR SELECTED CAPACITY AND CASH
RESERVE.RATIOS (s ,S ) , AT THE END OF THE 25-YEAR PLANNING 
HORIZON.

Probability
of

bankruptcy

: Cash : 
:reserve: 
: ratio : Capacity ':

Probability: 
of :

bankruptcy :

Cash :
reserve :
' ratio ' Capacity

Pet. 'Ac. : ' PCt. Ac,

'79.1 -0.975 1,280 : 75.8 -0.975 ' 1,920
40.4 -0.900 1,280 :• 29.1 -0.900 • 1,920
11.3 -0.800 ■1,280 - : 3.0 -0.800 . 1,920
2.4 -0.700 1,280 0.0 . -0.700 . 1,920
0.4 -0.600 1,280 : 0.0 -0.600 •' 1,920OO 0.000 1,280 : 0.0 0.000 1,920

86.9 • -0.975 960 : 24.5 -0.800 960
79.1 . -0.975 1,280 . 11.3 -0.800 1,280
71.7 -0.975 1,600 : ■■ . 5.2 -0.800 1,600
65.1 -0.975 1,920 : 2.5 -0.800 1,920
59.4 -0.975 2,240 : 1.2 ■ -0.800 2,240
54.5 -0.975 ' 2,560 : 0.6 -0.800 2,560
46.9 -0.975 3,200 : 0.2 -0.800' 3,200
28.8 -0.975 6,080 : 0.0 -0.800 ■ 6,080

0.5 -0.500 960 :
. 0.1 -0.500 1,280
0.0 -0.500 1,600
0.0 -0.500 ■ 1,920 :OO -0.500 2,240
0.0 -0.500 2,560 :

O O -0.500 3,200 :
0.0 -0.500 6,080 • :



■ ■■ . ■■■■ 9 5 ■ : ; ■ - - ' - ■ family consumption that influence the derived probabilities, a detailed

explanation of nonconvergence in the first two stages is foregone. : .

However, based on economic.logic, the lack of convergence implies that.

3 years are required before the full benefits of the buy policy can be
■ ' ' ■■ ■ . V ' 'captured. . . - • .

■Consumption arid Interest Rate'Parmeters-

The elasticity coefficient .for .I in the initial consumption func-;,

tion

C -  22.96P0-410I0-590S0 -153 . (4.11)\

was raised to %0.620 an^ money rate of. interest raised to 9 percent-. 

These parameter • changes had no influence on the optimal decision rule, 

i.e. , the optimal rule for all states' at stages 3. through 25 was to buy 

the 320 acres of cropland and associated machinery, equipment, and ' ■

buildings.. Also, based on judgment and other evidence, the consumption ' 

elasticity coefficient for disposable income (I), and' money interest- rate 

would have to be increased to unreasonable levels in this model before. 

any impact would, be felt on the optimal decision rule. That is, the 5' 

buy policy is. a strong policy and further evidence in this chapter, will.-

further support this finding.

Growth and Survival -
-r

-v .:

Given.the assumptions of a linear utility function for net.worth," 

and annual availability of the 320 acres of. cropland'- for .purchase, the ■
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future value of.the firm and rate of growth depends on the firm's initial 

capacity and cash reserve position, see Figures 9/ 10, and 11. The' 

probabilities of bankruptcy by stages are'probabilities of going bank

rupt within the planning horizon equal in length to the number of 

stages. The results show relatively small increases in the probabilities 

of bankruptcy as the planning horizon is increased when the firm starts 

in an unfavorable position. If the firm does not go bankrupt in the 

high debt positions, some growth can be achieved. In general, the 

future value of the firm is a function of initial capacity, initial cash 

reserve ratio, and stage in the planning' period under an optimal policy. 

The expected value of the firm increases quite rapidly until the upper 

capacity level defined in the model is reached.

The growth process for a Markov chain is similar to the-construc

tion of a "tree", [33,p.196] indicating the probability of being at 

various possible states at stages 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25; 8/ To simplify 

matters, probabilities will not be presented but the range of states and 

associated capacity and cash reserve ratios by years are shown for two 

examples in Tables VI and VII. .By year 20, the maximum, allowable 

capacity in this study has been reached, given 1,280 acres as the initial

8/ The transition probability matrix P raised to powers 5, 10, 15, 20,' 
and 25 provided the appropriate results in a time-oriented applica
tion.
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TABLE VI. OUTCOMES BY STATES AND YEARS FROM THE TRANSITIONAL
■PROBABILITY MATRIX, WITH AN INITIAL 1,280 ACRES OF CAPACITY 
AND INITIAL CASH RESERVE RATIO OF -0.975.

Initial state 
1,280 acre capacity Year'■
-.975 cash reserve ratio 5 : 10' : 15 : 20 : 25

I. Range of states = 457 782 1,107 '1,172 1,172
. to to to to to
468 797 •1,127 1,201 1,212 .
and and . and and and

1,236 1,236 1,236 ' 1,236 1,236
2. Capacity at each

year = 2,880 A 4,480 A 6,080 A 6,400 A 6,400 A
3. Range of cash reserve

ratios by year = -.975 : -.975 ■ -.975.' -.975 -.975
to ' to • to to . • to

4. Expected cash reserve
-.700 -.600 -.525 . -.250 +.025 •

ratio = I/
5. Probability of

-1.0 -1,0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0

bankruptcy = 7.24 78.1 79.0 79.1 79.1 .

I/ The expected cash reserve ratio is derived by taking the associated 
state probability times each respective cash reserve ratio in the 
range in item (3). , . ... • . . .



TABLE VII. OUTCOMES BY STATES AND YEARS FROM-THE TRANSITIONAL '
* PROBABILITY MATRIX, .-WITH INITIAL 1,280, ACRES OF CAPACITY

• • 101 ; ; ' : ^

;AND INITIAL CASH RESERVE RATIO• OF -0.700. • V ' . -
-■• ■ ■ k " . -v ..

Initial state 
1,280 acre .capacity •

: ■ : . . . ; '• ' ■ ■ ■ •
: Year- ■

-.700 cash reserve ratio : ; • .5 ' OH ' :' ' ' -15 ' ' : 20 25 ,
I. Range of states = ■457- ’ ' ' 782 ' '1,107. V  1,172 - , 1,172

■ to • V  to ' . ’ to . to .. ..to
473 . . 802 ' 1,131. 1,205 . . 1,218 ;
and '■ and . and' :'' Y., and •-.and'. '1,-236 1,236 ■ 1,236. ' 1,236 ■ - V 236 .

•2. Capacity at each • V - ... ■- .
year = ■2,880 A' ; 4,480 A '/ 6,080 A

-' :. ;V-
- 6,400 A 6,400 A

- V V - -':3. Range of cash reserve ' v." .
. .. ratios by year, = ..... -  .975 - .-.975 '. - . -.975 ' -.975 ' •

" to' ■to ' - to \  to ■: ■ - to ;-= -
-.575 ■ '. -.475 -.375 .. -.150 ‘ +.175 '

4. Expected cash reserve . - ■ ■ -
ratio = 1 / — ; 81,4 - -.793 ." - -.702 . .-.561 ' -.391'; I'

5. Probability of :'V;-v:.v;';
bankruptcy =' 0.0 1.2' . 2.1 V ' 2,3 • 2.4

I/ The expected cash reserve ratio is derived by-taking- the associated 
. state 'probability times each respective cash reserve, ratio in the .. 

range in item (3). • .A-’

■■■■ ■■ : - V  : : V
■ : ■ V - - : - V V  - ; ; 7

• • -  ‘ ' . • ■ ■ ■ ■  : .  : -  ; x  
• . : : - V  V  '■ • ", i  • "  ■ :

. , ' . - %  , ■ - :
-■■■ V . i  - V  : i - ' . V , : ,V;  - t : V V :  V  : ; ' i : : i V
■ ■ ■ ■ ■  V ^ - -  " . V V - t

• ; .

- - •

;
■■ -v.

- j t
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starting capacity. 9/ As the firm increases capacity annually over the 

planning period, the number of states the firm occupied with some posi

tive probability also increased. Of more interest, however, is that 

the general debt situation first increased but later on improved, which 

is indicated by the weighted values for item (4) in Table VII. (Note 

that the initial ratio was -0.700 in Table VII.) In' general1 for the 

buy alternative,■the cash reserve situation always decreased in the 

earlier years of the planning period and improved later on. However, 

the extent of the decrease from the initial position depended upon the 

cash reserve ratio in the initial year. In other words, the decrease \ 

in the cash reserve ratio became less and less as this ratio increased 

toward the more favorable net worth levels. ■

Survival ability, defined as I. - (probability of bankruptcy), was 

found to be dependent on (I) the firm's capacity; (2) cash reserve 

situation; (3) the cost of the investment in land, machinery, and 

buildings; (4) the decision alternative selected; (5). internal policy 

of the firm with respect to consumption and other expenditures; and (6) 

external policies such as changes in the money rate of interest on 

borrowed funds. The results presented so far have centered around items 

(I) - (4). For items (5) and (6), without presenting the numerical 

results, a rise in the family's consumption policy increases the prob.-

9/ The maximum allowable capacity is actually reached at the sixteenth 
year of the planning period.
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ability of bankruptcy in the high debt states, i.e., survival ability 

is reduced, as well as the firm's expected value of net worth .at the. 

end of the planning period. A similar effect is obtained when the 

money rate of interest is increased from 7 percent to 9 percent. A 

combined increase in family consumption and money rate of interest is 

disastrous to the firm's ability to survive (particularly the,.high debt 

positions) and to accumulate capital in the form of net worth.

Investment Costs

Of the total cost of investment for the 320 acres of land and ■ 

other associated resources, approximately 86.8 percent is for land.

The sensitivity of the optimal policy was tested by raising the static 

land value per acre ($125 per acre) in $25 per acre intervals.

At $150 per acre, all three of the decision alternatives (k = I, ' 

2, 3) were present for stages n equal I -to n equal 7, but by stage-8, 

convergence to the "buy policy" occurred and once again became the 

optimal decision rule. 10/ However, this means that 9 years of the 

planning period are required before the benefits of the buy policy are 

fully obtained. Between stages I and 7, the sell alternative occurred 

in those states having a cash reserve ratio less than -0.800, i.e., a 

large amount of debt. But as n approached stage 7, the sell policy 

rapidly gave way first to the dq nothing policy and then to the buy

10/ The sell alternative showed up for the first time in the analysis.
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policy. The probability of bankruptcy (survival) increased (decreased) 

with the upward change in the cost of the land resource, holding the 

cost for all the associated resources.constant.

For $175 per acre, policy convergence took place at stage n equal 

10, that is, k = I, 2, and 3 were among the optimal policies, not just 

k = 3 which is the buy alternative, until stage 10. A general summary 

of the results is presented in Table VIII for land at $175 per acre and 

$200 per acre.

As a consequence of the increased price of land, cost of the invest

ment in capacity increased as did the probability of going.into bank-' 

ruptcy for those states having a large amount of debt. .For a suffi

ciently high price of land, the firm could do better by liquidating 

its assets and putting the proceeds out at the lending interest rate. 

Complete liquidation was profitable if this transaction occurred before 

the firm went into bankruptcy. Sale of the last 640 acres was not a 

feature built into.this model, but is a feature that will be included 

in the future. ,

Wheat Certificate Payment

Under the provisions of the Federal Farm Program, there is a 

$55,000 payment limitation that anyone farmer can receive. Congres

sional discussions indicate a possible lowering of this limitation or 

the possibility of doing away with payments altogether. The elimina-
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TABLE VIII. CONVERGENT OPTIMAL DECISION POLICY BY CASH RESERVE RATIO 
AND CAPACITY (s ,S ) FOR $175 AND $200 PER ACRE FOR 
CROPLAND.

:Optimal decision : Cash reserve" : Capacity
Price of land ' ':____ policy____ ' ' ': ' ratio ' ' ' '= level

Pols,/Ac, ' Ac.
175 Sell, X1 -.975 to -.800 All

Do nothing, k„ 2. ' -.775 to -.675 ' All
• Buy, k3 .-.650 to + .600 All

200 Sell, kI -.975 to -.600 ' ■ All
Do nothing, k^ -.575 to -.525 . All
Buy, k -.500 to + .600 All



tion of wheat certificate payments as part of -the income stream for • "

the stochastic firm growth model has serious economic consequences for'
■■ ' “  . , . ‘ ■:farmers heavily in.debt. - The value.of these certificates at the/. '■ ■■ ■.

'!present approximately equals .the variable cost's of a. firm and'conse-. '

quently, the risk associated"with meeting.variable costs' Is nill.' In 
. . .  '• ■: ' • ; .* 

other word's, the .risk-bearing ability of a firm receiving certificates.

■ is.strengthened under the assumption that this source of income will, be

available in the future. ’ ' ■ r-
. • ' - •

To reflect the consequences, deterministic income from." the oerti- V 

ficate payment was" removed from the - stochastic model. .' The' impact on 

the optimal policy is presented in Figure 12, which implies that the" 

financial soundness of a firm, particularly one with a heavy debt " 

obligation, is heavily dependent upon the income received" from wheat 

certificates. This "is particularly" true for a firm in,this, study.since

non-farm -or off-farm income was not an allowable, alternative. The

assumption in this analysis is that the. price'of wheat, used in the .' 

model will not be "increased but-held at $1.19 per bushel. ■ ■ •

Figure 12 shows how farmers'- desire "to be.-out of debt makes - sense '-'
' ' . - . , ■ ,

when there is no government program. When■ the debt to/value of capacity 

becomes greater than about 20 percent, .the farmer"sells" capacity to 

reduce the ratio of debt to capacity. ... Likewise he. must be completely 

out of debt before taking a chance on expanding capacity.. If the 

model completely captured other problems-of debt-financing, even-more
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conservative results would be expected. For example, a situation where 

capacity must be sold would usually be associated with drought and 

depressed land prices, making liquidation of some capacity relatively 

more of a sacrifice. Fixed mortgage payments instead of the flexible 

financing.scheme of the model would also tend to make the optimal - 

policy more, conservative. Thus, one might be willing to adopt a-rule " 

of thumb from the results,of Figure 12 which would be: 'Never go into

debt voluntarily when government payments'are not being received. "

• . The' Constrained Model Results , ■ ' 7 Y ' '..Yv

It is generally stated that many farm firms could profitably util-• 

ize more resources for an optimum, size of , firm or an optimum combine- "

tion of resources within'a given firms'll/ In a static theoretical 7
, ’ ' ' '7 'framework, a farmer with limited capital -would use credit to obtain

enough of the factors.to organize an optimal business. In the dynamic 

world, optimal farm organization can be approaqhed by borrowing funds " 

to obtain additional inputs, or to purchase land. . Borrowing•can lead to 

increased financial risk, especially if the proportion of borrowed

108

/ : ,

' V t

'11/ To maximize.profits and subsequently .net worth, utilization of the 
four factors— r:land, capital, labor, and management— in production . 
occurs when: ' , - ' '.
: .MPRIand . MPP

land
capital 

'capital

MPP, , MPP ' •' ,' labor .....management
P- labor 'management

where each P . is a unit price for each factor and P is a unit
1 . yprice of the .product.-. ' ■

■•r



capital is high. For the stated goal of maximization'bf expected net

worth, anything other than the optimal' policy.could be due to one or
• , ■ ■ . ■ . ■ , ■ ■ ■ - - ' - . ‘ 1 

more bf the following factors: • •: :v - • . * • . . ■ - ■ •

1. capital rationing, both internal and external; ,'. . ,

2. . land unavailable to be purchased; . . . ■. V

3. other resources or inputs unavailable;•'and -I.'-
I-/'.-' v4. management limitations. ' .

Although factors 2, 3, and 4 have important economic implications, the 

,ensuing analysis will be directed only toward the economic, consequences 

of capital rationing on the firm’s ability to grow. ' •

Internal Capital Rationing .

Internal capital rationing is generally stated to be the;potential

borrower's reaction to uncertainty,in that even if credit is available

the farmer chooses not to use it. That is, a farmer's action in the
' ' '• . ' 

credit market is dependent on his evaluation of uncertain outcomes in

combination with his financial situation or net worth position. Each "". ■ V ;individual farmer reacts differently to the uncertainties. The 

"gamblers" strive to maximize expected gains in net worth and."conserya 

tives" strive to minimize' possible losses' in net worth.-' ' The various 

reactions to uncertainty by farmers between these two ,extremes forms-a 

continuum. • ■
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Selected results.depicting the.economic consequences of-assumed 

internal capital rationing are presented.in Table IX, where a compari- . 

son is made between the conservative policy x-= 0 and the optimal 

policy, x = 320.'12/ Assuming credit would be.available for the initial 

capacity and debt ratios given in Table -IX,-'the trade-off in expected 

value of net worth"is quite large (see Figure 13) and the magnitude - 

of the difference increases with each stage. Forahigh debt ratio,.the 

survival ability of the firm is less for policy x = 0 than for x = 320' 

in general, ’ . " . V' . - : -

The results of Table IX suggest the following Coric-Iusions'. The. - ' - 

expansionary policy appears unequivocally superior .when" the firm's ' . ; ■ 

initial position is adverse, i.e., high'debt and low capacity. ..- '

Apparently, the only hope for such a firm is to gamble on some "good 

years". This conclusion is supported by the probability "of-bankruptcy, 

and the coefficient of variation on."net worth at .the end of the planning 

horizon. As the firm moves into a stronger financial position, the " ■

choice is not quite as clear. For example, probability'of bankruptcy 

. is greater under the expansionary policy when capacity is 3,200 acres ' :

with debt to value of capacity at 0.80/ but the chance of bankruptcy 

in either case is very small. .... ' ' .... : -■ -- . '
An .'empirical estimation of internal capital rationing is diffi-. •

: - ' ' - = . - ' ' ' .... ' \ .h. :cult to measure in' an objective manner. Classification of a-farmer as

12/ . The term x = 0 and x = 320 pertains to the decision alternatives 
k = 2 and k = 3, respectively. ,

•: :■

- . ■ •
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TABLE IX. EFFECT OF CAPITAL RATIONING ON EXPECTED NET WORTH B Y ' STAGES IN THE
25-YEAR PLANNING HORIZON FOR SELECTED CAPACITY AND CASH RESERVE RATIOS.

: Cash Difference between : Coefficient of variation Probability of
: reserve expected net worth : on net worth ’ . . :going bankrupt

Capacity: ratio : Stage: under x = O S x =  320: x = 0 : x = 320 :x = 0 : x = 320
A cjl .. '» Dels. — Pct —

1,280 -0.975.; 5 . - 6,427 . . 264.07 • 197.73 ' 80.0 72.4
10 ' - 17,390 ' 380.44 212.35 90.3 78.1

. 15 - 35,806 473.61 - 210.57 93.7 79.0
20' -'61,840 - 550.73 . 207.08 . 95.3 79.1
25 - 93,316 614.30 204.30 ' 96.2 79.1

1,280 -0.900 ■ 5 - 14,431 98.98 87.66 25.7 25.5
10 - 46,346 148.54 ' 96.47 54.2 37.6
15 - 99,561 . •186.43 ■ 94.85 67.4 40.0
20 -174,397 216.77 92.18 74.5 40.4

. 25 -264,593 241.02 •90.02 78.7 40.4 -
1,280 -0.800 ■ 5 ■ - I?,905 42.61 47.26 0.4 2.0

10 - 61,473 66.27 53.54 9.6 8.8
15 -140,604 84.22 51.46 21.3 10.9
20 -252,367 97.97 ' 48.41 30.4 11.3
25 . ■-386,644 108.44 45.87 ' 37.1 11.3

1,280 -0.700 5 - 14,398 24.28 31.53 0.0 0.0
10 - 61,983 

-146,205
35,63 37.49 0.3 . 1.2

15 ’ 44.42 .. ' 35.76 1.9 2.1
20 , -266,874 51.10 32.71 4.5 2.3
25 . -411,710 55.95 29.89 7.1 2.4

3,200 -0.975'. 5 . 10,415 107.92 106.91 41.6 42.5
10 - 37,022 111.23 '106.91 46.4 46.3
15 - 75,724 110.39 • 104.12 47.5 46.8
20. -122,180 108:80 101.82 47.8 46.9
25 -176,552 107.15 100.12 47.9 46.9

3,200 -0.900. 5 - 16,275 • 42.47 44.48 1.6 2.7
' 10 : ' - 61,586 44.33 43.55 3.8 5.3

- 15 .-128,069 43.12 40.30 4.6 5.8
' 20 -207,542 41.25 37:40 4.8 5.8
25 -300,222 39.26 35.09 4.9 5.8

3,200 -0.800. 5 . - 14,414 ■ 23.02 25.97 — ——
10 . - 59,728 25.06 27.06 — 0.1

■ • 15 -128,538 24.56 25.09 — 0.2
20 -210,596 23.28 22.63 0,1 0.2
25 '-306,464 21.65 ■ 20.37 0.1 0,2

3,200 -0.700' 5 - 13,111 . . 15.19' . 18.20 — —
P- , .10 .- 55,961 ■ 15.92 20.40 — —

15 ■ -124,275 16.77 ' 19.53 —
. 20 ■ -205,944 - 15.93 . 17.87 . — - 1

. ' 25 ' -303,038 3 4,62 16,14 •—
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• being conservative in use of credit is incorrect if- h i s '"apparent - 

conservative", nature is conditioned by factors beyond his- control, such 

as nonavailability of land or external capi.tal rationing.-' Also,-an' '• 

individual 'may react to questions in a conservative way /..but-when faced 

with an actual decision, his performance may be something else. ’’

External Capital Rationing " . .' ■ • . -

Lender decision making under uncertainty and the rigidity of a:

loan policy influence the borrowing limit of a potential borrower.' - 

External- capital rationing is generally defined as a situation where ' . -

credit is not available at the current rate'of interest due to the
. . • . ' -  . . . -  ■■ -lender's judgment or institutional (loan policy) rigidities. A farmdr -'

dependent on credit may find his plans limited by 'the behavior of. the 

lender, particularly.if the lender is more concerned with the.safety of, | 

loans made and whether the input to be purchased can serve for security, 

of the Iban. " Consequently, planning by a farmer and subsequently his 

expected income and net worth will be affected by lender limits. ■ " ■

. An example,of a loan rigidity is that found'under ,the loan policy of 

the Federal Land Bank Association. The Federal Farm' Loan Act made it,

mandatory that all land bank loans be based oh the normal value of the - -
; ' - ' ' - - ' i \ -  ̂ v  'y

farm offered as security and that the loan, not exceed" 65 percent of
- ' ' ' ' - ' ' ' ' 2  . '' such value plus' the amount of stock which the, member-borrower is required

to purchase. ' In practice, the'.normal value generally has been below the "
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market value, and consequently, the effective loan rate is something . 

less than 65 percent.

Assume the market price of a 1,280 acre cash-grain farm is the 

$189,923 shown in Table X. If normal value equals market value, the 

maximum loan is $123,450 or only $94,962 if the effective rate is only 

50 percent. The potential borrower would need as a minimum the' differ

ential between the total value and loan limit to start farming as a full 

owner of the associated resources. Starting capital requirements are 

quite large, and in the face of uncertainty, the requirement to insure 

survival should be higher in order to offset possible adverse conditions 

which might occur in the first few years of establishment.

A farm firm free of debt should not have any problem in obtaining 

the necessary funds to purchase the 320 acres of cropland and associ- • 

ated machinery (items 3 and 4, Table X) specified in this study.

However, if the 1,280 acre firm had a cash reserve ratio of -.80 and 

normal value was equal to market value, and the. firm had no other 

assets, the loan would not be granted. The argument is;

($189,923)(0.80) = $151,493 = existing debt
46,067 = cost of investment

$198,005 = total amount to be financed

Maximum loan limit =»65' • ($189,925 + $46,067) = $153,394, since the 

total value of the firm's assets is used as security for the loan.

The potential borrower needs an additional $44,611 to complete the

loan transaction.



TABLE X. EXAMPLES OF'MAXIMUM AND EFFECTIVE LOAN LIMITS FOR TWO CAPACITIES AND TWO 
TYPES OF LOAN REQUESTS BASED ON THE FEDERAL LAND BANK ASSOCIATION LOAN 
POLICY. I/

v > ‘ 'i -

Description of the 
type of loan requested

Capacity
(cropland)

• .:Total cost: Maximum :
:Total market value . of :loan limit:
:of assets for land, :potential : 65% (X) :
:machinery, buildings^:investment: [1 + 2], :'
: I 2 : :

Assumed 
effective 
loan limit 

50%(X)
[I + 2] '

I. Purchase of whole
.Ac. ■

.

farm
2. Purchase, of whole

1,280 ■■ • 189,923 —  . 123,450 ‘ 94,962

farm" 3,200 "460,787 . —  ' 299,512 230,394 ■
'3. Purchase of an addi- •:

tional 32.0 ■ ac. of .
Iand, machinery, etc. -1';
.for a farm already ■
with „■ , . ' ' ■ ,1,280 189,923 I/ . ■ 46,067 ■ , 153',394. 117,995

4. Purchase of an addi- ... •
tional 320 ac. of
land, machinery, etc = ' / • '

• for. a farm already I ■ • ,
.,'with. . 3,200 r-COr-S

2/ :; 46,067 329,455 ,253,427 :

I/1 Example based-on, previous policy of ’the'FLBA1s which has now been changed"by the Farm 
■ Credit Act of 1971.' See text for brief explanation. •' '

2/. The firm is assumed to be debt-free. 1 1 >-

■' -  "v y
.. ,X •

: '

r.,

, .i
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For this study, the problem raises the question, at what cash

reserve ratio could refinancing take place so that the entire amount'to

be refinanced would just equal the loan limit? The argument, in general
'

terms, is written:

Cx ratio) times Market Value plus Cost of the Investment equals 
Maximum Loan Limit

The maximum cash reserve ratio at which refinancing could take place for 

a 1,280'acre farm in this study is: '

(x) • ($189,923 + $46,067) = .65($235,990)

$235,990(-X) = $153,394

where x = +.565 for an effective loan rate at 65%;

x = +.379 for an effective loan rate at 50%.

Low equity refinancing for expansion purposes is not an allowable alter

native for the 1,280 acre farm. If refinancing is not allowed in this 

case, the expected growth pattern between-policies k =. 2 and k-= 3 is 

presented in Table XI. Implicit in the loss of net worth is a decrease 

in the level of family consumption and return on the investment. For 

this analysis, the cost of the investment is fixed and the cash reserve 

ratio at which 100 percent financing can take place is a function of. 

capacity, i.e., as capacity increases, 100 percent financing can be had 

at higher cash reserve ratios.



TABLE XI. EXPECTED NET WORTH BY STAGES FOR POLICIES ;x = 0 AND x ,= 320 
GIVEN ith STATE IS-1,280 ACRE FIRM WITH A CASH RESERVE 
.RATIO EQUAL -.600 PERCENT, WITH- AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF. ' 
GROWTH BY POLICY. -• •. ' - '

. • . . =Expected net . : Expected net . : • ■
- = worth under '■ ■ ■ worth under : Difference '

Stage . : % = Q (I) " : x = 320 (2) : [(I). -̂ (2)] :
No. ■ . ---------------- ----Dols.--------- r-----,

0 ; 75,969 75,969 ' J : —  ■ v , '
5 86,652' . 101,738 ' .. - 15,086 .

10 . . 100,216 , - 160,570 . - 60,354
15 117,245 - ■ - . 260,475 ' ' — 143,230

. 20 138,309 - ' ' 401,584 . -262,275
25 163,783 571,041 .. -407,258 - _

Average rate of Pct ./Year - Pet./Year -
growth over 25- ,, - - -
year period = • _ 4.62. : 26.06
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The example of external capital rationing was based on the 

existing loan policy of the FLBA's. With passage of the Farm Credit Act 

of 1971, relaxation of the 65 percent rigidity plus other changes are 

expected to increase the competitiveness of the FLBA's in making loans 

to prospective borrowers, for farm expansion, etc. How effective the 

Act will be in stimulating the use of more credit will bear the test 

of time.

Insolvency Threshold ,

Lowering the insolvency state in the model to cash reserve ratios 

of -.90, -.80, -.70, etc., in effect has the same impact as if. a lender 

decided to call for the immediate payment of all outstanding debts.

Such a decision on the lender's part would force a firm out of existence 

provided that refinancing is not an allowable alternative or capital 

cannot be obtained, from some other source.

For convencience, it is assumed that the call for total debt pay

ment comes at the beginning of a production period and whatever 

residual cash is left after debts are paid is compounded at the lending 

rate !,.where i is equal to 4.5 percent in this study. Also, it is 

assumed that there is no loss in the value of the resources.due to the 

forced sale. Selected results of lowering the insolvency state are 

presented in Table XII, along with the expected values of net■>worth 

for decision alternatives x = 0 and x = 320 which would have resulted 

if the particular firm had not been sold to pay off the debt. Over the '
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TABLE XII. COMPOUNDED VALUE OF NET WORTH COMPARED TO EXPECTED NET

WORTH FOR POLICIES k = 2 AND k = 3, BY SELECTED CAPACITY, 
. CASH RESERVE RATIO, AND STAGE.

Capacity:

Cash
reserve
ratio :Staqe:

Compounded 
value of assets

Expected 
: net worth 
: k = 2

: Expected 
:net worth 
: k = 3

Ac. No.

960 ' -.900 0 _ 14,428 I/ ——
5 17,979 5,026 17,241
10 22,407 2,155 35,546
15 27,923 ■ 1,121 69,243
20 34,796 675 119,783

■*/ 25 43,362 459 181,937
960 -.800 • 0 28,856 I/ — —

5 35,959 • 19,512 35,844
10 • 44,813 12,007 68,743 t
15 55,845 7,816 129,751
20 69,592 5, 544 221,104
25 ' '86,724 . 4,289 333,351

960 -.700 0 —— e 43,284 I/ —

5 53,936 38,384 54,322
10 67,220 32,364 95,47b
15 83,768 ' 26,975 171,833
20 ® 104,388 23,155 285,798
25 130,086 20,617 425,606

1,280 -.900 0 18,992 V —

5 23,666 13,890 28,32.1.
10 ' 29,495 11,625 57,971

. 35 ‘36,755 10,739 110,?O0
20 45,803 10,634 185,031
25 57,079 11,091 275,684

1,280 -.800 0 — »• 37,984 I/ —**
5 47,332 37,295 53,200

10 58,989 37,111 98.584
15 73,510 38,281 178,885
20 91,606 • 40,956 293,323
25 114,157 45,193 431,837

1,280 -.700 0 - — 56,977-1/ ——
"5 70,999 62,118 /7,616
10 88,485 68,704 130,68715 • 110,268 77,2.15 223,420
20 •137,411 80,205 253,07925 171,239 102,158 513,868

2,560 -.900 * 0 — 37,107 I/ _
5 46,239 58,751 74,922

10 57,627 85,809 146,31/
15 71,813 119,570 252,943
20 • 89,491 161,384 384,320
25 111,521 212,341 540,779

2,560 -.800 0 — 74,213 I/ —
5 . 92,477 106,298 120.812
10 115,253 146,688 206,853
15 143,624. 196,748 334,752
20 178,979 257,645 491,347
25 223,040 330,050 676,]80

2,560 -.700 0 — 111,320 I/
5 138,716 153,175 ' 167,292

10 .172,880 - 205,063 262,322
15 215,438 26G, 1'61: 402,653
20 263*470 343,189 572,91425 334,561 429,481 . 771,8%

I/ These are initial utility values in the.- solution algorithm =
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planning period, the small firm deep in debt would be better off to 

completely sell out if the buy policy is constrained rather than reduce 

its net worth by following the "do nothing" policy. These results, 

particularly for the small farm, may explain whey small farms have 

almost disappeared from existence in the past several decades.

Resource (land) Constraint

In the'model's dynamic framework, no constraint was imposed on the 

availability of the land resource, i.e., land was assumed to be avail

able (320 acres) at each stage of the planning period at a static value 

of $125 per acre. In the long-run, land does become available to any 

farmer at some cost, but for decision making the question to be raised 

is how often or what is the probability of land being available, at 

what price, and what acreage (capacity) is involved. .Unfortunately, 

this kind of data is not readily known or available in a,form useful to 

this study. Consequently, the numerical growth rates in this study are 

biased upwards by the assumption that land was available annually with 

a probability of I. However, this lack of data does not make the 

selection of the buy policy as an optimal policy an improper choice. 

What is implied is that whenever possible, a farm operator should ■ 

attempt to expand the size of his unit if his goal is to, maximize

expected net worth over a given planning horizon.
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Refinancing ’Constraint '

In brief, annual refinancing for the purchase of a specified 

amount of land may be unrealistic in light of common institutional 

constraints. For example, refinancing every fifth year of the ,firm1S 

planning period might be a more reasonable alternative. However, to 

'apply dynamic programming to this case, requires some additional thought, 

and no attempt will be made to formulate this type of problem in a 

dynamic programming framework. Instead, attention will now be devoted 

to the effects of a non-linear utility function on the optimal

decision rule.



CHAPTER V

UTILITY ANALYSIS AND THE EMPIRICAL GROWTH MODEL 

An interest in utility analysis in farm management decision making 

has been set forth in studies by Officer and others [ . 1,25.741'f42,f43.;4.4>] f 

to cite only six references dealing with utility and behavior under 

uncertainty. It is the general opinion of these authors that utility- 

analysis has not been given a fair trial in decision making studies, 

but at the same time they•recognize there are problems associated with ' 

searching out and applying utility functions. Despite these empirical 

problems, the use of a non-linear utility function in the dynamic model 

to determine how sensitive the optimal policy is for an assumed behavior 

is analytically relevant. No empirical investigation of Montana farmers 

has been conducted to derive a set of empirical utility functions. For 

this analysis, literature on■the subject will be used as a basis to 

provide a first insight into the role utility might play in the dynamic 

programming model and whether this role appears to be consistent with ■■ 

■that of other studies.

Objective -

In the previous chapter, a linear utility function was assumed 

with regard to the firm's liquidation values [W°(j)*s] and' expected net 

worth derived over the 25-stage planning period. The purpose of this 

chapter is to explore the economic consequences, of a non-linear utility 

function and the impact on the optimal decision rule. Behavior of .a



decision maker .under uncertainty is a complex situation due to the

■ multi-dimensional nature of risk taking attributed to'many subjective
. ' ' . - -- ' ' ' .. ^  ' / " ' - components and susceptibility of a variety of motivational and other'- ... ;

influences. A behavioral study of Montana farmers under uncertainty•is

beyond the limited scope of this study. I -Howeyei, the objective is not

to depict actual behavior but to show the importance" of utility analysis

in the decision making process. Utility, is said to be relevant'to an

- ' . .- \ . .  ' .123 . - '

■f
.individual but not applicable for broad-scale "usage for group 'recommen-
- ' ' / - ' . ' . ' I . idations. The cost of research on" utility can" be quite' high and .use. of

a. representative utility function may .be' better" than none' at all.■

The earlier linear utility assumption is replaced by a'specified ' ’ 

non-linear utility function, and it is assumed this function describes 

the operator! s attitude toward risk and uncertainty through >':a criterion 

of maximum expected utility as a function of net worth or wealth. The ■ 

behavior of the model farmer is. also reflected hypothetically by 

■ arbitrary"changes in a risk-aversion coefficient inherent -in the func

tion used. This aversion coefficient and the nature of the utility-"• 

function itself describes the individual as" being a gambled of a con-,

servative and the extent of polarization toward•one of these extremes
. . ■ '• A '. . .> •••’:

[24] ., ' Utility from a decision is assumed to be positively ',related to,: 

gains ‘ in net worth and negatively related to, losses,, which .appears to ’ 

be consistent with ,individuals that .engage, in the more risky- types of ' 

farming ventures such as dryland agricultureUtility' analysis is' ''

' .. ' - ' . ' : ' ' ' ' - C- ^ '
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assumed to reduce the' dimensions .of preferences for. risky alternatives 

to a single dimension,- namely,' -expected utility, which simplifies the . 

analysis. In no way is the analysis in this chapter purported to . 

actually reflect the behavior of any one farmer in the study area.

The Empirical Model - ' -

After several unsuccessful attempts to use the utility function 

found in Parkin's article 144 ,p.471] ., I/ the expected utility function 

in Freund's study [24] was tested and found relatively ,easy, to apply... 

This one parameter family of utility-functions is written: . -. -

U = I -bW (5.1)
. -

where: e = base of natural logarithms; •

h'- risk aversion coefficient (parameter)’; - and 

W = net worth values defined for-the stochastic model.

This utility function is differentiable and - * •

I ~bWI/ The utility function in Parkin's article is U =  a -ce and the 
problem in its use centered around finding relevant-values for.a

• ’ and c-.by which meaningful results could be obtained. - We can think 
of Freund's, utility function as. a special case of Parkin's where 
a = c = I. It is .noted that either a .or c is arbitrary since the . 
utility function need be specified-only up -tp^a linear transforma
tion. ' Setting a = I is of no consequences,,- for example, which •- 
would, leave only two parameters, b - and c . .' ' ,- ,,



dU
.dW marginal utility of net worth

.. (5.2)2 . • d U _ 2 -bW— — = -b e —  rate of change of marginal utility with '•
dW  ̂respect to net worth

where —  greater than zero implies that net worth is desirable for theCm . . >
■ '■ - ■

expected utility of a decision alternative. Using equation (5.1), the. 

dynamic recursion relation of Chapter III is interpreted as follows:

W (i) = expected utility of net worth (wealth).• at the end of an
• n-stage process when the initial state is, i and .ah optimal'' ■' 
policy is. followed; - ' • . •• -l

0 - ' -fcIai • ' " . •
W (i) = ,1 • - e ■ . , where .a. is the net worth associated,with state.!-, .

, -the i- state implies a pair of values • (s. . .,s. . '  and 
' . I r  z i

h "  v(s2i,( :L + h i  - ' .I-

The procedure is to transform the outcomes (net worths) into expected;

utilities where the criterion of maximizing expected utility is applied

to the selection of the "best" alternative, for the three allowable

decision choices. .That is, each outcome is transformed into a utility : 

value, weighted by its probability and summed to give ah expected 

Utility. The risk-aversion coefficient (b) was varied at discrete 

levels over the range "

0.0000050- _< b <_ 0.0000310 '

and as b approaches the upper value of this range. the behavior becomes
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more conservative. A family of the- non-linear utility’ functions is 

presented in Figure 14, which"was derived using equation (5.1). and an 

arbitrarily selected set of net worth values for W. ■ As b increased, '' / 

utility more rapidly approached I, which means, that’the marginal utility -. 

from an additional unit bf net worth (wealth) approaches zero as b 

approaches. infinity. . Also, note from Figure 14 that the functions ■ ■

conform to the economist's.traditional assumption of diminishing marginal
‘ ■ . • . •• , . . ' ■■ utility, i .e .,.the curves are positively sloped and concaved downward.

General Discussion 'of the 'Model's Results ■ '

■ For a 'given risk-aversion coefficient,' the optimal policy depended .. 

on state of the system with respect to the cash reserve ratio and 

capacity (s^/s^)-- Thus,- for b.equal to the lower limit of the defined . 

range, the optimal policy, for all relevant states.over the planning. . . 

period, was the buy alternative. At this low level of risk aversion 2/, '■ 

expected marginal utility for the buy alternative is greater, than zero 

and greater than the expected utility for decision 'alternative k = 2. 3/ 

The model operator still behaves as a "plunger""regardless oiihis.

2/ The risk aversion coefficients.used in this, study do not relate,to 
any actual experience but .were found by trial and error which .V- 
produced -the desired results.• .■■■■' ■ ■ V >' ■ " ■

3/ Alternative k = I did not occur as an optimal policy in '.the various, 
utility runs made. V :
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Figure IA. Illustration oi the Family 0£ Nonlinear Utility Functions, where the Risk 
Aversion Coefficient, b , as a Parameter.
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equity position. However, as b is increased toward the upper limit of 

its range, a mixture of optimal policies was obtained over the planning 

period. Specifically, the optimal policy changed from k = 3 to k = 2 

beginning first with the no-debt and high-capacity (5,760 to 6,080 

acres of cropland) states 4/, and continued to change at lower equity 

(states having.debt) and smaller capacity states as b was increased 

toward the upper limit. The change in policy (k ='3 to 2) at the 

higher aversion to risk coefficients implies a more conservative , 

behavior, i.e., the risk associated with the investment decision, x = 

320, outweighs the expected gains from the investment. The decision 

maker might look upon his net worth situation in stage n as being 

"adequate" and prefers not to risk this position by following an 

expansionary policy. "Adequate" in terms of net worth has an implicit 

meaning such as the consumption goal or other goals of the growth 

process may be satisfied, and if the goals are not met, a search for 

new growth possibilities is expected to continue. A strong aversion 

to new or additional debt may cause a temporary halt in expansion. The 

decision maker might have reached a capacity level.which uses his 

managerial abilities to their fullest and any further expansion would 

require additional abilities but at a high acquisition cost. The above 

constitutes but a few of the reasons why. the decision maker's utility ■ 
for wealth .might, be concave downward. • •

4/ Results for the upper limit on capacity (6,400 acres) are not rele
vant since it is impossible to expand farther. ■



Numerical Results' ■

Only. selected numerical results will be presented and since the-.', 

expected values are measured in utility terms, the humerical■results '. 

from the linear utility runs will be used to compare the economic con- . 

sequences of the-ndn-1 inear trade-off, of expected gains in net worth", 

and the relative risk (variance) of the expected gains-as shown in - 

Table XIII- '" . .

-Keep in mind that the numerical results are the expected net worth 

values from.the linear utility function analysis which are used for .

comparison at selected (s ,s ) levels where.the policies changed from-
■ ■ ' . . . \ ... .: . k = 3 , for,the linear utility function, to k = 2 for the non-linear

utility function (5.1). In other words, net worth is the basic unit ' - -

of measure under each of the two policies: (I) expected utility cri1-

terion, and (2) expected wealth criterion. Mean wealth;and its. relative

variability are then used to constrast the results. The cash reserve-

ratio and capacity (ŝ -, s^) levels depicted are where the optimal policy '

changed from k = .3 to 2 as the risk aversion coefficient (b) was

increased. For some of the . (s^,s^) states, rapid convergence to the

defined boundaries of the state occurred which produced redundant

results that were removed (see *-in Table XIII). . That is, at the

boundary points of a state (s ,s ), the transitional probabilities: . I 2 •
approached I and' in many cases equal I for n equal 15. - Consequently," 

measurement of the relative variance in this case is meaningless.
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TABLE XIII. EXPECTED VALUE AND COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION TO REFLECT THE APPROXI
MATE TRADE-OFF OF NET WORTH AND RELATIVE RISK WHERE POLICIES 
CHANGED FROM k = 3 TO k = 2 OVER THE STATED'PLANNING HORIZON. I/

: Cash : :_________Expected not worth___________ !Coefficient of
sreserve: : : -- !Difference between: variation_

Capacity: ratio :Stage: k = 2 t k = 3 : k = 2 fi k -= 3 :k=2: k = 3
—

"" 6,080 0.0 O --857,501.00 —
5 I,087,496 1,092,510 - 5,014 3.17 3.3210 1,329,276 1,348,842 - 20,566 2.96 3.5915 I,371,993 1,441,364 - 69,371 0.26* 0:26* *

3,200 ■ 0.0 0 --460,787.00— _
5 578,304 592,632 - 14,328 3.69 4.6310 704,523 772,369 ' - 67,846 3.76 6.1715 737,241 1,000,588 -263,347 0.26* 6.53

6,080 “.600 0 —  3431,000.00— _
496,905 501,299 - - 4,393 9.31 5; 7510 678,333 689,475 - 11,142 10.02 10.4215 887,307 906,482 ‘ - 19,175 9.68 .10.0220 i,,119,170 1,140,137 - 28,967 8.88 9 V1925 1,326,612 1,377,064 - 50,452 5.12 5.93 '

2,240 0.0 0 --325,993.00— — — f
5 403,682. 418,997 - 15,315 4.04 5.4710 488,152 556,155 - 68,003 4.47 7.6215 571,435 744,534 -223,099“ 0.4J'> 8.37

1,600 0.0 O -----275 ,422.00— _ _
5 285,448 301,221 - 15,773 4.2b 6.7210 340,559 407,548 - 66,989 5.12 9.6415 - 375,275 , 561,649• -186,374 1.32*10.05

1,280 . 0.0 0 —— 189,923.00— —— _ —
5 225,802 241,735 - 15,933 4.39 7.7510 265,666 331,642 - 65,976 5.48 11.4315 299,067 466,699 -167,632 2.36*J 3.07

3,200 -.600 0 — 184,,315.00— — — — ——
5 254,456 268,582 - 14,126 11.00 13.5610 339,184 395,701 - 56,517 12.40 1680915 439,221 ■ 565,055 -125,834 12.39 15.76

20 563,565 763,233 -209,668 “ 11.72 14.6125 671,227 ■ 989,158 -317,931 9.20 13.25
2,240 -.600 0 — 130,397.00— —  — —— ——

5 171,552 185,780 - 14,228 .12.27 16.2210 222,071 279,726 - 57,655 14.60 19.9215 282,817 419,364 -136,547 15.03 19-82 .20 353,880 .-592,812 -238,932 14.71 16.35"5 432,412 795,042 -362,630 13.27 16.67
1,600 -.600 0 —  94,168.00— —— _

5 115,259 129,831 - 14,572 14.36 19,89
10 141,657 200,603 - 58,946 18.29 24.9815 174,169 314,435 -140,26b 20.09 24.6120 213,365 467,728 -254,363 20.65 22,6825 259,049 649,368 -390,319 20.33 20.47

1,280 -.600 0 —  .75,969.00— _ _ _
5 86,652 101,738 - 15,086 16.36 23,23 ■10 100,216 160,570 - 60,354 22.60 29.4115 117,245 260,475 -143,230 26.73 28.7220 138,309 401,584 -263,275 29.59 26.2925 163,783 . 571,041 -407,258 31.24 23.70

I/ The choice of states is based on the threshold where the policies changed 
under the nonlinear utility function sc risk aversion coefficient was 
increased, the change beirg from k = 3 to k = 2.

*Tho model’s upper boundary for capacity has been reached.
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For decision policy k = 3 (buy policy), the relative variance is 

only slightly greater than that for the do nothing policy, k = 2. Yet, 

a great sacrifice in terms of the expected gain in net worth is made. 

These results imply that the expected gain is heavily discounted for 

risk and the decision maker behaves as though he has a low marginal 

utility for gains and a high disutility for possible losses in net 

worth as implied by the increase in the variance for the buy policy. 

Whether this implied behavior is consistent with the nature of decision 

makers in high risk agricultural areas is a relevant question which 

cannot be explicitly answered in this study. However, the behavior does 

appear to be inconsistent with the finding of Officer and others [42, 

p.172] :

It was found that those farmers who have a high (relative) 
marginal utility for gains and a low (relative) marginal 
disutility for losses are most likely to be engaged in the 
more risky types of farming. . . .

On the other hand, present government programs have.tended to remove 

much of the risk in dryland farming. Consequently, farmers in Montana's 

dryland areas may act opposite to the finding of Officer and others. ■ 

With the lack of actual empirical evidence, little else heeds to be said 

for now on this subject other than additional research is needed to seek 

out different- functional forms of the utility function in the context of 
actual decisions and insure that the decision maker's goal’s and ambitions 
are fully reflected in the decision process. It appears that risk-taking 

behavior is multi-dimensional which adds a complexity to the task.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Summary and Conclusions

Growth of the agricultural firm is a stochastic, dynamic process 

and should be recognized as such in the model used for its analysis.

The stochastic and dynamic aspects stem from many variables which affect 

the growth process. These variables include the goals of the decision 

maker, the decisions made by the farm operator, and the variability in 

farm income over time arising from the external risks and uncertainties 

given above. Consequently, the decision maker is faced with a problem . 

of economic dynamics, and the decision process cannot ignore the inter

relations in the time dimension nor the stochastic variables, where the 

choice of outcomes needs to be viewed in the context of a policy or 

strategy to be followed over the firm's planning horizon. Thus, the 

growth process is considered to be a multi-stage decision process, i.e., 

a sequence of decisions constitutes the critical elements of the growth 

process.

The primary objective of this research was to develop a firm growth 

model which accounts for the stochastic, dynamic nature of the problem, 

where the stochastic nature of the problem is based on random winter 

wheat yields. The criterion function to measure growth was, defined as: 

Each decision maker is trying to maximize expected value of utility 

associated with net worth at the end of the planning horizon while
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giving consideration to the risk of bankruptcy. Net worth is used to 

measure progress of the firm's growth process.

A general model was developed which encompassed the crucial ele

ments of the firm growth problem: A simplified form of the general

model was applied to a representative winter wheat, cash grain farm in 

northcentral Montana where the optimal decision for firm growth was 

based on the stochastic nature of winter wheat yields and a single ■ 

decision variable. Because the rate of growth and changes in net worth 

are highly dependent on annual net income of the firm from which savings 

can be retained or reinvested, capital withdrawals for production 

expenses, consumption, and taxes were deducted from.the firm's gross 

income to arrive at savings. Secondary data sources were used to con

struct a representative cropping pattern based on participation in the 

Federal wheat and feed grain programs, and input-output relations were 

derived which are dependent on the firm's capacity level.. The winter 

wheat yield data were selected from state owned tracts of land, and 

this data was the basis for estimating a probability density function 

for winter wheat over time.

Two state variables were used in the operational model: S^ is the

firm's cash reserves per unit value of capacity, where debt exists when
-• ' • =s^ is negative; and s^ is capacity of the firm measured in acres of 

cropland. The state variables not only measure equity and firm capacity 

but are variables in several of the input-output relationships for'
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deriving the total value of real assets, production costs, and gross 

returns. The single decision variable consisted of three alternatives 

which were:

k = I: sell 320 acres of cropland and associated machinery and
equipment;

k = 2 : do nothing (conservative policy) ; and

k = 3: buy 320 acres of cropland and associated machinery and
equipment.

The stochastic model consisted of 1,236 states, 19 capacity levels with

65 cash reserve levels for each capacity, and.a bankruptcy state. A ■

basic set of parameters in the model are transitional (conditional)

probabilities associated with each of the three alternatives and 1,236

states. These transitional probabilities govern the growth process of

going to a state, given the Itil state, k ^  alternative, and n ^  stage

of the system. Discrete values were assigned to the state variables ■

s^ and Sg and to the three decision alternatives to■approximate realism

and aid in obtaining mathematical solutions for the model for a discrete

planning horizon of 25 stages (years). Expected net worth values,

dependent on the initial values of the state variables Cs ,s ), were - 1 2
obtained for all states over the 25-year planning period.

The representative wheat farm was analyzed under the assumption .of 

participation in the 1970 Federal wheat program, and part of its income 

was derived from the deterministic value of wheat certificates. This 

assumption of a farm program was later relaxed and the results contrasted.
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Various parameters in the model were changed to determine their 

influence on the optimal decision rule to apply sequentially over the 

planning horizon of the- firm to maximize expected value of net worth at 

the end of the planning period. These parameters included the insol

vency threshold, inability to borrow threshold-, - consumption expenditures , 

interest rate on borrowed capital, land costs, and removal of the wheat 

certificate payment. Sensitivity of the optimal policy was further 

examined by specifying a non-linear utility function for net worth 

(wealth) which contained a parameter for risk-aversion. It was assumed ■ 

that the decision maker acts so as to maximize-expected utility. The 

risk-aversion parameter describes the behavior of the decision maker, 

i.e., whether he is a gambler or whether he is a conservative.

The analysis indicated that the expansionary alternative, k = 3, 

buy■320 acres of cropland and associated machinery, equipment, and 

buildings, was optimal regardless of the initial debt and capacity level 

of the winter wheat farm, given no credit restrictions on the firm's 

ability to borrow,- This decision rule indicated that the operator 

should be a "plunger", "go for broke", and hope the expected outcome 

will improve over the planning period without the firm going bankrupt.

For those states with a capacity less than 2,000 acres and

where debt constituting 80 percent or more of the firm's total value 

of real assets, the probability of bankruptcy was high. Two factors.- 

contribute jointly to the buy decision in these states.: (I) negative
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average savings at these unfavorable states due to very'low net worth, 

and (2 ) the increase in the firm's earning ability from the acquisition 

of 320 acres which is strongly influenced by the deterministic value of 

the wheat certificate payment. As the initial debt decreased and initial 

capacity increased, the firm's ability to.save or obtain reinvestable 

funds improved. The increase in investable funds reduced the need for 

borrowed funds and enhanced the firm's ability to accumulate capital 

in the form of net worth and lessen the probability of bankruptcy.

The results indicate that the firm's survival ability, defined as 

unit minus the probability of bankruptcy, is dependent on: (I) the

firm's initial capacity and initial cash reserve situation (s^,s^); (2 ) 

the cost of the investment in terms of price paid for land; (3) the 

decision alternative; (4) interest paid for borrowed funds; and (5) the 

level of consumption and other expenditures. Increases in the consump

tion expenditure and interest paid for borrowed funds decreased the 

probability of survival, particularly when both Of these.costs were 

increased together. The probability of bankruptcy (survival) increased 

(decreased) with an increase in the price of land, holding the cost for . 

all the associated resources constant. The consequences of a suffi

cient increase in land price was that the firm should liquidate its 

assets and reinvest at the lending rate of interest (bank savings

account rates).
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In general, the expansionary policy was not sensitive.to reasonable 

changes in the various economic coefficients of the model firm. Conse

quently, the expansionary policy appears unequivocalIy superior when the 

firm’s initial position was adverse, i.e., low capacity and high debt. 

Apparently the only hope for such a firm is to gamble on some "good 

years", which was supported’by the probability of bankruptcy and coeffi

cient of variation on net worth at the end.of the planning horizon. As 

the firm moves into a stronger financial position, however, the choice 

is not so consistent, since it is influenced more by the utility func

tion for net worth.
-  -Low equity financing was feasible if the farm operator- would forego 

present consumption and the farm credit lender would be willing to 

accept the risk involved. Institutional (loan policy) rigidities can be 

a definite barrier to growth, particularly when sufficient assets (finan

cial or physical) are not available to secure the loan and complete the 

loan transaction. Preferences of farmers for or against risk and for 

wealth are recognized as playing an important role in the firm's ability 

to grow over a planning period. ,Although the land, does not become 

available annually, the buy policy must be interpreted as a general 

implication that whenever possible the decision maker should expand 

his firm's capacity. Since renting of land was not an allowable alter

native, no conclusions can be made about renting versus buying as a 

means of gaining control of more capacity.
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■ Relaxation of the' Federal wheat program, with no change in the 

price of wheat, by removal of the deterministic income from wheat certi

ficates indicated a strong desire by the model farmer to be out of debt. 

When the debt to value of capacity became greater than about 20 percent, 

the farmer sells capacity to reduce the ratio of debt to capacity.

Also, he must be completely out of debt before taking a chance on 

expanding capacity. Congressional discussions indicate a possible 

lowering of the present■$55,000 payment limitation or the possibility . 

of doing away with payments altogether. The results of this study 

suggest that additional research is needed to fully assess the economic 

consequences of such an action.

The results of any study are of importance but so is the nature of 

the model used to derive results. Dynamic programming was used to study 

the firm growth problem. The greatest challenge in using dynamic 

programming is to develop an operational model which i s ■"realistic" in 

terms of defining state variables that meet the Markovian requirement 

and to keep the number of state variables within an operational limit. 

These requirements along with the non-existence of a general-purpose ■ 

preprogrammed computational algorithm, as is the case.for linear
. .

programming; may account for the limited use of dynamic programming 

thus far. Limited computer storage capacity is a real problem that 

must be taken into account when defining state variables. However, 

once the initial formulation and. computational obstacles have been
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surmounted, many problems dealing with "lumpiness" of inputs or non

linear cost functions and stochastic features can be accounted for 

within the model's structure. Dynamic programming has several impor

tant features: (I) ease in sensitivity analysis; (2 ) permits specifica

tion of a stochastic criterion function;' and (3) can accommodate many 

desirable features of theories suitable to guide managers of growing 

agricultural firms; in particular, the fact that risk and uncertainty 

can be accounted for.

The implied Markov chain which describes the growth process, once 

a decision policy has been specified, is particularly useful in 

further analysis of the problem. The expected value criterion alone is 

not sufficient to analyze the process, but can be supplemented by using 

the transitional probability matrix of the Markov chain to examine the 

probability of the process being in specified states at given points 

in time.

Future Research

Breaking new ground with a tool used for a different type of soil 

can be more difficult than working previousIy-broken ground; however, 

the breaking of new ground tends to be more satisfying, a challenge, 

and a productive venture.

This research effort found the tool (dynamic programming) to be 

adequate in many respects but some weeds have been left in the field 

(firm growth) requiring.additional work and refinement of the tool.
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This research effort was limited in scope in■that the choice of farm 

enterprises was made exogenously from the model, and needs to be 

extended to incorporate the mean-variance efficiency frontier method-' 

ology for choice of farm enterprises. In light of the limited scope 

of this study, several questions need further exploration. Among the 

more significant are:

1. How do other wheat regions of the state compare, to the north-
central in terms of ability to grow, e.g., the spring wheat 
area? ■ ,

2. Under what circumstances are farmers likely to use a combina
tion of rening and buying to gain control of resources?

3. What happens to the growth path or ability to grow (or survive.) 
when whole farms must be purchased (as opposed to a 320-acre 
parcel)?

4. What would happen to the growth goal if the alternative for
continuous cropping were available? .,

5. What are some of the identifiable social benefits and costs ■■ 
associated with firm growth and what are their consequences?

6 . What would the results be if other than the log normal yield ' 
distribution were used to study the growth process?

7. What difference would occur in the results if a third state.- 
variable were used?

8 . What price of wheat would be required to produce the same 
results obtained in this study when the wheat certificate 
payment is removed completely?

9. Test different forms of the utility function and the impact on 
the optimal decision rule.

10. Examine other criterion functions as operator goals, such as 
minimization of the' probability of bankruptcy or maximization 
of the probability of a specified level of net worth.
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This list is by no means complete but should lead to other' kinds of 

problems that may lend themselves to a dynamic analysis'..
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APPENDIX A

The state variable s^ implies not- only land but the associated • 

machinery and equipment commensurate with the number of acres of crop

land. Thus, S3 (cropland) is the common denominator for the cost of 

the investment, production costs and returns, and total value of the 

firm's assets. That is, the functional relationships derived for this 

model depend on s„.

Functional relationships used in this study to represent the total 

value of the firm's assets:

1. Average investment in machinery and equipment- =. 5477.00 +.. 
16.52s2 - 0.0006931s2?'-

2. Static-land value = 125.00s ;

3. Average investment in buildings = 1031.16 + 2.66s2

V = 6508.16 + 144.ISs2 - 0.0006931s2 - -

where: V = total value of the firm's assets per unit of
capacity;

S2 = the firm's capacity, measured in terms of total 
• acres of cropland.

Production expenses relationships used in this study are:

I. Estimated functional relationship for total depreciation, 
insurance, and property taxes for machinery; buildings, and 
equipment:
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ny = 3620.800 + 1.793s„ - 0.00004744s^;2 2

2. Estimated functional relationship for hired labor for planting 
the crop only (no harvest labor costs included):
* • -y = -369.344 + 0.716s2; '

3. Linear functional relationships for all labor and hauling
harvest costs as a function of bushels and acres harvested: ■ ■
**y = (0.0588Yw )s2;

4. Total of other costs for seedbed preparation, seed and 
materials, gas and oil, etc.:

* * *  'y = 7.439s .
The total function relationship is the sum of items I through 4 where s 

equals total capacity measured in acres of cropland:

PE1 = (3251.456 + 9.948s2 - 0.00004744s2 + 0.0588YW)S3;

if Yw > 3 bushels. For Yw < 3 bushels, in the model, the production 

expense relationship is:
2PE = 3150.631 + 8.448s - 0.00004744s.,;2 2 2 . . .

where all harvest expenses have been excluded.



APPENDIX B

Income from sale of winter wheat and barley expressed in winter, 

wheat equivalents.

1. ' Notation Used ■ ,'

a. Y = average barley yield = (1.208 • Y ) =.(1.208 • 26.7) =
32.3 bu./acre . w

P^ = barley price ■= 8 8 */bu., Loan + Price support

. Yw = average wheat yield (winter wheat).= 26.7 bu./acre

?w = wheat price (loan price) = $1 .22/bu.

2. Derivation

a. I — 0.2313 (Y - P , ) +  0.7687 (Y ' - P ) , ' 'w b b w w  - •
b. 0.2313 = portion of seeded cropland in barley;

0.7687 = portion of seeded cropland in winter wheat;

c. Y = 1.208 • Y , P1 = 0.7213 . P , P = $1.22, therefore:b w b w w
1) I = 0.2313(1.208 • Y • 0.7213P ) + 0.7687(Y " 1.22)W - W  W W
2) I = 0.2313(1.208 - Y - 0.880) +.0.7687($1.22 • Y )W W w -
3) I = 0.2313($1,063 • Y ) + $0,944 - YW W -W
4) I = $0,246 - Y + $0,944 - YW W W
5) .I = $1.19 - Yw w , - .
6 )  1 =  $0.5831 * Y in term's of total cropland in the farm,

W W where 49% of total cropland is seeded to
winter wheat and barley

If P = $1.25, then: w
c. Y = 1.208 - Y , P1 = .7040 - P 7 P =  $1.25, therefore: b w b w w

I) I = 0.2313(1.208 • Y • 0.7040P ) + 0.7687(Y ' • $1.25)W W W  . W
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2 ) I = (0.2794 ' Y • $0,880) + $0.9609 • YW W W
3) I = ($0.2459 • Y + $0-9609 • Y ) = $1.21' YW W W w
4) I = W .49 * $1.21 • Y — $0.5913 w  -------



APPENDIX C

THE KUIPER TEST FOR NORMALITY

The procedure for the Kuiper Test is as follows. Given a set of 

observations, , •••, which must be arranged in increasing order.

The test statistic is defined by

V* = Max[Fn (x) -F*(x)] -Min[F (x) - F*Cx)] ' 
x x .

■ *  -  2where: F (x) = N (x.;x ,s )
M  3

x=. y x ./n 
i=i 1

s2 =. y (x. - x)2/(n - i) 
i=i 1

are the estimates' of y and a and N denotes the normal distribution

function. F^(x) for the sample i:

Fii (x) = O N for X  < X

Fn (x) = i/N for X i < :

Fn (X) = 1 for v I

i+1 N-I

*When exceeds the critical value given in a table, the hypothesis of 

normality is rejected. The table of critical values can be found in the 

article by Louter and Koerts [37].

A computer program has been written which will test for normality 

using the Kuiper approach. A listing of the program is not included in 

this study but can be obtained by writing: ■
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APPENDIX D

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE STOCHASTIC GROWTH MODEL TO DERIVE'
' TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITIES

This narrative description of the steps of the' computer'program is 

to serve as a link between the reader, the program, and the generalized 

flow chart. At the extreme right of the program listing is a sequence 

of numbers that were assigned to the program deck. ■ These numbers (called 

lines) will be referenced in describing the various parts of the program. 

Definitions of the variables and symbols are contained within the pro

gram listing, see Appendix E .■ Some line numbers are missing, which are 

redundant to this description. The generalized flow chart is in Appendix

F.

Lines I' to '138: Define the variables and program symbols.
Lines 144 to 153; Read in the income tax data (34 data cards) used to 

calculate the appropriate Federal and state income tax liability 
Also, read in data values for the borrowing rate, and lending 
rate of interest, elasticity coefficient for consumption, and 

' mean-standard error parameters (in natural logs) for the normal 
probability distribution.

Line 156: Initialize some identifying counters.
Line 157: Defines the cost of the investment or total value of the * i

resources sold depending on the defined decision alternative, kj_, 
where i = I or 3. In the model, if i = I, this means sell; if
i = 3, this means buy. For ,i = 2, no changes occur in the firm's 
defined cropland acres.

Lines 158 to 160: State variable Sg, capacity measured in total crop
land acres, is defined by a loop which generates 19 capacity levels 
in 320 acre increments. On Line 160, the total value of the firm's 
assets (VOA) is defined, which is dependent on S2 ■ , ■

Lines 161 to 163: Assign values to the identifying counters; M for
capacity, N for debt or cash reserve situation and Line 163 ini
tializes an overall counting system needed to identify the 
states.
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Lines 164 t6 171: .Defines state variable s%, the debt or cash reserve
ratio which when multiplied by VOA defines debt (if S1 is negative) 
or cash.reserves (if S1 is positive) in the i ^  state at the begin-, 
ning of the production year.

Lines'174‘to 182: Defines the insolvency state such that once entered,
the firm proceeds, one time period later, to the final bankruptcy 
state (no..1,236) with a probability of I. Note the probability 
is in integer form which is necessary for.the dynamic computer 
Fortran program used for this study. Also, the integer value is 
right adjusted, i.e., the decimal point is assumed to be four 
places from the right of the field. ■ •

Lines 186 to '189: Defines the allowable alternatives, k-j/, at the begin
ning and end of the program and changes in cropland acres associ
ated with each R1 that are needed for the resource decision loop—  
DO 96 BK' = . . .

Lines'190 to 192; This resource decision loop defines the appropriate 
amount of land sold (purchased) to be subtracted (added) to the 
existing land base defined by S2 (AKS2=S2+RK). K defines the 
appropriate decision alternative or k^) .

Lines 193 to 194: Initializes and resets for each loop the value of
assets bought and sold to eliminate errors.

Lines 195 to 197: Defines the value of the assets bought or sold for
each decision alternative, where for kp, only 95 percent of the 
value (VAK) is assumed recoverable when 320 acres are sold.

Lines 200 to 206: Defines total debt or cash reserves "of the firm after
a decision, k1 , kg, or kg is made and calculates the interest expense 
(RINTE) or interest income (RINTI), depending on whether DBAS is 
negative or positive, respectively.

Lines 209 to 212: Initializes values that are important to the-equation
solving routine and for the proper management of the program.

Line 213: Part of the systematic counting procedure to eliminate need
less repetition in the iterations over the j"*-*1 states. It was 
found that after several iterations, computer time, was being wasted 
by requiring that each iteration over the states start with 
j = I. . . . . .

Lines 214 to 218: Defines the appropriate counters associated with- each
decision alternative, kj_ and jtb states. The Markov dynamic computer- 
program requires that the first and last positive P 1 j 's , transi
tional probabilities, be identified as input data for the necessary 
computation needed to solve- the recurrence relation or objective 
function. Zero values of the p ^ . are avoided so that
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the program does not have to. make a lot of redundant computations 
and saves on computer storage, which, is vital for this size of 
program.

Lines 220 to '221: A loop that is used to define the interval boundaries
of the jth states, i.e., the upper and lower boundaries for which 
the various values for Sj are the midpoint for each respective jth 
interval (state).

Lines 222 to '228: Defines counters and appropriate values for the
equation solving routine that follows.

Lines'229 to '340: This part of the program consists, of the equation
. solving routine and its parts are described in sequence.
Line 230; Sets the initial yield (y, a random variable) and 

changes it until the appropriate yield (y)' is found that 
• meets a specified condition which is defined later.

Line 231:' Yield (yj .is not allowed to be greater than 80 bushels.
Lines'240 to 247; Defines values needed in the equation solving 

process. ' . ■
Lines 248 to 253; Calculates the gross income (GI), production 

expenses (PE), and the total net farm income before taxes 
(BTNFI).

Lines 255 to 304: Calculates the total tax liability, i.e., a
social■security tax and state and Federal income taxes. The 
standard deduction (SD) for a family of four is assumed and 
is set equal to $3,500. Also, the minimum allowable consump
tion expenditure for a family of four is defined at $4,000. 
Lines 289 to 304 involves the calculation of both state (SIT) 
and Federal (FIT) income tax liability provided that the firm 
has a positive taxable income. A search is made for the 
appropriate taxing rates and constants (ULTC), that have been 
read in as data, and then computes the tax due.

Lines 308 to 320: Defines the social security expenditure which
is not allowed to exceed $538, based on IRS ruling. ■ The 
family consumption expenditure is based on whatever residual 
cash income is left after all taxes are paid. . Whatever is 
left after consumption (SA) is savings or reinvestable capital 
funds.

• * •tLine 323: Defines the upper•boundary values for each j state
interval, where after the first iteration, it then becomes 
the lower boundary-value for the next interval. For the first 
iteration, the set of intervals, the p^f, is the difference
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between y set equal to 0 . 0 0 1 (=0 .0 ) and the y derived for the 
upper boundary of the first interval. This is rather diffi- ' 
cult to understand so the reader is referred to the illustra
tion given in Chapter III. Upon careful study the process 
should become clearer.

Line 324: Defines the debt (cash reserves) situation after a
decision kj_ has been made (deterministic) and the influence 
on debt (cash reserves) due to the stochastic yield variable 
(y) , respectively labled DBAS and SA.'

Lines 326 to '332: These statements solve the programming equation
(S2S1J-TD) for the yield (y) such that the difference between 
the two relations is approximately zero, i.e., the difference 
meets a defined level of accuracy (ACC=0.1).. Usually, several 
iterations are necessary to find the yield (y). which satisfies 
this condition.' Line 340 is a branch command which governs - 
the iterative process until a y is found. Test runs have 
indicated that the level of accuracy is met before the-counter 
(KK) reaches 12, as specified by branch command.

Lines 350 to 353: The yields appropriate for the upper and lower boundary
of a jth interval are transformed into natural logs. Note at the 
initial search for a y, that YLl is set equal to 0.001, since the 
natural log'of zero is not defined. Then, the "standard normal 
deviate" for the transformed y ‘s are derived for the lower (XL) 
and upper (XU) boundaries of a jtfh state interval.

thLine 354; The y for the upper boundary of the j interval (state) is * •
now defined to be the lower boundary for the next interval.

Lines 355 to 361: The probabilities associated with the upper (P4 ). and
lower (P3 ) for a state are calculated and transformed into
and integer value as required by the dynamic program. Lines 357 
and 360 [CACLNORM.() ] directs the program sequence to the normal

• subroutine program used to calculated the values for P^ and P^.
Lines 36>2 to 368: Special conditions and counters needed in defining

the positive p^.'s for the innermost loop that defines the jth • 
states. - . -

Lines 376 to 377: Defines Jl and J2, which are respectively, the first
and last nonzero p%y in the sequence p ^ , PjL^f ••• that are
■associated with some j^  interval. This information serves as - 
input into the dynamic programming algorithm to derive the proper 
expected net worth values of the firm for each stage in the 
planning period. ■ "
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Lines 378 to 386: These statements are needed to terminate the calcu-
klation of the p. .'s for each capacity, M, and k. '.decision, plus to

assure that P - • = 1 Z a condition that must be met. Thus, the 
k D=1 30 ■ .last p . . in a sequence is defined by these statements, i.e., J2

kis defined and its p . ..i]
Lines 387 to 411: These statements write the-Jl, J2, and p ^ . values

plus all of the identification values for M, N, K and id, where 
M = capacity, -N''= debt or cash reserve situation, K- =" decision - 
alternative.I , 2, or 3, and ID = card or data entry counter.
Write (I) and Write (1 0 7) places the output on tape files and 
write (108) prints the output.

Line 413: The statement is part of the, control in searching out a '
state in the sequence without having to always return to j- = I.

Lines '414 to '415: Resets the inteqer probabilities to zero to eliminate
"  £error in the calculation of a new set-of p ,,■s .

Lines 416 to 418: These are the ends of the loops.
Lines 419 to 425: These statements identify the final bankruptcy state

and places the information on two tapes and enters this data on 
the print out.

Lines 426 to 446:’ Defines the necessary format statements for the 
input of data needed for the program's operation and for the 
output of the results.

Lines 454 to 460: This part of the program is the normal subroutine
used in calculating the probabilities for the upper and lower - 

. boundaries of each state or interval. This subroutine
actually computes the accumulative probability under the normal 
curve, which is why the difference between (see line 361)
must be derived.

Lines 461 to 495: This is the'data read in to determine simultaneously
state and Federal income tax payment for appropriate tax intervals. 
The first column of data are the appropriate tax intervals.
Column’s 2 and 3 pertain to the constant values and. taxing rates 
respectively for the Federal income tax and columns'4 and 5 are 
these same categories of values for the state income tax. .
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Line 496: This is the parameter card with data for the model and the
items from left to right are: (.1) borrowing rate of interest;
(2) lending rate of interest; (3) the consumption elasticity for 
disposable income after taxes; (4) median value of the means for 
each yield series in the sample where the means were calculated 
after the yield data were transformed into natural log values; and 
(5) median value of the sample standard errors.
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APPENDIX E
STOCHASTIC FIRM GROWTH MODEL 

PART I
OF TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITY PROGRAM 

COMMENTS AND DEFINITIONS

PROGRAM TO GENERATE TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITIES FOR 
A STUDY OF THE GROWTH OF THE FARM FIRM IN A DYNAMIC SETTING IO

11
THE TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITY PROGRAM FOR THE STUDY CF FARM F1RM . 12

GROWTH IS MADE UP OF 3 PARTS, AND THE 3 PARTS ARE DEFINED Sw 13
THE COMMENTS GIVEN BELOW AND FOUND WITHIN THE PROGRAM. - 14

15
COMMENTS FOR THE TWO PARTS TO THE IAX PROGRAM 16

17
DO STATEMENT 610 IS TO READ IN APPROPRIATE FEDERAL AND STATE 18
INCOME TAX INTERVALS. DO STATEMENT 63 IS A SEARCH OF 34 TAX 19
INTERVALS FOR THE DERIVED ZINET FARM INCOME AFTER STANDARD " 20
DEDUCTIONS). THE STANDARD DEDUCTION I S= 3 3500 .'00. 21
U = FEDERAl INCOME TAX LlrtBILITY1AND V = STATE INCOME TAX LIABIHTv. 22
STATEMENT 62 IS A WRITE ERROR MESSAGE IN CASE THE TAX INTERVAL 23
IS NOT FOUND. ' 24

INFORMATION ABOUT THE TAX INTERVAL IS BEING UTILIZED TO REDUCE- THE 25
SEARCH TIME FOR THE APPRUPRATE TAX INTERVAL. 26

27
COMMENTS FOR THE TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITY PROGRAM, PART 1£2 28

INCOME IS RECEIVED AT THE END OF THE YEAR AND LAND SOLD OR PURCHASED 29
OCCURS AT THE BEGINNING. 30. U

DEFINITION OF TERMS 33
34

RB = THE CAPITAL BORROWING RATE FOR THE FIRM FROM A LENDING 35
AGENCY SUCH AS FEDERAL LAND BAND ASSOC.,FARMERS HOME 36
ADMINISTRATION,INDIVIDUALS,CGMMERICAL BANKtEIC.. 37

33
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RL = THE LENDING RATE TO THE FI RH FOR SAVINGS,SUCH AS A 39
COMMERICAL BANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT. 40
RB IS GREATER THAN RL. 41

42BMPC = THE COEFFICIENT OF ELASTICITY OF FAMILY CONSUMPTION. .43
44

XBAR = ESTIMATED MEAN YIELD FROM APPROPRIATE DATA. 45
VAR = ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATION FROM YIELD DATA. ' 46
VAK = VALUE OF ASSETS SOLD AND BOUGHT-LAND,MACHINERY AND * 47

EQUIPMENT. 48
VOA = TOTAL VALUE OF THE FIRM'S ASSETS-LAND,MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT, 49

AND BUI LDINGS-FUNCTI ONAL FROM BY FARM CAPACITY-ACRES UF 50
CROPLAND. . 51

SZ = FARM CAPACITY-ACRES OF CROPLAND. 52
SI = FIRM'S DEBT — CASH RESERVE RATIO,I.E. ,WHFN SI IS I -) FIRM IS 53

IN DEBT(DEBTI=7S1*V0A) AND IF SI IS <+) FIRM HAS CASH 54
RESERVES WHICH ARE DEFINED I SAVI=+S1*V0AI. THE VALUES FOR 55
SI ARE THE MIDPOINTS OF THE J-TH INTERVALS. SI IS IN SVZPS 56
OF 0.0250 UNITS CR 2.5 PERCENTAGE VALUES. 57

DEBTI = DEBT .AS DEFINED ABOVE. 58
SAVI = CASH RESERVE AS DEFINED ABOVE. < 59

WHEN Sl=-I.CCO THE FIRM IS DEFINED TO BE INSOLVENT AND 60
GOES WITH FRUGALITY I TO FINAL BANKRUPTCY IN STAGE IN-11, ' 61
WHERE BANKRUTCY IS STATE 1236. 62
< SI,S2) DEFINES THE FIRM'S IN THE I-TH STATE AND ARE GIVEN 64
DATA. 65

RK = -320.,THEN 320 ACRES OF CROPLAND AND ASSOCIATED MACHINERY 66
AND EQUIPMENT ARE SOLD UNDER DECISION ALTERNAiIVE K=l. 67

RK = +320.,THEM 320 ACRES OF CROPLAND AND ASSOCIATED MACH INFRY 68
AMD EQUIPMENT ARE PURCHASED UNDER'DEC IS IUN ALTERNATIVE K = 3. 69

RK = 000.,K=2, THE DO NOTHING DECISION ALTERNATIVE. 70
AKS2 = TOTAL CROPLAND IN FIRM GIVEN 52+ DECISION K=1(-320A.I OR Tl

K=3(+320A.I,OR K=2 THEN S2=AKS2. 72
VOAB = THE VALUE OF ASSETS PURCHASED,IS A (-) VALUE IN THAT 11 73

ADDS TO DEBT,GIVEN'DECISION ALTERNATIVE K=3. 74
VOAS = THE VALUE CF ASSETS SOLD,HAS A I+) SIGN IN THAT IT 75

SU8 TRACTS FROM DEBT CR ADD TO THE CASH RESERVE GIVEN. 76
THE DECISION ALTERNATIVE K = l. PENAL Tl COST=SO.0 5*VAK. 77

DBAS = FIRM'S DEBT OR CASH RESERVE POSITIGNl$)IN I-TH STATE. 78
RINTE = INTEREST EXPENSE ON TUTAL DEBT IN I-TH STATEyWHICH 79
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INCLUDES THE ASSETS PURCHASED.
RINTI = INTEREST INCOME FROM CASH RESERVES IN BANK SAVINGS

ACCOUNT IN I-TH STATE,WHICH INCLUDES THE ASSETS SOLD,
WHEN APPROPRIATE.

DEFINES JI,J2 ASSOCIATED WITH J-TH STATE,STAGE(N-I).
RJK = RATIO TO DEFINE THE POSSIBLE NET WORTH POSITIONS THE 

FIRM COULD BE IN THE J-TH STATE,STAGE(N-II. THAT IS, 
RJK*(VOA+VOAB-VOASI=S2SIJ,WHICH IS THE LOWER BOUNDARY 
OF J-TH NET WORTH INTERVAL.

GI = GROSS INCOME,DEPENDENT ON STOCHASTIC (Y)+DET ERMIii I STIC VALUE 
FOR WHEAT CERTIFICATES,VALUES CN A PER ACRE CF CROPLAND.

PE = PRODUCTION EXPENSES,PER ACRE CF CROPLAND, IF Y LESS THAN 
3BU.,THEN PE OF STATEMENT NO.60 IS USED. THE O  TERM 
ACCOUNTS FOR LABOR AND HARVESTING COST'S AS A FUNCTION OF 
YIELDS.

BTNFI = BEFOR TAX NET FARM. INCOME.
SD = STANDARD DEDUCTION OFilOOO.+ FAMILY EXEMPTIONS FOR A 

FAMILY OF FOUR.
ADMFI = TAXABLE INCOME.
SST = SOCIAL SECURITY .TAX.
FIT = FEDERAL INCOME TAX LIABILITY.
SIT = STATE INCOME TAX LIABILITY.
Dl = DISPOSABLE INCOME FOR CONSUMPTION,AND SAVINGS.
CONS = FARM FAMILY C0NSUMPT10N,WHEN=$4000. THIS IS ABSOLUTE MIN.

CONSUMPTION FUNCTION TAKEN FROM AN ARTICLE IN THE A.J-A-E-,
VOL.50, NUMBER3, AUGUST, IgfcBtPP. 7fc9-772. A REGRESSION MODEL 
OF THE TYPE C=A*(I**B1)* IS**B2> ADJUSTED FOR PRICE INCREASES 
SINCE THE MODEL WAS BASED ON THE 1961 PRICE PAID BY US FARMERS- 
INTHE MODEL I= NET FARM INCOME AFTER TAXES ANS S= SIZE OF THE 
FAMILY UNIT, WHICH IS 4 IN THIS STUDY.

SZSlJ= LOWER BOUNDARY OF THE J-TH INTERVAL
THE YlJYtYIJAtYIJB IS PART OF THE PROGRAM TO SOLVE AND ECUAT ION

IN Y(YIELD) FOR GIVEN SI,52,RKtVARIEO OVER RJ, AFTER CONSUMPTION 
IS SUBTRACTED FROM NET FARM INCOME AFTER TAXES GIVEN DEBT 
AND/OR SAVINGS IN THE I-TH STATE AND THE K-TH DECISION OF 
WETHER TO SELL PART OF THE ASSETS, OR BUY ASSETS ,CR NCT BUY 
WHEN LAND IS SOLD OR PURCHASED AN ASSOCIATED AMOUNT OF MACHINERY
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66
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C AND EQUIPMENT IS INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL PRICE. . 121
C CONTINUE STATEMENT=95 CONTINUES THE INCREMENTS ON THE J-TH INTERVAL. 122
C CONTINUE STATEMENT=96 CONTINUES THE DECISION INCREMENT OF SELL, 123
C NO ACTION, OR 3UY LAND. 124

CONTINUE STATEMENT=?? CONTINUES SETTING THE DEBT LEVEL FOR THE I-TH 125
STATE— DEFINES DEBT IN THE I-TH STATE. ' 126

CONTINUE STATEMENT = ??, CONTINUES THE CHANGE IN SIZE CF THE FIRM 127
IN THE I-TH STATE— DEFINES THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CROPLAND ACRES 128
THAT THE FIRM OWNS IN THE I-TH STATE. 129

« . 130
PART 3 OF PROGRAM TRANSFORMS THE PROBABILITIES INTO INTERGER FORM 131

AND ORDERS THEM IN PROPER SEQUENCE FOR THE DYNAMIC PROGRAM THAT 132
DR. BURT BROUGHT TC MSU1 WHICH HAS BEEN MODIFIED BY BILL 133
BUSSING AND DIANE REKLIS. 134

135
PART 4 OF THIS PROGRAM IS THE NORMAL SUBROUTINE 136
TO COMPUTE THE APPROPRIATE TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITIES. 137

133
139
140

PART 2 141
OF TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITY PROGRAM 142

143
PART I OF TAX PROGRAM 144

145
DIMENSION ULTC(40!,ALPHA(40),GAPMA(40),BETA I 40),CELTA(40) . 146
DO 610 1=1,34 ' 147

610 READ! 105,900) ULlC (I) , ALPHA 11) ,CAMMAd I , BET A (I), DElT AI I) 148
149

END"OF PART I OF THE TAX PROGRAM 150
151

DIMENSION IPROBU500) ,KI (3) . 152
READt105,115) RB,RL,BMPCrXBAR,VAR 153
WRITE:107,999%) 154

9999 FORMATi'186,LARSON,9-22-71',61X) 155
ID=M=O 156
VAK=2I9.I8*320.-0.0006931*320-*320. 157

■ DO 98 KS2=1,19 153
52=640.+(REAL(KSZ-I)1*320. 159

■ V0A=6508.16+144.18*52-0.000693I*S2*S2 160
N=I. 161
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M = M + 1
KmJ=KI(Z)=Kl(3) = l 
DO 97 KSl=I,65
Sl=-I.0000+(REAL(KSl-I))*0.0250 
IF(Sl.LE.0.) GO TO 35
SAVI=VUA*S1 ' 1 »
DEBTI=O. .
GO TO 116 

35 DEBT I =VOAtSl 
' SAVI=O.

116 CONTINUE
X WRITE!108,118) SAVI,DEBTI ' 4

IF(S1.GT.-1-0) GO TO 500 "
JI=JZ=1236 ID=ID+!
IPROBt12361=10000 
IC=I
WRITE(I1I) Jl1JZ1IPftDB(1236),IC1ID 
WRITE!107,1) Jl1JZ1IPROB(1236I1IC1ID 
WRITE!ICS1Ii Ji 1Jz 1Ip r oS(IZBG)1IC1IC 
GO TO 97 

500 CONTINUE 
N=N + 1 
K=O
BKK=-320.
IF(SZ-LT.900.) BKK=O-O K=K+1 
IF(S2.EQ.6400.! AKK=OiO 
IFtSZ.LT-6400.) AKK=BZO.
DO 96 RK=BKK1AKK1BZO-
AKS2=S2+RK
K=K +1
VCAB=O.OO
VOAS=O-OO
IF(K.EG.l) VOAS=VAKtO-95 GO TO 510 
IF(K-EO-Z) GO TO 510 
IF(K-EQ-B) VOAB=VAK 

510 CONTINUE
X WRITE(108,119JV0AB,VOAS1WTNET

DBAS=DEBTI-VOAB+SAVI+VOAS 
IF(OBAS) 40,40,42 

40 RIMTE=RBtDBAS
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133
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189
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'16.0

RINTI=O.0 203
GO TO 45 204

42 RINTI=RL*DBAS 205
RINTE=O-O 206

45 CONTINUE ■ . . 207
X KR I TE(108.120) AKS2,RINTI,RINTE 208'

IK=O 209
' KPROB=O 210

EE=O-OOl 211
YLl=O-OOl i  ■ 212

■ INTK=KI(K)-I 213
IF(K.EQ.l) IQ=65*(K-2) 214
IF(K-EQ-Z) IQ = OS=K(K-I) 215
IF(K-EQ-B) IQ=65*M ' 216
IQ=IQt(KI(K)-I) • 217
JJ=rIQ ' 218SUN = O-OO 219'
DO 95 Ml=KI(K),65 220
RJK=-1.0125+(REAL(MI-I))*0-0250 221
IK=IK+! 222
JJ=JJ+! 223
ACC=O-I - 224
S=I-O 225
IFl IK.GE.2) EE = Y 226
71=82.0 227
KK=O 228 .

50 CONTINUE 229
Y = EEtO-S-KlTT-EE) 230'
IFIY.GT.80.0) GO TO 280 231

C - 232
C THIS DO LOOP,80,SOLVES FOR THE APPROPRIATE YIELD (Y) ASSOCIATED 233
C WITH THE TRANSITION FROM THE I-TH STATE TO THE J-TH STATES,(N-I) 234
C STAGES LATER. THE YIJY,YIJA,YIJB IS PART CF THE SOLVING PROCESS 235
C WHICH INCLUDES A ROUTINE TO CALCULATE STATE-FEDERAL INCOME' I AXES, 236
C AND SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES. ALSO, FARM FAMILY CONSUMPTION IS 237

DERIVED IN THIS LOOP,WI TH A MINIMUM CONSUMPTION=$4000.00. . 238
, ■ . 239DO 80 L=I,3 240
GO TO (51,52,53) L 241

51 W=Y 242
GO TO 55' 243
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'52 H=EE ' ' 244
GO TO 55 %45

53 H=TT 246
55 CONTINUE 247

GI=(0.5331*W)*AKS2+5.8687*AK52 243
IFtH -IT. 3.) GO TO 60 249
PE=-32 51.456-9.S48*AKS2 + Oa00004744*AKS2*AKS2-<.058S<,H-*AKS2) 250
GO TO 65 251

6C PE=-3150.631-8.44 8*AK52 + 0.00004744*AKS2<-AKS2 252
65 BTNFI=GI+PE+RINT1+RINTE « 253

X HRITc(108,119? GI,PE,8TNFI 254
IFtBTNFI.LE.0.00) GO TO 71 255

70 SD= 3500. . . ■ . . 256
ADNFI = B TNFI-SD ‘ 257

, IFtADNFI-GT.0.00) GO TO 75 258
74 SSL = AONFMSD 259 '

SS1 = 0.069*SSL • ■' 260
FIT=SIT=O- 261
DI=SSL-SST 262
CONS=4000. 263
SA=GI-CONS 264

X WRITEt 108,130) BTNFT,ADNFI,F I T,SI T,SST,D I,SA,CONS,TNACC • 265
GO TO 85 . 266

71 FIT = S I T=SST = DI=ADNFI=SSL=O.OC 267
C0.NS = 4000. 268
SA=BTNFI-CONS 269

X HRITEt108,130) BTNFI,ADNF I,FIT,SI T,SST,DI,SA,CONS,TNACC 270
GO TO 85 271

75 Z=ADNFI 272 .
2 73INCOME TAX PROGRAM PART 2 GOES HERE 274
275

PART 2 OF TAX PROGRAM 276
THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM IS HRITEN IN SYMBOLIC MACHINE CODE TO 277
HELP SPEED UP THE SEARCH PROCESS. THE NECESSARY STATEMENTS IN 278
FORTRAN AREC 279

DO 63 1=1,34 280
63 IF (Z.LE.ULTCtI ) ) GO TO 64 281

GO TO 62 282
64 U = FIT = ALPHAl I KGAMKAt I)*Z 233

V=SJT = B E T A U H O E L r A d K Z  284
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C GO TO 66
C 62 WRITE!108, 990)
C 66 CONTINUE.
C
S LI,I O INDEX TO ULTCS LW, 2 Z VALUE OF IS CW,2 UL TC,I IS Z=ULTCS BLE $+5 YESS Al,I I NOS Cl,I 34 WAS TAX I NT. FOUNDS ■ BE 62 S - ERROR MESSAGES B $-5 BRANCHS Al,I I
S STW, I I
S B 64S

*4 U=FIT=ALPHA(I)+GAMMA(I)*Z 
V=SIT=SETA i IJ +DELTA(I>*Z 
GO TO 66

62 WR I TE(108 f 990)
66 CONTINUE 

C
C END OF PART 2 OF THE TAX PROGRAM
C

SSL=ADNFI+SD 
SST=0.069*SSL
IF(SST.GE.538.), SST=538.C0 
DI = SSL-FIT-SIT— SST 
IFIDI.LT.5000.) GO TO 210 
AAB=22.96*I.2680**0.410 
B3C=4.0**0.1G3 
CCD=DI**-3MPC 
CONS=AAS*(BBC*CCD)
SA=DI-CONS 
GO TO 250 

210 C0NS=4000.
SA=DI-CONS 

250 CONTINUE
X WR I TE I108i130 J Z,ADNF I,FIT,SI T,SST,01,SA.CONS,TNACC 85 S2S1J=(V0A+VCAB-VOAS)*RJK 

TD=D3AS+SA
X WRITEi108,140) S2S1J,TD
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GD TO (90,91,92) L 326
90 YIJY=S2S1J—TD 327

GO TO 80 328
91 Y1JA = S2SU-TD 329

GO TO 80 - 330
92 YIJB=S2S1J-TD ' I- 331
80 CONTINUE 332

IHYIJB.LT.YIJA) S=-I-O 333
TZ=TT-EE , 334

X WRITE!108,145) Y,YIJY,EE,YIJA,TT,YIJB,TZ 335
IF!YIJY*S.LT.O.) EE=Y 336
I F( YI1J YYS-GT « O- ) TT=Y . 0 337

X ■ WRITE!108,150) EE,TT 338
KK=KK+I ’ 339
IFtABS(YIJY)-GE-ACC -AND- KK.LT.12) GO TO 50 , 340
WRITE(108,160)Y,S2,IS2,SI,ISl1RK,K.AKS2,JJ 341

. 342
REST OF PROGRAM WRITES THE TRANSITIONAL PRCBA3 ILITES 343
AS SPECIFIED,PLUS ALL IDENTIFING I NFCRKATI ON,I D= CARD NO.,K= - ■ 344
I,2,OR3 DECISION ALTERNATIVE,H=INDFX CF CAPACITY, AND N=INDEX 345
OF I-TH STATE DEBT-CASH RESERVE WITH IN EACH INDEX FOR M- 346

LOG BASE(E), NORMAL 347
PROBABILITY OF A RANDOM VALUE CF Z=(X-XBAR)ZSD 348

349
YLl=ALOG(YLl) 350
YL2=AL0G(Y I 351
XL=(YL1-XBAR)ZVAR ' 352
XU=(YL2-XBAR)ZVAR 353
YLl=Y 354
IF(XU.LT.-4.0) GO TO 270' '■ 1.355
IF(XL -LT--4•0) XL=—4> 0 ■ 356
CALL NORM(XL,D,Pi) 357

-IF(XL-GT-A-C) GO TO 96 • 358
IFfXU-GT-4-0) XU=A-O 359
CALL NORM!XU,D > P4) 360
IPROB(JJ)=(P4-F3+0.00005I)*10000- 361
IF(IPR0B(JJ)-E0-0) GO TO 270 362
KPROB=KPROB+IPRUBtJJ) ’ 363
GO TO 275 " 364

270 INTK=INTK+1 365
10=10+1 366
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275 CONTINUE , - 367
■95 CONTINUE ' " 3 6 8

369END OF PROGRAM TO COMPUTE PROBABILITIES ' ' '370
' 371' ■ 372PART 3 373

OF TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITY PROGRAM- 374
375280 Jl=IQ+! .. 376

J2=JJ ‘ « 377
IFIJ1.GT.J2) Jl=JZ INTK=INTK-1 - 370

. IFU2.EQ.65*(M-1J ) GO TO 282 379
IF(J2.EC.65*M) GO TO 282 380
IF! J2.EQ.63*(M+m GO TO 3S2 381
ipROBijj j=ioooo-kprob 382
GO TO 2.84 383

282 IFtKPROS.EO.lOOCO) GO TO 284 384
IF!J1.EQ.J2) IPROBrjJJ=lCCOO GO TO 284 . ’ 385
IPROBtJJ I = IPROB I JJl + UOOOO-KPROB) 386

284 !FIJ2-J141.GT.12) GO TO 416 387
I O= ID+1 388
WRITE I I,5 I Jl1 J2.,J2-J1 + 1, (IPROB(JJ) , JJ=Jl, J2 ) , i 1I-J2+J I) *5 , M , 339

. SN1K7ID ’ 390
WRITE!107,5)Jl1JZ1JB-Jl + !,( IPROB(JJ),JJ = Jl1J2),(Il-J2+J1)*5, M1 391
SN1K1ID 392
WRITE! 108,5)01, JZ1JZ-Jl + !, (IPROBtJJ) ,JJ = Jl1JZ.) , '111— J2+JI) *5 , 393
SM1N1K1IO 394
GO TO 430 395

416 I D=10 +1 ' 396
WRITE(I1S) Jl1JZ1IZ1(IPROB(JJ),JJ=Jl1Jl + !!),O1M1N1K1 ID 397
WRITE(IOT1S)Jl1JZ1IZ1(IPROB(JJ),JJ=Jl1Jl+11),O1M1N1K1IO 393
WRITE(IOB1S)Jl1JZ1IZ1 (I PROB(JJ) ,J J = J I, J 1 + 11) ,O1M1N1K1IO 399-
MM=J1+12 400
DO'417 NN=I1(J2-J1-12)/14+1 401
10=10+1 ' 402
TF(MM+13.GT.J2) GO TO 41.8 403
WRITE! 1,2.5) . 14, (IPROB (JJ) ,JJ = MM1MMtlB) ,O1M1N1K1 ID 4,04 ■
WR176(107,25} *14,(IPROB (JJ),JJ = MM1MM+13),O1M1N1K1ID 405
WRITE ( 108,25) 14, ( IPROB(JJ) ,JJ=MM1MMtlB.) ,O1M1N1K1 ID 406
GO TO 417 407
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416 CONTINUE '-408
WRITE! 1,25) J2~NH+1, UPROB(JJ) , JJ=MM,J2) , <13-J2 + MM) *5, M7M, K , ID 409
WRITE! 107,25) J2-MM+1, (I PROD(JJ) , JJ = MM, J2) , 113-J24-MM) *5 , M, N, K7 10 410
WRITE! 108,25)J2-MK+1,(I PROB(JJ),JJ=MM,J2),113-J2 + MM)*5, M, N, K,I O 411

417 MM=MM+14 412
430 KI(K)=INTK+! ' + 413

OO 450 LLI=Jl,J2. ' - 414
450 IPROB[LLI)=0 415 '
96 CONTINUE 416
97 CONTINUE 417
98 CONTINUE 418

10 = 10+1 419
• J1=J2=1235 ' 420
IC=I ‘ ' 421
IPROBt1236)=10000 ® 422
WRITE!1,170) J1,J2,IPR0B(1236),1C,I0 423
WRI TE(107,17 0) J1,J2,IPR0B(1236),IC1ID - 4 24
WRITE!100, 170) Jl,J2,I PROB(1236),IC,I O 425

I F0RMAT(315,58X,11,15) ' 426
5 FORMAT(215,N15,NX,12,12,II,15) 427

X 8 FORMAT!IHI) . . .  428 .
X. S FORMAT! 214,7F14.5) 429
X 19 FORMAT(214,7F12,5/6F14,5/) 430

25 FORMAT(NJ5,NX,12,12,II,15) 431
100 FORMAT (4F10 - O) •- , 432
101 FORMAT I 214! ■ 433.

X 102 FORMAT!I4,4FI4.4) ' 434
115 FORMAT(3F10.3,2F10.5) 435

X 118 FORMAT(2F16■3) ' ' 436
X 119 FORMAT! 3F16.31- . . ' 437
X 120 FORMAT t 3F16■3) 438
X 130 FORMAT!5F12*3/4FI2*3) 439
X 140 FORMAT I2F14.4) 440
X 14 5 FORMAT! 7F13.-3) 441
X 150 FORMAT!2F10.2) ‘ 442X 160 F0RMAT!F15.3,F6.0,I4,2X,F7.4,I4,2X,F6.0,X4,F6.0,2X,I4) 443

170 FORMAT(3I5,58X,11,15) ' 444
900 FORMAT (2F10.2,F10.5 ,'Fl1O. 2 , F10,5) 445
990 FORMAT!'ERROROTAX INTERVAL'NOT FOUND'). 446

EMO FILE 107,107 447
.STOP ' 448

3'
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END
~  OF

PART 4
TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITY PROGRAM

. 449
450
451

THE NORMAL PROGRAM
SUBROUTINE NORM(X1O7P)
AX-A3S(X) T=I,0 /(l.+.2316419*AX) D=.39894?3*EXP(-X*X/2.)

4.52 
4 53 
45*. 
455

p = i . - o * r * u m . 3302744T—I-821256)*T+1 .781478)*T—.3565638) 456I *T-».3193815) 457IF(X.LT.O-) F=I 
RETURN

.-P 458
459■ END

INCOME TAX DATA 
1017.55 .00 .13759 .00 .01725

460
461
4621161.18 -10.03 . 14744 .20 .01705 4632042.58 IACOI .14616 -9.74 .02562 4642335.71 -28.54 .15595 -9.14 .02532 4653075.00 -25.36 .15459 -%8.99 .03382 466410-3.58 -55.28 .16432 -27.79 .03343 4674734.94 -135.33 .18380 -24.59 .03265 -* • 4637180.62 -127.92 .18223 —63.60 .04089 4698284.26 -116.63 .18066 -123.00 .04916 47096/0.51 -356.IC .20957 =108.63 .04743 471

12195.13 -339.02 .20/80 -186.27 .05545 472
12510.00 ■ -317.39 .20603 —284.61 .06352 47316770.87 -676.02 .23469 -255.92 .06122 47417435.00 ’ -1159.17 .26350 -217.27 .05892 47521050.33 -1122.28 .26139 -348.99 .06648 47625319.34 -1931.63 .29984 -276.15 .06301 47 725834.37 -2512.36 .33857 -187.89 .05953 47829600.00 -2848.55 .33610. -365.15 .06639 47933871.11 -3711.24 .36524 -278.88 ■ .06348 48038135.56 -4767.22 .39457 -173.28 .06054 481
42373.33 -5829.84 .42408 -67.02 .05759 48246604.44 -7088.24' .45378 58.82 .05462 48351270.00- -8015.79 .47368 151.58 .05263 48455071.24 -7873.02' " .47090 -133.97 .05820 48567768.31 -9525.33 .50090 47.79 .05490 43680435.73 -10888.77 .52102 197.76 .05269 487
93058.65 -13330.48 .55138 466.35 .04935 488
105651.91 -15224.84 .57173 674.73 .04711 489126591.24 -1738=5.71 .59219 912.43 .04486 490147481.12 -19987.09 -61274 1198.58 .04260 491168321.57 -23032.13 .63338 1533.53 .04033 492139112.58 -26523.99 .65413 1917.64' .03805 493209878.88 -23492.59 .66454 2134.18 .03690 494999999.99 -30602.56 .67497 2375.08 .03575 495
PARAMETER

Cu070
DATA FOR 

0.045
MODEL.

0.590 3.28466 0.44432 496
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APPENDIX F

. GENERALIZED FLOW CHART OF 
STOCHASTIC FIRM.GROWTH MODEL



148-153

Read income tax and program's parameter data.

158-160

164-172

-1.00?
175-178

Write information 
for insolvency state

Compute interest income or interest, expense.

Define insolvency

Program comments and notations.

Defines total land base a."ter kth decision and 
calculates the disinvestment cost (VOAS) or 
investment cost (VOAB) of the resource.

Define capacity (ŝ ) [640 a. ^ s ^ ^  6,400 a.],
and compute the dollar value of non-cash assets 

(VOA)S2-

Define the level of resource associated rich
the Jc decision alternative, [k̂  = -320, k2 = 
0, k3 = +320] and set the appropriate k's for 
the upper and lower boundaries of S2.

The resource sell, do nothing, or buy Ivop for 
decisions k^, k2# and k^, respectively.

Define the cash reserve ratio (sj)# [-1.0 <_ ŝ  
+0.6] , and compute dollars of debt i-ŝ  • VOa 1 

or cash leserves (ŝ  • VOA). When - -1.00,^ 
a state of insolvency exists.

5
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Defines the appropriate boundary Lor a jth 
cash reserve interval where s^ = mean value of
the interval.

r  229
Beginning of equation solving routine to find 
the appropriate yield (Ŷ ) which n.ust meet a
specified condition.

> r 230
j  Defines the yield (Y) within specified limits.

I s  V  >  8 0 . 0  b u . ? ,

2 3 2 - 3 2 1 IComp itcs gross income, production expenses, 
income taxes, consumption expenses, and the 
residual income, savings or reinvescable fynis 
(SA) based on the Y derived by line 230.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3 2 3 - 3 3 2
Define in dollars the upcer boundary for a 
interval (S2S1J) and dollars of cash reserves 
(TD = DBAS + SA) which is dependent on S1, S2, 
k, ard Y. Objective is to find a Y that s -ves 
S2S1J - T D =  0.0.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J9l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3 3 3 - 3 3 9

Reset limits for the next Y xf needed.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J

r
Hfĉ Wes a found V
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r  Y es 350 -360
Call Normal Subrout]no______________________
Input to subroutine:
X = steiriard normal deviate for lower 

boundary of jinterval;
X = standard normal deviate for upper
_____ boundary of j\  interval.______________
Output from subroutine:
P3 ” probability at lower boundary,

= probability at upper boundary.

361-364
Difference between - P3 is probability
associated with a j interval, transformed . 
into an integer, right adjusted.

s
HO

Does 
"zUppcr boundary'

«= + 0 .5 8 7 5 ? /

^ SC

0 -
________________ ^ r Yes 376-385
Defines appropriate values for Jl and J2 within 
the program Iimi ts and assures that the
r kI - 10000.J-113

C 378-412
Write the values for Jl, J2. 
and identifying information.

pU (integer form))
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6,400?

419-422

Define the final bankruptcy state.

423-423
Write the bankruptcy identifying information 
and probability 10000.

NOkMAL SUBROUTINE PROGRAM
454

X - standard normal deviate;
D * height of ordinate;
P » accumulative probability value for X 

under the normal curve.

r  455-457
Appropriate values for calculation of the 
probability for the standard normal density 
function# i

r  458
Assure that th-i prcbab 
value.

ility is a positive

, 459
Returns to main program with the appropriate
probability, P.

__



APPENDIX G :

CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES

22.96P0.410^,0.590^0.163

Net disposable .income ...... ; "'Consumption
---^------ -------■— - D o l s .-------- :  ■

0
" 1,000 
■ 2,000
3.000 
4,000.

• 5,000
6.000 : 

' 7,000
■ 8,000
• 9,000 
10,000 
20,000
30.000
40.000
50.000
60.000
70.000
80.000 
90,000

100,000

4/000 
4 „000 
4,000.

. 4,000 ' 
4,233 .. 
4,828 

' 5 ,.376
.

6,3.71' 
6,830 ■ 
7,268 . 

10,939 ' 
13,896 ■ 
16,467 . 
18,784 
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